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The 1999 ASA Annual Meeting 

Lively Annual Meeting in 
Sociology's Kind of Town 

CJ;,_e 941h Annual Meeting in 
Chicago-centered on the theme 
"Transitions in World Society at 
Century's End"-lived up to its billing. 
Sunny days, street fairs, a glistening 
Lake Michigan, great eating and music, 
and the ubiquitous cow art made 
Chicago a perfect place for sociologists 
to work and socialize. Over 5200 people 
attended and participated in the 
meeting. The local Chicago sociologists 
did an excellent job in preparing 
Footnotes articles, <:' restaurant guide, 
and very special tours of the city. 

ASA President Alejandro Portes and 
the Program Committee crafted three 
important Plenaries, special sessions, 
and hundreds·of opportunities for 
sociologists to share their work. Census 
Director Kenneth Prewitt led a lively 
town meeting on the challenges of 
Census 2000. Sociologists' skills were 
honed in teaching, academic, and 
professional workshops and in didactic 
seminars. The Student Forum made its 
organizational debut offering sessions 
and networking opportunities for 
graduate and undergraduate students. 

And the Honors Program included over 
fifty top-flight sociology students who 
brought the tireless energy needed to 
navigate a convention. 

Seemingly recent innovations are 
now core elements of the program such 
as the Chair Conference, the Funding 
Day events, the meeting of Directors of 
Graduate Study, Cafe ASA, the book 
giveaway to students, the Welcoming 
Party, special events for the Minority 
Fellowship Program, the Data Re
sources poster session, and the Commu
nity College Sociologists' breakfast, just 
to name a few highlights. 

The exhibit area did a brisk business 
showcasing new publications, software, 
data sources, and other professional 
materials for sociologists. Nearby, the 
ASA bookstore featured ASA publica
tions on teaching, careers, and public 
policy. And when the need came to sit 
down, film and video screenings 
provided just the venue. 

ASA had not met in Chicago since 
1987, and it was great to be back in a 
city with a rich sociological history and 
equal strength in the present. 0 
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ASA Council Appoints Five 
Task Forces 

.5ZI.sA Council appointed five Task 
Forces to address important issues of the 
profession. Council slated these Task 
Forces drawing primarily from ASA 
member volunteers. Each Task Force 
held an initial organizing meeting 
during the ASA Annual Meeting. As part 
of an effort to restructure ASA gover
nance, Council established a system of 
task forces to address issues in a more 
flexible, timely, and focused manner. 

In the first round of the task force 
"model," Council identified five Task 
Forces to work on key topics suggested 
by the membership. The Task Forces, 
their charges, and their composition are 
listed below. 

Task Force on the Implications of 
Assessing Faculty Productivity & 

Teaching Effectiveness 

The purpose of this Task Force is to 
examine the measures used by universi
ties, colleges, and various external 
agencies to assess faculty productivity 
and to determine if these measures 
threaten the freedom of faculty teaching 
and research. Over the past decade, such 
factors as the application of a corporate 
model to academia and pressures from 

external agencies such as state higher 
education commissions have resulted in 
increasing demand for faculty to be 
assessed at even greater levels. Measures 
such as post-tenure review, outcome 
assessment, and evaluation of faculty 
teaching loads are more commonplace 
and could either provide useful informa
tion or could be used to diminish the 
freedom and flexibility of faculty to be 
effective scholars and teachers. This Task 
Force will examine these issues and 
report to Council, with information on 
"best practices" and any recommenda
tions appropriate for ASA action. They 
will provide a progress report to the ASA 
Chair Conference in 2000 as well. 

Peter Meiksins, Cleveland State Univer
sity, Chair 

David Gordon, SUNY Geneseo 
Clarence Lo, University of Missouri at 

Columbia 
Scott Long, Indiana University 
Carolinc Pcrsdl, New York University 
fames Pills, University of North Carolina-

Asheville 
Mary SL'/Iter, Central Michigan Univer

sity 
Theodore C. Wagenaar, University of 

Miami-Ohio 

ASA Annual Meeting Over the Newswire 
Task Force on Articulation of Sociology 
in Two-Year and Four-Year Sociology 

Programs 

The purpose of this Task Force is to 
examine sociology programs in commu
nity colleges in light of current guide
lines for sociology in the undergraduate 
curriculum and to develop curriculum 
guidelines that would be useful for 
community college programs as well as 
for linking two-year and four-year 
programs. Community colleges are the 
most rapidly expanding part of higher 
education with national policy pressing 
for associate arts (AA) rather than high 
school diplomas as the minimal degree. 
Students pursuing such degrees fre
quently intend to transfer to 4-year 
programs. Models and guidelines can 
enhance sociology in two-year institu
tions and facilitate the continued study 
of sociology in four-year institutions. 
This Task Force would be comprised of 
eight members, four from community 
colleges and four from BA granting 
colleges or universities. A draft report of 
the Task Force would be considered by 
the Chairs and by ASA Council in 
August 2000, with a final report to 
Council no later than August 2001. 

Rachel Gragg, ASA Media Office 

Wandering among the sociologists at 
this year's Annual Meeting in Chicago, 
you may have noticed the occasional, 
somewhat disoriented looking individual 
wearing a crimson ribbon on his or her 
nametag. These were members of the 
press, probably working out the logistics 
of how to cover so many sessions simulta
neously. 

This year's meeting did, in fact, receive 
quite a bit of media attention. We had 
stories on The Today Show, NBC Nightly 
News, and CNN, as well as the local 
Chicago news. CBS and ABC Radio both 
featured stories on studies released at the 
Meeting. Newspaper coverage ranged 
from The New York Times, USA Today, The 
Washington Post, and the LA Times, to local 
papers like the Dubuque, Iowa newspaper. 
We also received quite a bit of attention in 
the U.K., with stories appearing on BBC 
Television and Radio, and several newspa
pers in England and Scotland. The Toronto 
Star also covered the conference exten
sively. Overall, more than 50 articles were 
published covering the Annual Meeting. 

News coverage tended to cluster 
around certain studies; typically when one 
news source covered a study, others 
followed. Certainly, the studies that 
received the most attention were those for 
which press releases were done by ASA or 
by the sociologists' own institutions (Penn 
State did an outstanding job in preparing 
press releases for conference participants). 
Among the papers receiving press 

Richard Alba, Susan Gonzalez-Baker, and 
Mary Waters hold a press conference on 
assimilation in the media room. 

coverage were: Nicholas Wolfinger's 
(University of Utah) study of whether or 
not the children of divorced parents are 
more likely to divorce; a study by David 
Post and Suet-Ling Pong (Penn State) 
looking at the relationship between 
employment and math and science 
achievement among 8th graders; and a 
study by Suzanne Bianchi and her 
colleagues (University of Maryland) that 
examined the distribution of housework 
between husbands and wives. 

The ASA also held three media 
events-two media briefings and a 
"media-only" question and answer period 
with Or. Kenneth Prewitt, Director, U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, that followed the 
Town Meeting held on August 8. The first 

media briefing was about hate and hate 
crimes in America, and featured Valerie 
Jenness (University of California, Irvine), 
Ryken Grattet (University of California, 
Davis), and Abby Ferber (University of 
Colorado, Colorado Springs) as panel
ists. James F. Short, Jr. (Washington State 
University) was the panel moderator. 
The briefing ultimately received wide
spread media coverage, and the same 
group will be presenting at an ASA 
Congressional Seminar on October 21. 
The second media briefing was on 
assimilation, and included Mary C. 
Waters (Harvard), Susan Gonzales-Baker 
(University of Texas at Austin), and 
Richard Alba (SUNY, Albany) as 
panelists. Roger Waldinger (UCLA) was 
the moderator. Reuters covered the 
briefing for its wire service. 

In general, the media coverage of the 
Annual Meeting was extensive and by
and-large presented the ASA and 
sociology as a discipline in a very 
complimentary light. Anyone attending 
the Annual Meetings should be encour
aged to take the opportunity to present 
your research to the media, and help us 
expand the public's understand of both 
the discipline and the work that we do. 

Rachel Gragg completed her ASA COitgres
sional Fellowship with Senator Paul 
Wellstone (D-MN) in July and worked at the 
Executive Office on public information 
issues for July and August. This fall she 
joined Senator Wellstone's office as a staff 
member. 0 
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%e ~cutive Officer's Co[umn 
The ASA's MFP-A Solid Investment 

l};e Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) of the American Sociological 
Association (ASA) celebrated its 25'h anniversary at the ASA Annual Meeting 
in Chicago. What a marvelous invention it was and is. In the early 1970s, it 
took foresight to initiate a national training program for underrepresented 
minorities. It has also taken sustained energy, vision, and vigilance over the 
years to build a program of excellence. As with any milestone, this is a time of 
great satisfaction and also a time of reflection and rededication. 

Early Initiative and Building the Foundation 

The MFP was initially urged by the Caucus of Black Sociologists (CBS). 
The Caucus was formalized in 1969 after an ad hoc group concluded that ASA had failed to take 
visible steps to enhance the participation of blacks and other minority sociologists in ASA 
(Blackwell, 1988; Sewell, 1992). By the 1970 Annual Meeting, the CBS had presented a number of 
resolutions at the ASA Business Meeting including the establishment of an Opportunities Fellowship 
Program to provide stipends for graduate training. 

With sound judgment and leadership, then President William Sewell appointed a subcommittee 
of Council (S. Frank Myamoto, Chair; Morris Janowitz; Stanton Wheeler; Melvin Seeman) to meet 
with representatives from the Caucus Games E. Blackwell, Chair; John Moland; Jacqueline Jackson; 
James Conyer; Charles U. Smith; Edgar Epps; William J. Wilson) in order to prepare a report and 
recommendations. By May 1971, with this report in hand, Council decided to establish a fellowship 
program and to authorize the then Executive Officer, Jay Demerath, to hire a staff officer, to seek 
outside support for the program, and to urge member donations. (See details in Blackwell, 1988.) 

Demerath brought considerable commitment to the task. By December 1971, he .hired Maurice 
Jackson as Specialist in Racial and Minority Relations, and, by May 1992, the first training grant 
proposal was submitted to the National Institute of Mental Health. While many persons worked on 
the development of the proposal, the success of the final submission has been attributed largely to 
Jackson and to Dr. Mary Harper, Assistant Chief of the Center for Minority Group Mental Health 
Programs at NIMH. Dr. Kenneth Lutterman, Chief of Social Sciences of the Manpower and Training 
Section, also played an instrumental role. (Lutterman subsequently served as NIMH program officer 
from these early years through this past summer.) The 
first grant, effective July 1, 1973, envisioned supporting 
ten new Minority Fellows each year after a develop
ment year. We mark the functional beginning of the 
Program as 1974-because this was the year that the 
first cohort of Fellows started to receive support. 

A Model that Works 

The goal of the Minority Fellowship Program then 
and now was to enhance the capacity of minority 

~~The 
•• Open 
IIIII Window 

individuals to conduct research in sociology and mental health and to enhance the capacity of 
institutions more generally to provide such training. The MFP Program was the first of its kind-a 
grant to a national disciplinary association to provide coordinated training and support. In essence 
the MFP is a partnership between the National Institute of Mental Health, the ASA, and the universi
ties at which Fellows study. Since its inception, the Program has had a substantial training compo
nent and agenda that go well beyond providing excellent minority students with fellowships and 
tuition. 

Ed Murguia, MFP Program Director, and I recently prepared a report on the MFP Program in 
preparation for a workshop being held at NIMH in October on minority training programs and 
strategies. This workshop and a deadline in December for the next five-year application have led us 
to examine some of the key features of the MFP Program and indicators of its success. The full report 
will be available later this year; it underscores how much we have to celebrate about the MFP. To 
illustrate with a few examples: 

• Almost 400 Fellows have been funded to date, with 49% being African American; 27%, Latina/a; 
18%, Asian American; and 6% Native American. While information is not available on the relative 
proportion of each race/ethnicity group among minority sociology graduate students generally, 
we estimate a higher proportion of African Americans and Native Americans in the MFP Program. 

• The MFP Program supports almost one-fifth of all minorities receiving PhD degrees in sociology. 
• Based on our current count, the MFP Program has added 215 minority PhDs to sociology. 
• Of those students of color who entered the MFP Program between 1979 and 1988 (a ten-year span 

far enough back so that students might have been expected to complete their degrees), we know 
that at least 75% of these Fellows have obtained their PhD. 

• The average years-to-PhD-degree for MFP Fellows is 6.63 years. While we can only compare MFP 
Fellows with all students who received their PhDs from July 1996 through December 1997, 
sociology students overall take longer to finish-on average, 6.95 years. 

Rededication 

As we celebrate what the MFP has achieved, we are also moving forward. Cohort 26 joined the 
Program in September. We are making the case for an increase in the size and duration of Fellow
ships, a "dependents" allowance, and additional core support to ASA for operating MFP. We also are 
laying plans for adding new features to the Program such as an annual Mentoring Conference for 
advisors and a First-Year-Cohort Workshop for entering Fellows. With 40% less resources for ASA 
operating activities in 1999 than in 1974 (using the CPI Index), we are experts in doing more with 
less. Donations from aligned sociological associations1 are essential to our task as are contributions 
from individual ASA members. This year, please contribute as much as you can- whether or not you 
have done so before. The MFP has a great record; it is a solid investment-Felice J. Levine 0 
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Suggestions Solicited for 2001 
Annual Meeting Program 
~e 2001 Program Committee 

announces the meeting theme, "Cities of 
the Future," and cordially invites ASA 
members to submit suggestions for topics 
and organizers for thematic and special 
sessions and for the regular sessions of 
the 2001 Annual Meeting to be held in 
Anaheim, California, DC, on August 18-
22,2001. Suggestions for didactic 
seminars and workshops consistent with 
the theme are requested as well. 

Session proposals should provide the 
following information: 
• working title for the session, 
• brief description of the substantive 

focus, 
• rationale for inclusion of the session 

on the 2001 program, 
• designation of the session as open for 

submissions (Regular Session) or by 
invitation only ('!hematic or Special 
Session, seminar or workshop), 

• recommendation(s) for session 
organizer, including address, tele
phone, and e-mail information, and 

• a list of potential participants if the 
session is to be an invited panel. 
Proposals must be typed or printed 

and should be no more than two pages in 
length. 

Those submitting suggestions for 
organizers to deal with paper submis
sions should be aware of the organizer 
eligibility policy of the Program Commit-

tee. Any member who organized an open 
submission session for the 1999 program 
or who will review papers for the 2000 
program is considered ineligible to be 
nominated as an open submission session 
organizer for 2001. This eligibility 
restriction spreads the benefits and 
burdens of organizing across the member
ship and helps ensure that no one 
individual affects general program access 
for an extended period of time. 

Session proposals should be submitted 
as soon as possible, but no later than 
February: 1, 2000. A long lead in planning 
time is needed in order to publish the 
names of organizers and regular session 
topics in the fall of 2000 to allow members 
time to prepare their papers. Proposals 
postmarked by November 19 or faxed by 
November 23 will be considered during 
the next meeting of the Program Commit
tee; those postmarked or faxed between 
November 24 and February 1 will be 
reviewed at the winter meeting. Consider
ation of late proposals (any suggestion 
sent after February 1, 2000) is at the sole 
discretion of the Program Committee 
Chair. 

Program suggestions should be sent to 
the attention of: Janet Astner, Meeting 
Services Director, American Sociological 
Association, 1307 New York Avenue, NW, 
Washington, DC 20005-4701, USA; 
meetings@asanet.org; fax (202) 638-0882. 

2001 Annual Meeting Theme 

Cities of the Future 
Sometime in the next decade, the world will pass a historic milestone. For the 

first time in human history, a majority of the world's people will live in cities. The 
future of humanity is fundamentally urban, and modes of social organization and 
settlement that have characterized human existence for millenia will gradually 
disappear over the course of the next century. To a large extent, this has already 
happened in the developed world, but the process is already well-advanced in 
many corners of the developing world as well. Even the least developed portions 
of the globe are now rapidly and relentlessly urbanizing. 

The theme of the 2001 Annual Meeting, "Cities of the Future," is meant to 
reflect on the meaning of urbanization for human societies and social relations, not 
just in wealthy industrial nations, but in those that are rapidly industrializing as 
well as those that lag behind. What are the social organizations, economic struc
tures, ecological patterns, and cultural forms that exist in cities now? How do they 
vary across the globe? What do they tell us about our urban future? And what 
does an urban future imply for the countryside, and for those regions of the planet 
that are not incorporated into a global capitalism rooted in huge urban agglomera
tions? These are some of the questions that we seek to address in the 2001 Annual 
Meeting, on the threshold of global urbanism. 

2001 Program Committee 
Douglas Massey, President-Elect and Committee Chair, University of Pennsylvania 
Richard Alba, Vice President-Elect, State University of New York-Albany 
William T. Bielby, University of California-Santa Barbara 
Florence Bonner, Secretary, Howard University 
Miguel Centano, Princeton University 
Karen S. Cook, Stanford University 
John M. Goering, Baruch College, City University of New York 
Darnell Hunt, University of Southern California 
Ross Koppel, Social Research Corporation 
Zai Liang, Queens College, City University of New York 
Robert Newby, Central Michigan University 

In Appreciation: Kenneth Lutterman 
.9ft the celebration of the Minority 

Fellow Program silver anniversary, ASA 
honored and thanked Kenneth Lutterman, 
Associate Director, Division of Services and 
Intervention Research, National Institute of 
Mental Health (NIMH). Ken has been the 
Program Officer for the NIMH training 
grant for twenty-five years. He recently 
retired from NIMH after 31 years of service. 

Lutterman received his PhD in sociology 

from the University of WISConsin in 1%2. 
He taught at St. Olaf College (1953-1962) 
and the University of WISConsin (1962-
1968) before coming to Washington, DC. 
Together with Mary Harper, another 
NIMH sociologist, Lutterman was one of 
the architects of the Minority Fellowship 
Programs in the various disciplines, 
including sociology, psy_chology, social 
work, and psychiatry. l:l 
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.-------t~PUBLIC AFFAIRS UPDATE :~---. 
tl' Scott Commends ASA Report to House Members ...• Representative Bobby Scott 
recently sent the ASA publication, Youth Violence: Children at Risk to all members of the House 
accompanied by a Dear Colleague letter. Indicating that social science research is key to 
understanding the problems of youth violence and children at risk, he commends the 
report and urges more coordinated investment in relevant research. The report is based on 
a Congressional seminar convened by ASA with presentations from sociologists Delbert 
Elliott, John Hagan, and Joan McCord. It is available through ASA Publications as part of 
ASA's new Issue Series in Social Research and Social Policy. 

tl' Social and Behavioral Sciences Take Jab in NSF Appropriations Process .•.. With 
some unanticipated negativity, Committee report language that accompan.ied the Senate 
appropriations bill (S.R. 161) at the end of September expressed concerns about the profile 
of funding of economics research at the National Science Foundation (NSF), urged that 
social and behavioral sciences funded by NSF be tied more to its core mission of promoting 
the physical sciences, focused primarily on the promise of cognitive and decisioiJ sciences, 
and directed NSF to provide a report on the status of social, behavioral, and economic 
sciences research by February 3, 2000. Through the efforts of COSSA (Consortiu.,-t of Social 
Science Associations) and other scientific societies, the Senate floor debate included a 
colloquy forcefully presenting the significance of these sciences, but the bite merits moni
toring. 

tl' Continuing Resolution Puts Research Increases on Hold .... The Federal government 
operates on a continuing resolution until October 21 because Congress did not complete all 
appropriations bills by the start of the new fiscal year (October 1). The picture is mixed for 
research as far as the appropriations process has gone. For NSF, the Senate has provided 
the Administration's request of 5.8% while the House is at about a 1% decrease from last 
year. The picture is brighter at NIH with the Senate appropriations committee p_l'oviding 
NIH with a 13% boost and the House subcommittee aiming for a 9% increase. Importantly, 
the temporary spending bill included a special exception for the 2000 census, allocating an 
additional $189.5 million for the three-week period. This was the amount ~hat Census 
Bureau Director Kenneth Prewitt said was essential to keep Census 2000 on schedule. 

ti'Final Revision on Data Sharing Issued from OMB .•.. With comments running 70'Yo 
to 30o/o in favor of the views expressed by Federal sCience leaders, scientific societies (includ
ing ASA), and higher education associations, the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) issued a final revision of Circular A-110 that reflected the impr9vements in the 
August 11 revision. While use of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for sharing 
research data remains troublesome and further clarifications would have been helpful, this 
revision is much better than the original proposed revision released by OMB•last February. 
For a full briefing and action alerts, see ASA homepage (www.asanet.org). 

Council Renews Call for Input on .ASA 
Policy on Policymaking 

5i its February 1999 meeting, the ASA 
Council endorsed new guidelines for the 
scope of ASA policymaking and for 
resolutions from the membership. In the 
March 1999 issue of Footnotes, (then) 
President Portes called for member 
comments over the next ten months and 
indicated that this topic would be on the 
1999 Annual Meeting Business Meeting 
agenda. Even with extended time, the 
Business Meeting did not reach this agenda 
item. 

Council seeks additional member input 
before finalizing a policy at its January 2000 
meeting. 

The full statement of the Council
endorsed ASA policy appears on page 11 of 
March 1999 Footnotes. The text is also 
available on ASA's homepage 
(www.asanet.org). The proposed policy 
clarifies the range of issues on which 
Council feels it is appropriate to speak as 
an association. 

The policy asserts: "Although individual 
sociologists are free to take positions on all 
manner of policy matters, the Association 
itself - and its policymaking arm, the ASA 
Council- should restrict its own policy 
pronouncements to issues consonant with 
its mission of advancing and protecting the 
wellbeing of the discipline ... (e.g., resolu
tions involving the collection or dissemina
tion of social data; funding for science or 
training; academic freedom; the conduct of 
science in research, teaching and training; 
human subjects protection; the principles of 
peer review). As necessary or helpful 
Council should be free to make pronounce
ments or clarify policy about how the 
Association should conduct its own 
business. Resolutions of this sort might 
include refusing to hold annual meetings in 
states or localities with anti-choice laws, 
not investing in or doing business with 
firms known to have anti-union policies; 
operating the ASA according to principles 
of diversity and inclusiveness." 

In the past, the ASA has spbken, on 
occasion, on a wide variety of public 
policy issues. Council felt' the Association 
now provides members with many 
opportunities for presenting their work 
and expressing their views. Council, 
therefore, concluded that, beyond the 
above, "the ASA's role should be prima
rily educative, in the sense of providing 
relevant sociological knowledge to 
policymakers and other public audiences. 
This educative function can be achieve, 
for example, through the annual meeting, 
publications, ASA'~ Fund for the Ad
vancement of the Discipline, and it's 
Spivack Program in Applied Social 
Research and Social Policy." 

While Council may issue resolutions 
on its own initiativ-e, it looks to.members, 
committees, and sections to id~ntify 
resolutions that require ASA Council 
consideration and potential action. These 
may be presented at the ASA annual 
business meeting or any other time of 
year, with an indication of member 
support expressed by attaching at least 50 
signatures from ASA voting members. 
Logically, the scope of th~ member
initiated resolutions should be aligned 
with the two criteria note above(either 
relevance to sociology as a discipline or to 
the conduct of ASA's business). 

Finally, Council's endorsed policy 
includes the possibility of occasions 
where the ASA would take a moral stand 
on an issue of "grave and compelling 
importance to society," outside these two 
criteria. 

Members are encouraged to review the 
endorsed policy and to send their 
comments to Executive Officer Felice J. 
Levine at the ASA Executive Officer or at 
levine@asanet.org. Comments should 
arrive by January 2, 2000, so that they 
may be included in the Council agenda 
packet for consideration at the January 
28-30 meeting. 0 
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Profile of the President 
~ .... 

Joe R. Feagin: Willing to Take a Stand 
by Hernan Vera, University of Florida 

fn electing Joe R. Feagin, President of 
the American Sociological Association, our 
membership has recognized the impor
tance of committed scholarship in Ameri
can sociology. Joe Feagin is a good 
example of the "value free" sociologists as 
Max Weber understood this term: as those 
who have refused to accept the official and 
conventional definitions of the problems 
they study. 

Joe R. Feagin 

Our new president focused early on in 
his career on some of the most intractable 
social problems. Prejudice, racism, 
violence, urban housing, welfare policy, 
sexism, are among the topics he has 
researched in the field. His thirty-six 
books and more than one hundred and 
forty articles represent a most original 
contribution to American sociology. 

Briefly, in Ghetto Revolts: The Politics of 
Violence in American Cities (1973), he and 
his co-author Harlan Hahn were the first 
to suggest an aggressively stratification/ 
political interpretation of urban revolts in 
a book-length analysis. They broke with 
the tradition that either "deviantizes" 
them or localizes them. This book was 
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. His 1978 
book, with Clairece Booher Feagin, 
Discrimination American Style, was one of 
the first social science books to congeal 
what we know into a substantially original 
and comparative analysis of racial and 
gender discrimination. Feagin's 1983 
Urban Real Estate Game was one of the first 
by a U.S. urbanist to do a critical political
economic analysi~ of how urban develop
ment works. The Capitalist City: Global 
Restructuring and Community Politics, edited 
in 1987 with Michael P. Smith, was the 
first major anthology to look at cities in 
the context of the new international 
division of labor and the new global 
economy. This edited volume helped to 
re-focus the field on global issues. Modern 
Sexism, co-authored with Nijole 
Benokraitis and first published in 1986 
makes a major contribution to empirical 
documentation of and theorizing about 
gender discrimination. 

In the 1994 book Living with Racism, 
Feagin and Melvin Sikes break new 
ground with the analysis of more than two 
hundred in-depth interviews with middle
class black Americans. The analysis 
preserves the voices of these men and 
women who have "arrived" in our society. 
Understanding the racial oppression they 
face in everyday life is critical to under
standing life in the contemporary United 
States. White Racism: The Basics, published 
in 1995, and co-authored with this writer, 
is a sociological analysis of a series of 
recent racist events, while The Agony of 
Education, also with this writer and with 

Nikitah Imani, is an examination of what 
black college students and their parents 
had to say about the experience of 
attending college at historically white 
universities. 

For those of us who work with Joe, it is 
hard to imagine how he manages this 
prodigious productivity when he also 
makes himself generously available to 
graduate and undergraduate students as 
well as his colleagues. He is a great 
academic citizen when it comes to 
committee service. "He is a mentor, in the 
full, wonderful, meaning of this term," 
Bernice McNair Barnett, Past Chair of the 
Race, Gender, and Class Section of the 
American Sociological Association told me 
recently, "when I went through a terribly 
cruel promotion and tenure process, Joe 
was there for me. I called him at all hours, 
E-mailed him, left messages on his 
answering machine, ... He counseled me, 
gave me hope, and thanks to him I made 
it. He pulled me out of despair." Similarly, 
he reads and comments on an endless 
number of drafts of papers, research ideas, 
books and prospectuses from social 
scientists across the country. Joe was 
reticent to talk about the time and energy 
he devotes to this mentoring when I asked 
him about it. However, when telling me 
what he was most proud about in his 
career, the first thing he mentioned was 
the mentoring of students and young 
colleagues. 

Joe was born in San Angelo, a small 
town in the middle of the Texas plains 
where his parents, Frank Feagin and 
Hanna Griffin Feagin, had moved when 
Frank was lucky enough to get a job with 
his new electrical engineering degree at 
the height of the 1930s depression. "In 
those days, they explored for oil with 
dynamite by measuring the seismic effects 
of the explosions, Joe once reminisced. 
"My father handled the equipment used 
in those sometimes dangerous measure
ments." Joe and his brother and sister 
were raised in Houston. There they grew 
up in the segregated "deep South" world 
of east Texas. Also segregated in those 
days was Baylor University from which 
Joe graduated with a BA in history and 
philosophy in 1960. At Baylor he met 
Clairece Booher, who became his spouse, 
life companion, co-author, and mother of 
Michelle and Trevor, their two children. At 
the slightest provocation Joe or Clairece 
will "show and tell" for you a collection of 
photographs of Derek Newberry, their 3 
and 1/3 year-old wonder grandchild. 

From Baylor, Joe moved to Harvard 
where Tom Pettigrew's course on Black 
Americans and Gordon Allport's lectures 
on the social psychology of prejudice 
made a definitive impression on him. A 
young assistant professor, Charles Tilly, 
supervised his dissertation while Robert 
Bellah, Harrison White, and Talcott 
Parsons also influenced him. Joe's first job 
after his 1966 Ph.D. was as Assistant 
Professor at the University of California at 
Riverside, where he taught an array of 
undergraduate courses. There he read Karl 
Marx seriously for the first time, a work 
that produced a longstanding impression 
on him. He soon moved to the University 
of Texas at Austin, where he became 
Associate and then Full Professor. There 
he began a close reading of sociologists 
like W. E. B Dubois and Oliver C. Cox, 
who would have a profound influence on 
his research and theorizing about societal 
racism. The rank of Graduate Research 
Professor, the equivalent of an endowed 
chair, which Joe now holds at the Univer-

Joe R. Feagin (right) accepts the gavel from outgoing ASA President Alejandro Partes. 

sity of Florida, was established to 
recognize and showcase excellence in 
graduate education. 

Joe identifies the time he spent at the 
Commission on Civil Rights as a scholar 
in residence in 1974-75, as a watershed 
life event that invigorated him in the 
study of racism and sexism as funda
mental social forces in the United States. 
At the Commission, Joe worked with 
leading black, Latino, and white feminist 
scholars and activists who educated him 
on the importance of civil rights laws 
and of protest strategies. 

Melvin Sikes, a former Tuskegee Air 
Force trainee and now retired professor 
at the University of Texas, told me that 
"Joe Feagin is one of the very few people 
who truly understands others because he 
has both courage and conviction to 
search, not for facts, but for profound 
truths. He is Aristotelian in this way. He 
has not been afraid to ask those imperti
nent empirical questions. His sociology 
can be characterized as one of deep 
insights that most of our colleagues are 
afraid of." 

Over the last 25 years Joe has con
sulted with local and county govern
ments and universities on matters of 
discrimination and affirmative action. 
Recently, the California Assembly 
requested his written testimony on the 
subject of affirmative action. Before 
federal courts he has appeared several 
times as an expert witness on matters of 
employment discrimination, school 
desegregation, and set-aside and 
affirmative action programs. The 
research he did for these discrimination 
and affirmative action cases has likely 
helped to reduce racism in some areas of 
the country. An important service to our 
profession is Joe's willingness to discuss 
his research work with many mass 
media outlets. His interviews with major 
newspapers and television programs 
have played an important role in 
educating the broad public on matters of 
racial-ethnic conflicts and on the contri
bution sociology can make to them. 

Joe Feagin has been, and continues to 
be, an inspiring teacher. He has super
vised thirty some doctoral dissertations, 
several of which have been published as 
books. The integrity of Joe's spirit is 
what students admire most. Many of his 
graduate student advisees have been 
people of color or women. Students of all 
backgrounds flock to him because of his 
extraordinary talent to inspire in them a 

passiorl for difficult or sensitive research 
projects and to guide them with wisdom 
and respect. Joe is a strong advocate of 
human and civil rights and on more than 
one occasion he has stood for the rights 
of students facing the wrath of insensi
tive college administrators. Widely 
knowledgeable in sociology, he conducts 
his classes more as a series of questions 
that students need to consider than as a 
series of statements they must memo
rize. He is as effective in the under
graduate classroom as he is with his 
graduate students. One of his students 
recently told me that as a student one 
could disagree with Joe Feagin- in fact 
he encourages his students to articulate 
disagreements with him-but one could 
never forget his teaching. 

Joe's contribution to the teaching of 
sociology does not end in the classroom. 
His textbook on Racial and Ethnic 
Relations, first published in 1978, and 
now in its sixth edition with co-author 
Clairece Booher Feagin, is a classic and a 
best-selling textbook in its field. His 
Social Problems: A Critical Power-Conflict 
Perspective, first published 1982 and now 
co-authored in its fifth edition with 
Clairece Booher Feagin, is probably the 
only social problems textbook written 
from a neo-Marxist perspective that has 
survived into advanced editions. 

Joe is currently working on two 
projects. One researches how profoundly 
racism shapes our institutions and the 
events in our individual lives, The other, 
with this writer as coauthor, proposes 
the teaching and practice of a sociology 
that would serve those people struggling 
for their own liberation. 

Karen Pyke, a colleague at the 
University of Florida, told me: "Joe's 
commitment to fighting inequality and 
promoting diversity doesn't end when 
he turns off the computer after a day of 
writing. He spends great amounts of 
time giving lectures around the country, 
mentoring a wide array of students and 
junior faculty, and fighting local acts of 
racism and sexism. Anthony Orum, a 
sociologist who had an office next door 
to Joe's for fifteen years at the University 
of Texas, had a similar opinion:"Joe 
Feagin has a strong sense of what 
injustice of all sorts-racial, gender, 
class-does to harm people and a real 
passion to improve the world. Joe is a 
hero for me and so many others because 
for him moral issues are foremost and he 
is willing to take a stand." 0 



Executive Officer's Report on Actions from ASA 
Council-August 1999 
Important Issues of Governance and Publications Addressed 

The Council of the Amepcan Sociological Association (ASA) met on August 9-11, 1999 in 
conjunction with the ASA Annual Meeting. The meeting on August 91h, which took place the 
afternoon after the open Business Meeting of the membership, was the last meeting of the 1998-
1999 l::ouncil. Outgoing President Alejandro Portes (Princeton University) presided over this 
meeting. The meeting on August 10-U'h was the first meeting of the 1999-2000 Council, and in
coming President Joe Feagin (University of Florida) presided. 

A key item on the agenda was the issue of Council's selection in February 1999 of Charles 
Carnic and Franklin Wtlson (University of Wisconsin-Madison) as co-editors of the American So
ciological Review (ASR) when they were not among the two ranked choices recommended by the 
ASKs Publications @ommittee. Council's decision led to a special meeting of the Publications 
Committee in May 1999 and the resignation of Committee member Michael Burawoy (University 
of California-Berkeley) in June. 

The May meeting of the Publications Committee produced a number of concrete recommen
dations about how to proceed in the future event that Council should disagree with the Committee's 
recommendations for an editor selection. Subsequent to Burawoy's public resignation, many ASA 
members expressed concern about Council's treatment of one of ASKs most important Commit
tees (a committee comprised of the ASA President and Secretary as well as six at-large members 
elected by the.ASA membership). 

Other concerns were also expressed by members at the open Business Meeting and in e-mail 
and listserv communications (especially·on the listserv of Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) 
before the Annual Meeting. These concerns included (1) whether Council, in rejecting the recom
mendationS of the Publications Committee, was less committed than the Publications Committee 
to ASR's becoming more diverse and inclusive; (2) whether confidentiality was being invoked 
appropriately or instead in a way that limited members' access to the reasons underlying impor
tant decisions by the Publications Committee and Council; and (3) whether governance changes 
recommended by Council and adopted by the membership in spring 1998limited member par
ticipation and did so without adequate time for member deliberation. 

,A t the Business Meeting. two resolutions passed: One, introduced on the floor by Margaret 
Andersen (University of Delaware) and passed with a friendly amendment from Cheryl Townsend 
Gilkes (Colby College), called for continuing the ASR editorship under the now immediate-past 
editor Glenn Firebaugh (Pennsylvania State University) until a search and decision on an editor 
could be effectively implemented. The other resolution, prepared in advance by SWS and pre
sented by its Rresident Judith AuerbaCh (National Institutes of Health), urged that, in light of 
concerns about limiting democratic participation at ASA, a task force be appointed to reexamine 
the elimination of the Committee on Committees (COC) and of regional representation on the 
<Committee on Nbminations (CON). 

Council de"l{oted considerable time to the specific topics raised in the context of Council's 
departure from the recommendation of the Publications Committeeior.ASR editor. Council also 
discussed the Gl'itieal-sentiment being gxp,~;essed by: some members and how best to enhance 
rommunication..to all members ana to respond lfl fu~ m.erl_ts. Over. ,the three days, a number of 
resoluti.ons were adoJ!ted. The specific language of these resolutions will be published. in the 
Councilll}i!:tutes :in Footnotes and on tlie ASA homepage after·final review by Council. 

A:ccordirlg tQArtide WI of the ASA Constitution, at least at the outset resolutions passed at the 
BUSin~ •Meetingare d)nsider.ed advisory resolutions tO Council. Council takes suCh resolutions 
quite seriously ilrld ronsidered at length each. 
• Regarding the first resolution paSsed at the B!!Si~s Meeting; in a close vote, Council tabled the 

resolution to ask the immediate-past ASR editor to, continue il$ editor because the new editors 
were appointed ba~ on their merit and according to:current procedure and the transition to the 
new officduts already ocrurred. The general discussion that took place in offering ·this'<resolution 
could, in the view.ofCouncil, best be addressed by other actions. 

• Regariling the second resoll.ttion J><!ssed at 'the Business Meeting. which focused on the COC and 
CON, ·Council unanimously acceptea this resolution with minor modification. Council decided to 
estaBlish a task force to consider alternative models fo~the structure and election of tl\e Commit
tee on Committees and the C.omrnittee QO Nominati~ as well as related issues without a priori 
assumptiQl1labout what, if anything needs to be dl;me, but with sufficient time for member 
discussion an~ deliberation, if a By-litw change is ~· (President Feagin is in Ute process of 
appointing this task force.) 

Oti:lE!l'. key actions of Cotincil include the following: 
• Jh accord with the Publications Committee recommendation, to ask the Chair of the Publications 

Committee to present the Committee's recommendations to Council on editor selection and other 
matters deemed of.imJX>rtance. 

• In accord with the Publications Committee recommendation, if Council rejects all recommenda
tions of th~Publii:ations Committee fOr an editor, to appoint a subcommittee of Council and the 
PuBlications Committee to discuss and prepare a mutual recommendation for Council's 
consideration. 

• To arrive at a process and schedule for editor selection that, if necessary, can accommodate a 
subcommittee of Council and the Publications Committee without delaying the transition to the 
new editor beyond the anticipated date. 

• To appoint a joint subcommittee of PUblications and Council to articulate a policy regarding 
confidentiality and accountability that>adiliesses the interests of both candidates and the ASA 
m~hip. 

• In 11 four-part resolution, to state the following: (1) accept that the crisis over the selection of the 
ASR editor reflects a lack of confidence by a substantial number of ASA members in the proce
dures and practices of Council; (2) exp~ confidence in the new ASR editors, Carnic and Wilson; 
(3) acll;no:wledge the need to bring more articles Qf general interest and more articles in 
underrepresen~ areas to ASR; (4) convene a conference that would reflect on the inclusiveness 
and diversity of ASR and potentially other ASA journals; and (5) extend an apology and 
l!lq;lres5ion of gratitude to the new~SR editors, to ASR editor c:andidates Walter Allen (University 
of Galifomia.!Los Angeles) and Je!'l\Y ![acobs (University of P.ennsylvania) whose names have 
beCQme public in this process, andi to all candidates for their willingness to apply and potentially 
seJ;Ve. 

On'l!elated governance issues, Coun<!il took the fOllowing action; 
• To reaffirm its lo~g policy that @our\cil meetiilgs are open excepf when in Executive 

Session. 
• In accqrd,With the views eyp~ by many Section offieers, to1recommend to the membership 

exp<l!lding the com~tion of the Committee on Sections from six to nine members to include 
three section officers (from small, medium, and large sections) elected by section officers. 

llhis~ on theAt,tgust CounciLroeetings is intended as background briefing toASA 
members, relevant committees, and other interested sociologists and publics. It is being posted 
on the ASAfibmepa~ Q!ttp:/ /www.asanet.org) and otherwise distributed. Furthet mquiries 
should be i:lirected tt> Felice J. Le:v:ine, Executive Officer, levine@asanet.org. or at American 
Sociological ASSOciation, 1007 New York Avenue NW, Suite 700, Washington,, DC 20005-4701. 
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Many Voices Weigh In on ASR 
and the Editor Selection Process 
Approximately 300 members attended the 
ASA Business Meeting on August 9, at 7:00 
a.m. Much of the discussion centered on the 
recent sel'ection process of the ASR Editor(s). 
A selecti01~ of opinion pieces either sent 
directly to Footnotes or reprinted with 
permission are published below. They include 
individual statements as well as a statement 
from the ASA Publications Committee and a 
letter from the outgoing editor of ASR. Many 
of the statements refer to letters from Michael 
Burawoy.Jormer member of ASA's Publica
tions Committee and Alejandro Partes, past
President of ASA, published in the July
August 1999 issue of Footnotes. 

A message from members of the 
ASA Publications Committee 
(posted on various listseros in 
July 1999) 

In response to the many requests for 
information in the wake of Michael 
Burawoy's resignation, the Publications 
Committee wishes to make public some of 
its deliberations concerning the editorship 
of the American Sociological Review. 

At our winter meeting on January 8 and 
9,1999, the Committee reviewed a number 
of excellent proposals for editing ASR in 
the next term. By majority vote, two 
proposals were selected to be recom
mended to the ASA Council. In mid
February, however, we were informed that 
the Council chose to reject both of these 
candidates in favor of another application. 
Shortly thereafter, Council's choice of the 
team of Charles Carnic and Franklin 
Wilson was made public. 

Upon learning of Council's decision, we 
began an initial discussion via the internet. 
When it became clear that Council's 
actions warranted a more thorough 
consideration and response, President 
Portes offered to convene a special meeting 
of the Committee to evaluate the situation. 
We then met in Washington, DC, on May 
24 to discuss our reactions to Council's 
action and decide how to respond. 

We recognize that Council is not 
formally bound to accept the Committee's 
choices. We also understand that our 
recommended candidates offered different 
strengths and opportunities for the future 
of ASR that merited evaluation by Council. 
Yet the decision to set our recommendation 
aside altogether is unprecedented. It raises 
questions about the governance of the ASA 
and the appropriate relationship between 
Council and the Publications Committee, 
both of which are elected bodies. 

At our May meeting, we considered 
these issues and discussed a range of 
responses. One proposal, which we chose 
to reject, would have involved an amend
ment to the ASA by-laws to give the 
Publications Committee final authority in 
the selection of editors. Concerned that 
public discussion of such an amendment 
would likely result in disclosing confiden
tial information, a majority voted to reject 
this proposal. As a Committee, we accept 
proposals from potential editors in 
confidence, and we consider it our duty to 
all of the candidates to maintain this 
confidence. We also believe that, having 
accepted the responsibility to lead ASR 
through the next term, the team of Charles 
Carnic and Franklin Wilson deserves our 

support. We therefore decided not to 
seek a change in the by-laws at this time. 

While we held the principle of 
confidentiality as a high priority, we also 
concluded that procedural changes are 
essential to safeguard the future work of 
the Publications Committee. The 
Committee thus voted to make the 
following recommendations to the ASA 
Council. We expect them to be discussed 
at Council's August meeting and hope 
they will be passed at that time. 

These recommendations state: 
(1) The Chair of the ASA Committee 

on Publications, or a duly appointed 
representative, will present the 
Committee's recommendations in 
person to Council on selection of editors 
and other matters deemed important. 

(2) If Council rejects the recommenda
tion of the Committee on Publications, 
Council must return the decision to the 
Committee with Council's rationale and 
alternative proposals. 

(3) In the case of a continuing dispute 
about editor selection, a subcommittee of 
the Committee on Publications and 
Council will be formed to discuss and 
ultimately prepare a mutual recommen
dation for Council's consideration. 

Pending the Council's response to 
these motions, the Committee decided to 
take no further immediate action and to 
reassess the situation at our next 
meeting. By clarifying our actions at this 
time, we hope to contribute to an open 
and productive discussion of these 
important issues. We look forward to a 
resolution that ASA members with 
diverse perspectives can support. 

Michael Schwartz, Chair; Florence Bonner; 
Kathleen Gerson; Elizabeth Higginbotham; 
John Logan; Marta Tienda 

••• 
The following excerpts come 
from a letter from outgoing 
ASR editor Glenn Firebaugh to 
members of his editorial board. 
After thanking them for their 
seroice, he then comments on 
the ASR editorship selection. 

Many sociologists- members of the 
ASR Board as well as others- have 
asked for my opinion of the Wilson
Carnic team. Here it is: I think they will 
be outstanding editors, and I think it is 
shameful that anyone would try to use 
recent events to besmirch their scholarly 
reputations. 

The other ASA journal editors and I 
reviewed that applications for ASR 
Editor at the same time that the Publica
tions Committee did. I can say that the 
Association was fortunate to receive 
applications from a number of fine 
scholars. I favored the Wilson-Carnic 
application for three reasons. First, there 
are two of them (all other applications 
were for solo editors). Some other, 
smaller, ASA journals have co-editors, 
and for the past three years I have 
argued that the ASR should have co
editors as well. Consider this: The ASR 
receives almost two-thirds as many 
manuscripts as the American Economic 

See ASR, page 11 
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Major Award Recipients Honored in Chicago 
CLe 1999 recipients of the major ASA 

awards were honored on August 7 at the 
Awards Ceremony during the Annual 
Meeting in Chicago. The ceremony, 
presided over by Douglas S. Massey, Chair 
of the ASA Committee on Awards, was 
attended by Annual Meeting participants, 
friends, family, and colleagues of the 
award recipients. The following citations, 
edited for clarity and space consider
ations, are. based on the introductions 
prepared by each Award Selection 
Committee Chair. 

Dissertation Award 

Sarah L. Babb, Northwestern University, 
for "The Evolution of Economic Expertise 
in a Developing Country: Mexican 
Economics, 1929-1998" 

William Finlay (left) presents the Dissertation 
Award to Sarah Babb. 

Since the early 1980s, Mexican eco
nomic policy has followed the free-market 
strategy of "neoliberalism" and has been 
directed by economists equipped with 
graduate degrees from prestigious U.S. 
universities. During the preceding four 
decades, in contrast. Mexican economic 
policy was based on a state-centered 
strategy of "developmentalism" and was 
directed by lawyers, few of whom had any 
foreign graduate education. Sarah Babb's 
dissertation seeks to understand why this 
change occurred and, in particular, why 
foreign-trained economists have come to 
assume such a large role in Mexican 
economic policy. It also looks at how this 
trend has transformed Mexican economics 
from a nationalist or even leftist profession 
at the beginning of its history (in the 1920s 
and 1930s), to a highly technical and 
internationalized discipline today. 

There are at least two radically different 
explanations for these related trends. The 
first is that the rise of internationalized 
expertise merely acknowledges the 
objective competence of foreign-trained 
economists in formulating economic 
policy: foreign-trained economists have 
risen because they are the best qualified to 
govern. The second is that the internation
alization of Mexican economics represents 
a form of ideological imperialism, that can 
ultimately be traced to Mexico's domina
tion by the core: the success of Mexico's 
new technocrats is just another manifesta
tion of Mexico's domination by foreign 
economic and political interests. 

As an alternative to these polemically 
opposite explanations, Babb looks at how 
the trajectories of Mexican economics and 
economic policymaking have been guided 
by a complex process of legitimation, 
involving both domestic and international 
actors. Economic expertise in Mexico has 
always been shaped by the visions of 
domestic constituents--who have some
times disagreed radically about what sort 
of economic expertise should predominate 

in Mexico. However, Mexico's status as a 
resource-poor developing country has also 
meant that foreign and international 
constituents have at critical moments 
played an important role in shaping the 
trajectory of Mexican economics. The 
dependence of the Mexican government 
on international financing has provided a 
powerful incentive for it to conform to 
foreign standards of expertise. Therefore, 
the most recent and spectacular rise of 
foreign-trained experts in Mexico can be 
attributed in large measure to the debt 
crisis initiated in 1982, and Mexico's 
consequent need to cater to the standards 
of international investors, financiers, and 
policymakers. 

Babb's dissertation focuses on the role 
of economists in the Mexican government 
and on the respective evolutions of 
Mexico's two most historically important 
economic programs: the School of Eco
nomics of the public National University 
(UNAM) and the economics program of 
the private Autonomous Technological 
Institute of Mexico (ITAM). Drawing on 
archival data, interviews with Mexican 
economists and government officials, and 
a content analysis of undergraduate 
economics theses at UNAM and ITAM, 
Babb follows the development of ITAM 
from its origins as a business-sponsored 
night school vastly overshadowed by 
UNAM to its current position as the 
leading economics program in the country, 
a bastion of neoliberalism, and a training 
ground for students destined for foreign 
graduate degrees and high-level govern
ment positions. Although her data are 
drawn from a single case, Babb's disserta
tion encompasses a wide range of theories 
and ideas, including economic sociology 
and the sociology of the professions. The 
result is a fascinating and well-written 
account that should be of interest to 
scholars well outside the traditional 
boundaries of sociology. 

Sarah Babb is currently Assistant 
Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst. 

William Finlay, Chair, Dissertation Award 
Selection Committee 

Jessie Bernard Award 

Paula England, University of Pennsylvania 

Shirley Hill (left) presents the Jessie Bernard 
Award to Paula England. 

Since earning her doctorate at the 
University of Chicago in 1975, Paula 
England has established herself as one of 
the most influential and respected scholars 
in the field of gender stratification. Her 
research has focused primarily on under
standing women in the labor market, 
especially the gender gap in pay. Using 
rigorous methodologies and arguments, 
England's work had documented persis
tent gender discrimination and inequality 

in the labor market. Her research findings 
have challenged the assumptions of 
dominant paradigms, such as rational 
choice and neoclassical economic theory, 
and led her to develop an integrated 
theory of gender inequality: England 
argues that there is a systematic devalua
tion of "the female" in all social institu
tions, and a wage penalty attached to the 
skill of "nurturance." Her careful empiri
cal research has important implications in 
the fields of sociology, economics, and 
women's studies. She has published 
numerous articles in top ranked journals, 
and has authored Comparable Worth: 
Theories and Evidence and of Households, 
Employment, Theory on Gender/Feminism on 
Theory, and co-authored (with George 
Farkas) Gender: A Social, Economic, and 
Demographic View and Industries, Firms, and 
Jobs. In addition to being known for an 
extremely productive scholarship, En
gland is known for her social activism and 
mentoring of new feminist scholars. 
England is a former editor of American 
Sociological Review, former chair of the ASA 
Section on Sex and Gender, and is on the 
editorial board of many journals. 

Shirley A. Hill, Chair, Jessie Bernard Award 
Selection Committee 

Distinguished Career Award for the 
Practice of Sociology 

Peter H. Rossi, University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst 

Richard 0. Hope (left) presents the Award for 
a Distinguished Career for the Practice of 
Sociology to Peter H. Rossi. 

Peter H. Rossi earned his PhD in 
sociology in 1951 from Columbia Univer
sity under the wing of Paul Lazarsfeld. He 
was a stand-out student in the midst of 
many outstanding graduate students. 
After completing his doctorate, he went to 
Harvard University for a four-year stint as 
a Research Associate and Assistant 
Professor. In 1955 he moved to the 
University of Chicago's Department of 
Sociology where he stayed for 12 years. 
While at Chicago he was Director of the 
National Opinion Research Center form 
1960 to 1967, the youngest director in the 
history of the Center. After leaving 
Chicago, he assumed the chair of the 
Department of Social Relations at Johns 
Hopkins University where he also served 
as Director of Research of the Social and 
Demographic Research Institute at the 
University of Massachusetts. Currently, 
Dr. Rossi is Director of Evaluation Design 
and Analysis, Professor Emeritus at the 
University of Massachusetts, and Director 
Emeritus at the Social and Demographic 
Research Institute. 

It is a daunting challenge to chart all of 
Dr. Rossi's contributions to the profes
sion-there are many of them and they 
extend in many directions. Among them 

are his committed service on behalf of the 
discipline and the ASA. From 1968 to 1971 
he filled the post of Secretary of the ASA 
and later chaired ASA Committee on 
Freedom of Research and Training. From 
1978 to 1979 he was President-Elect and 
from 1979 to 1980 President of the Ameri
can Sociological Association. He also has 
managed to accumulate an extensive 
history as Editor and Associate Editor of a 
number of leading sociological journals 
and other serial publications. 

Most notably, Peter Rossi has applied 
his sociological expertise to policy-making 
and funding agencies outside of academia 
where he has been highly influential. 
Frequently, he has been called upon by the 
National Research Council of the National 
Academy of Sciences to participate in 
various investigative activities. A sample 
of these include the Committee on Federal 
Evaluation Research, the Committee on 
Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics, 
the Committee on Socio-Economic Effects 
of Earthquake Prediction, the Committee 
on measurement of Energy Consumption, 
the Committee on International Disaster 
Assistance, the Committee on Program 
Evaluation and Education, and the 
Committee on Behavioral Sciences. He 
also has been a consultant and reviewer 
for the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, the National Science 
Foundation, and the National Institutes of 
Health. 

Dr. Rossi has done more than plant the 
seeds of his sociological knowledge in 
policy-making bodies; he has taken what 
he has learned from these rich experiences 
back to sociology by treating the practical 
problems facing the society as part of 
mainstream sociology. This is repeatedly 
reflected in his writings, which number 
well over 200 books, book chapters and 
journal articles. From the pages of his 
extensive scholarly contributions emerges 
an image of a person of enormous intellec
tual energy who truly know how to 
practice sociology. 

Richard 0. Hope, Chair, Distinguished Career 
Award for the Practice of Sociology Award 
Selection Committee 

Award for Public Understanding of 
Sociology 

Herbert J. Gans, Columbia University 

Leon Anderson (right) presents the Award for 
Public Understanding of Sociology to Herbert 
J. Gans. 

Herbert J. Gans is the RobertS. Lynd 
Professor of Sociology at the Columbia 
University. Over the past four decades 
Herbert Gans' scholarship has helped to 
illuminate social issues for the public, 
shape the thinking of policymakers, 
inform journalists, and guide non-profit 

See Awards, page 7 
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and public agencies. He has published 
clear and accessible analyses in academic 
journals and widely read books, including 
(among others) The Urban Villagers, Tlte 
Levittowners, Middle American Individualism, 
and The War Against the Poor. Gans has also 
reached policy-makers and the broader 
public through his writings in periodicals 
and newspapers, such as Dissent, Tire 
Nation, The New Republic, the Times, and the 
Washington Post. Herbert Gans has brought 
his sociological insight to a range of issues. 
Public discussions of urban and suburban 
life, American culture, poverty, and the 
news media have all been indelibly marked 
by his contributions. 

Gans' writings are undergirded by a 
populist ethos, evincing a Deweyan 
conviction in the value of democracy and 
the abilities of common people. Often his 
work challenges traditional or conventional 
wisdom, as The Levittoumers challenged the 
notion of suburban life as a social waste
land and his book Popular Culture and Higlz 
Culture questioned elitist cultural assump
tions. One particularly unique example of 
Gans' breadth of sociological interest is the 
movie reviews he did through the 1970s for 
Social Policy. In an era predating the 
emergence of "cultural studies," Gans 
provided sociological readings of such 
popular films as All the President'sfv!en, 
Billy Jack-and even Jaros. In explonng 
popular movies as worthy topics for 
analysis, Gans demonstrated, from ~et . 
another angle, the importance of sociOlogt
cal imagination for understanding Ameri
can society. 

Herbert Gans has been a major public 
spokesperson for sociology. He has served 
as President of the American Sociological 
Association (1988) and of the Eastern 
Sociological Association (1973). He has 
been widely recognized as an important 
voice in the field of media studies, as 
reflected in his reception of the National 
Association of Educational Broadcasters 
Book Award for his 1979 book, Deciding 
What's News and, more recently, the 
Freedom Forum Media Study Center's 
Award for Distinguished Contribution to 
Media Studies (1995). 

In his 1989 ASA presidential address, 
Gans called upon us to take the role of 
"public sociologists" more seriously. He 
suggested three distinctive traits that 
public sociologists must cultivate to be 
effective: They must develop an ability to 
discuss sociological ideas in accessible 
ways, they should have a breadth of 
sociological interest, and they must strive 
to avoid the pitfalls of undue professional
ism in sociological social criticism. Gans' 
work stands as a model of commitment to 
these qualities, inspiring us all to be more 
publicly engaged in our sociological 
endeavors. 

Leon Anderson, Chair, Public Understanding of 
Sociology Award Selection Committee 

Distinguished Contributions to Teaching 
Award 

William G. Roy, University of California
Los Angeles 

William Roy's primary "institutional 
mission" for the last several years has been 
to facilitate the commitment of the ASAto 
graduate teaching. His commitment to 
graduate education in general and the ASA 
Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate Education 
in particular, has provided exemplary 
leadership for a new direction at the 
national level for the ASA. Graduate areas 
of concern looked at during Professor Roy's 
tenure as chair of the committee include 
mentoring, placement, sociological prac
tice, the teaching of teaching, ethnic and 

Robert Davis (left) presents tlze Distinguished 
Contributions to Teaching Award to William 
G. Roy. 
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racial diversity, qualifying exams, ethics, 
time to graduation, admissions, the role of 
Director of Graduate Studies, and methods 
training. In each case committee memb~rs 
convened a task force to work on a particu
lar issue and through campus visits, 
surveys or small scale interviews tried to 
bring together some of the strengths and 
weakness of the delivery of these various 
graduate services at the p_resent time a~ the 
national level. The committee, under his 
leadership produced reports on the follow
ing topics: 

Teaching Graduate Students to Teach 
What Directors of Graduate Education Do 
Models for Placement of Graduate Students 
Successful Practices in Master's Programs 

in Sociology 
Models for the Professional Socialization of 

Graduate Students 
The Nature and Status of Qualifying 

Examinations in Sociology 
Students with Special Needs 
Sociological Practice Programs 
Racial and Ethnic Diversity 
Admissions 

There are other contributions to the 
association, Professor Roy prepared for the 
ASA Teaching Resources Center "Compara
tive-Historical Sociology: Teaching Materi
als and Bibliography." He served three 
years on the Teaching Sociology editorial 
board and participated in ASA teaching 
workshops on topics like "Teaching 
Introductory Sociology for the First Time." 
He also served a stint on the committee 
formerly known as the ASA Teaching 
Committee. 

In addition to the national level, Roy has 
contributed to the development of graduate 
training at UCLA. He contributed to the 
development of UCLA's TA training 
program, which is generally regarded as 
one of the best sociology programs in the 
country. His commitment to the profes- . 
sional development of graduate students IS 

evident by the professional workshops he 
developed on such topics as grants, 
publications, doing the ASA meetings, 
placements, etc., as part of graduate 
training at UCLA. 

Finally, Professor Roy made a contribu
tion to teaching and writing. Several UCLA 
graduate students, writing instructors, and 
Roy composed A Student's Guide to Writing 
Sociology Papers (St. Martin's Press, 1997), a 
widely used and often cloned handbook. 

Robert Davis, Chair, Distinguished Contribu
tions to Teaching Award Selection Committee 

Distinguished Scholarly Publication Award 

Randall Collins, University of Pennsylvania, 
for The Sociology of Philosophies: A Global 
Theory of Intellectual Change (Belknap Press/ 
Harvard University Press, 1998) 

Randall Collins' book offers us all at 
once perhaps the most comprehensive 
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Alexander Hicks (/eft) presents the Award for 
Distinguislted Scholarly Pu/llication to 
Randall Collins. 

history of world philosophy yet written, 

.. 
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a classic of comparative historical, and 
cultural sociology, a landmark in the 
sociology of knowledge, and the corner 
stone of a virtually new field, the 
sociology of philosophy. As a compara
tive history of philosophy, Tlu! Sociology of 
P11ilosopl1ies covers ancient China, India, 
and Greece, medieval Islam and Israel, 
Christendom and Japan, and modern 
Europe. Collins employs sociological 
tools equally far-ranging, including 
universalistic and historically specified 
propositions, network models and 
historical narrative, cross-cultural and 
motivational generalizations. Among the 
works innovations are a mess-level focus 
on the social structure of philosophical 
communities themselves, a macroscopic 
focus and the interrelations of communi
ties across time and space, and a micro
scopic theory of scholarly creative 
energies. Although the title's claim for a 
philosophy of intellectual life seems to 
me overextended, a claim for the first 
general sociology of philosophy ever 
may be made, indeed a claim for a 
sociology of philosophies with enormous 
implications for theorizing about 
intellectual life more generally- in 
scholarship. Science and so on. Little is to 
be gained by saying much more about 
the book to an audience that should feel 
compelled to enter its pages. 

Alexander Hicks, Chair, Distinguished 
Scholarly Publication Award Selection 
Committee 

Career of Distinguished Scholarship 
Award 

Dorothy E. Smith, Ontario Institute for 
Studies in Education, University of 
Toronto 

Sarah Fenstermaker (left) presents the Career 
of Distinguished Scholarship Award to 
Dorothy E. Smith. 

For over 25 years, sociologist Dorothy 
E. Smith has been producing compelling 
works that simultaneously challenge and 
deepen our understanding of sociological 

truths and sociological practice. As few 
before her, Dorothy Smith engages us in a 
debate with ourselves over the ideas to 
which we are most devoted: the relation
ship of the researcher to the researched; 
the nature of text and language as social 
form; the role of historical and political 
context in fundamentally linking indi
vidual agency and social structure and 
the power of staring from margin rather 
then center. Smith's writings on the 
"institutional ethnography," the argu
ment for a focus on the everyday, con
crete social relations that constitute lived 
experience, and the conceptual nature of 
power have directed sociology and 
shaped scholarship across the discipline. 

At once fully original yet deeply 
resonant with sociology's foundations, 
Dorothy Smith's work is perhaps best 
known in its earlier forms: her challenge 
to sociology's exclusion of women, and 
the nature of such exclusionary practices. 
As the first sociologist to theorize the 
epistemological implications of that 
exclusion, Smith's critique simultaneously 
revealed the discipline's social organiza
tion of knowledge and the erasure of its 
own subjects. Dorothy Smith located an 
epistemological site and rationale for the 
study of women, and gave an emergent 
feminist sociology a theoretical founda
tion for its inquiry into women's lives. 

In one of three important collections of 
essays, The Everyday World a~ Pro/lle111atic: 
A Fe111inist Sociology (Boston: Northeastern 
University Press, 1987), she writes of the 
"line of fault"-the gulf-the rupture 
between experience and the social forms 
of its expression. In that collection she 
poses a new agenda for sociology and for 
herself: to map and articulate how 
concrete experiences are connected to and 
shaped by larger, extra- local ideologies 
and ruling practices. 

From that challenging and intellectu
ally provocative place, Smith's work 
extended to an exploration of a sociology 
of knowledge that revealed what she calls 
the "conceptual practices of power" that 
form the basis of society's relations of 
ruling, and the grist for sociology's 
knowledge of the social world. Significant 
essays on these topics are collected in her 
second volume, The Conccpt11al Practices of 
Power: A Feminist Sociology of Knowledge 
(Northeastern University Press, 1990). 

Just as Marx once invited us to press 
past the "No Admittance" warning on 
capital's locked gate, so too did Dorothy 
Smith invite us to go beyond critique in 
her third volume of essays, Texts, Facts, 
and Femininity (Routledge, 1990). There, 
she defends the existence of complicated 
relational forms within discourse, and the 
knowledge-and knowable-subject as 
more than text. 

We value and honor scholars among 
us who offer new empirical angels on the 
social world, who give us another way "of 
theorizing, who provide a lasting shift of 
a vision, and who generously share that 
vision with their students. But we save 
our highest award for those who do that 
in a sustained, original way. In so doing, 
they extend our ow11 sociological reach, 
and bequeath us the possibility of new 
worlds of social inquire. Over the years, 
Dorothy Smith's scholarship has given us 
just such gifts, and is thus deserving of 
the recognition represented by this award 
for a Career of Distinguished Scholarship. 

Sarah Fenstermaker, Chair, Career of Distin
guished Scholarship Award Selection Commit
tee 

DuBois-Johnson-Frazier Award 

No award given. 0 
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Scenes from the 1999 Annual Meeting 
All photographs by Kardas Photography 

The Plenary Session on Transitions 
featured (left to right) President 
Partes, Giovanni Arrighi, Ann 
Swidler, and Charles Tilly. 

Tasty reception, eh Berch? 

Officers of the Student Fomm enjoy the 
Welcoming Reception. 

President-Elect Joe Feagin and 
ExeClltive Officer Felice J. Levine 
(center) enjoy the 25th anniversary 
celebration of the Minority 
Fellowship Program. 

The exhibit hall drew a full crowd, including Dan 
Clawson (lejt) and Peter Marsden (center). 

Wayne State University was one of the programs featured 
at the Graduate Program Poster Session. 

Janet Astner, Director of Meeting 
Services, is pleased with the 1999 
meeting. 

University of Texas gives the longhorn sign at the 
Departmental Alumni Night. 

Patricia White, National Science 
Foundation, shares advice on research 
support during the poster session. 

Plenary Sessions were well-attended in an ornate room 
at the Chicago Hilton . 

ASA staff Sonya Madkins, Kim 
Cameron-Dominguez, and 
Charmaine Samaraweera are still 
smiling at their first Annual 
Meeting. 

Johnnie Daniel makes his selections at the ASA 
Bookstore. 

Past Secretary Terry Sullivan (left) and current ASA 
Secretary Florence Bonner. 



International Sociology Has 
a U.S. Hom.e 
~r the first time since its inception 

fourteen years ago, International Sociol
ogy, the journal of the International 
Sociological Association, has moved to 
the United States. Said Amir Arjomand, 
State University of New York at Stony 
Brook, serves as the new editor. 

"The move is significant, especially as 
it comes after two American sociologists, 

Neil Smelser and Immauel 
Wallerstein, have served as Presidents of 
the ISA," says Arjomand. "The sociologi
cal community in the United States has 
yet to reciprocate by showing a greater 
interest in international and global 
developments." The key issues in 
international sociology, globalization, 
the spread of the market economy, 
democracy and the rule of law, interna
tional conflict, constitutional reforms 
and the rebuilding political systems has 
yet to receive the attention they deserve 
from American sociologists. These 

trends and transformations make 
International Sociology exciting as the 
natural platform for the new research 
and debate in the field. Furthermore, 
with the addition of a Book Review 
Section next year (vol. 15[2000]), new 
books published in languages other than 
English, as well as works in English 
published outside the main English 
language markets, will receive special 
attention. Book Review Editor, Jennifer 
Platt, Professor and Chair of Sociology at 
the University of Sussex, England, will 
make this function central to the mission 
of the Journal, and thus bring to the 
attention of the readers works of interest 
which they might otherwise not have 
known. The reviews will combine 
reporting and summary with critical 
evaluation. "A globalized world needs a 
more globalized sociology, and our 
reviews will help to bring it about," says 
Arjomand. 0 

From the New Editor of International Sociology 
Coming on the crest of continuous technological and socio-cultural change, the dra

matic political events of 1989 marked a turning point as significant as any in world history. 
We seem destined to witness a global social transformation as momentous as the great 
transformation that gave birth to classical sociology, and International Sociology, now in its 
fourteenth year, must meet the intellectual challenge of our time by publishing theoreti
cally informed studies of the highest quality in social organization, societal change and 
comparative sociology. Major themes of-classical sociologicaLtheory.have gained new life 
with globalization, the expansion of the market economies, democracy, the rule of law and 
human rights, the growth of modem culture and transformations of the world religions 
through the inner dynamics as well as the dialogue and clash of civilizations. We have 
entered a new age of institutional reconstruction in many parts of the world, and of viru
lent ethnic and national conflict, genocide, civil wars and social disintegration in others. 
Furthermore, as sociology matures in different regions of the world, the journal will also 
reflect the growing varieties and refractions of classical sociological theory. 

International Sociology will remain open to the diversity of theoretical approaches. The 
main objective of our editorial policy will be to facilitate the gradual and painstaking growth 
of a new, empirically-informed theoretical language based on the observation, not just of 
the Western world, but of all the worlds of the new millennium. Journals such as the Archiv 
fiir Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik, Annee sociologique and Annales: economies, 
societes, civilisations, played a major role in the development of the conceptual languages 
of the social sciences in the twentieth century. International Sociology should similarly serve 
as the forum for the development of the theoretical language of sociology in the twenty
first century. 

Last but not least, the new location of International Sociology in the United States should 
also have long-term consequences. The sociological community in the United States is at 
present under-represented in international sociological research, and contributions to and 
readership of International Sociology. This relative parochialism of American sociology can 
and should be remedied. As the incoming Editor, I consider it my responsibility to encour
age the participation of the American sociological community in International Sociology, 
and would like to take this opportunity to urge the members of the ASA to do so-Saia 
Amir Arjomand, SUNY-Stony Brook 

Sociology Makes the List 
by Amy Hartlaub 

ASA Executive Assistant 

rmth the new millenium quickly 
approaching, it is no surprise that yet 
another "best of" list has emerged. The 
countdown to the year 2000, for better or 
for worse, has seemingly created the 
cultural need to list the best and worst of 
everything, from politicians to movie stars. 
What may be of interest to sociologists, 
however, is the "100 Best Nonfiction 
Books" (written in English during the 201h 

Century) list recently published by a panel 
of the Modem Library. Of the 100 entries, a 
number of the books on this "best of" list 
are of significant sociological interest. 

The Modem Library's list includes the 
groundbreaking sociological text The Souls 
of Black Folk (#31) by W.E.B. DuBois, as well 
as Gunnar Myrdal's An American Dilemma. 
Other books listed in the "top 100" that 

influenced the study of sociology include 
John Maynard Keynes's The General Theory 
of Employment, Interest and Money (#10), 
Stephen Jay Gould's The Mismeasure of Man 
(#24), and John Kenneth Galbraith's The 
Affluent Society (#46). Important texts such 
as Working by Studs Terkel (#54), The Open 
Society and its Enemies by Karl Popper (#64), 
Religion and the Rise of Capitalism by R.H. 
Tawney, and The Stmcture of Scientific 
Revolutions by Thomas Kuhn (#69) also 
made the Modem Library's list of the best 
of the century. 

Many scholars have criticized the "100 
best" list for obvious reasons. For one, 
many insist the roster serves merely as a 
marketing tool for the Modem Library and 
its parent company Random House, and is 
only an ingenious way to make a lot of 
money. Others contend that the panel itself 
is questionable, since many of its members 
are authors who have an_invested interest 
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departments 

Atigsburg College's Process for 
Making the Right Hire 

l£ery department approaches the 
chance to hire with optimism and enthusi
asm. At small departments, there are some 
crucial differences, which suggest a 
different approach to hiring than that used 
by larger departments. Small departments 
hire infrequently, sometimes with many 
years going by between hires. These 
departments reside in smaller schools, and 
thus there may be more involvement by 
colleagues in other departments and from 
the administration. The department may 
have fewer resources to bring candidates 
in for interviews, and thus other means of 
sifting and selecting need to be used. 
Finally, smaller, teaching-oriented institu
tions may have missions that are more 
specific (e.g., religious affiliation) or at 
least different than graduate institutions 
from which new PhDs are emerging. How 
does a college like Augsburg, hire from the 
hundreds of applicants, most of who say, 
"I've always wanted to teach in a liberal 
arts college ... ?" 

"A very simple question now guides 
our hires, says chair Diane Pike. "We ask 
ourselves, who is the best candidate for 
Augsburg College?" Adding the coda "for 
Augsburg College" really centered us on 
our mission, our needs, and the place of 
sociology in the College. We have had to 
articulate more clearly what we need and 
why, first to ourselves and then to the 
administration, and ultimately to the 
candidates. The five-person department 
uses a five-pronged approach to hiring 
that has resulted in several very satisfac
tory hires in recent years. 

First, the Department carefully dis
cusses the job descriptions and drafts 
something much more specific than most. 
This step conveys the mission of the 
institution and makes it easier to sort 
through applications that do not speak to 
these requirements. 

Second, the department uses the ASA 
Employment Service at the Annual 
Meeting. "The Annual Meeting has been 
so helpful for us," says Pike, "in that we 
can see quite a few candidates in a short 
period of time. We can also attend sessions 

in seeing their books on the list. In a New 
York Times article on the subject, a scholar 
argued that the social sciences were 
underrepresented. The absence of such 
fundamental works as David Riesman's 
The Lonely Crowd and Hannah Arendt's 
Human Condition, as well as numerous 
others make the "100 Best" list seem 
somewhat incomplete and less significant. 

Due to the scope of the task, perhaps a 
definitive list of the most important and 
influential nonfiction works written in the 
201h century is next to impossible. Accord
ingly, perhaps the creation of such a roster 
is unnecessarily superficial. Nevertheless, 
this "best of" list has produced debate and 
discussion, useful tools for learning about 
these authors and their work. For this 
reason alone, sociologists should be proud 
that books of sociological importance are 
included on the Modem Library's "100 Best 
Nonfiction Books" of the century. 0 

where candidates are presenting, which 
provides a free colloquium presenta
tion." Pike emphasizes that even the 
short conversations that occur at the 
Employment Service can help candi
dates and the department decide to 
proceed more enthusiastically or to end 
the candidacy. 

Third, after the initial "cut," the 
department sends out a set of four 
questions to which candidates respond 
in writing: 

(1) Provide an illustration of the type 
of teacher you strive to be. 

(2) Augsburg College's institutional 
mission derives from its situation of 
being a small, liberal arts college of the 
Lutheran Church located in the heart of 
a major metropolitan area . Why do you 
seek a position in this type of institution? 

(3) Why are you a sociologist? 
Describe the kind of sociologist you see 
yourself to be. 

(4) Briefly describe your interests and 
involvements beyond your teaching and 
disciplinary research. 

"These written responses were 
extremely helpful to us in making more 
careful decisions about who to bring to 
campus," says Pike. "We can see how 
they write and we can begin the process 
of informing them about us and what is 
important to our department." 

Based on these written responses, the 
department conducts phone interviews. 
This fourth step allows the department 
to hear how a candidate presents her/ 
himself orally, and allows the candidate 
to ask some initial questions about the 
department and college. 

Fifth, in the interview visit, the 
department tries to model the experience 
the faculty member will have, both to 
convey that message to candidates and 
to assess candidates' skills. For example, 
candidates teach a class because the 
faculty position is heavily teaching
oriented. Part of the presentation of 
credentials includes a teaching portfolio. 
Candidates meet with students sepa
rately and students present their 
reactions to the selection committee. An 
interview visit will include time with 
colleagues from other disciplines, and 
will require that the "informal research 
colloquium" will be understandable by 
non-sociologists. Finally, the department 
has at least one meal or get together with 
the candidate so s/he can observe the 
department interacting as a group. 

These careful steps go a long way to 
ensure a "fit" between the department 
and a new hire, to avoid surprises at the 
time of the (expensive) campus visit and 
even worse surprises if a new faculty 
member starts the position without that 
"fit." The process this department 
undertakes reinforces the existing 
department and clarifies its priorities as 
well. Indeed, Augsburg seems to have 
made the right hire for its sociology 
department, and that after all is the goal. 

For more information, contact Dr. 
Diane Pike, Department of Sociology, 
Augsburg College, Minneapolis, MN 
55455. 0 
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Task Forces, from page 1 

William Camp, Luzerne County Commu
nity College 

Gary Crester, California State Polytech 
University 

Harriet Hartman, Rowan University 
Penelope Herideen, Holyoke Community 

College 
Lyle Hallowell, Nassau Community 

College 
Tina Martinez, Blue Mountain Commu

nity College 
Pamela Stone, CUNY Hunter College 

Task Foree on Current Knowledge on 
HateJBias Acts on College &: University 

Campuses 

The purpose of the Task Force is to 
examine the existing empirical literature 
(including that available from institu
tional stut:lies and reports) and prepare a 
report about what is known about the 
scope and nature of hate/bias acts on 
campuses, successful preventive 
strategies and response mechanisms, 
and model programs. The document 
should be based on extant J~arch 
materials and should usefully inform 
sociologists and the broader academic 
community on that knowledge. Also, the 
report to Council in August 2000 should 
serve as a valuable companion to the 
teaching materials developed by an 
initial ASA task force on this subject. 

Susan Silbey, Wellesley College, Chair 
Jose Calderon, Pitzer College 
Leonard Gordon, Arizona State University 
Valerie Jenness, University of California-

Irvine 
Dennis Rome, Indiana University 
Stephanie Slwnks-Meile, Indiana Univer

sity Northwest 

Matthew Snipp, Stanford University 
Lori Suddereth, Village for Families and 

Children 

Task Force on the International Focus 
of American Sociology 

The purpose of this Task Force is to 
provide the Association with a compre
hensive review of the international focus 
of the Association. The American 
Sociological Association has a long and 
strong commitment to international 
sociology. In recent years, the 1997, 1999, 
and 2000 Annual Meeting themes have a 
strong international focus. The role of 
this Task Force is to undertake specific 
activities that reinforce this commitment. 
The Task Force will review the ASA 
teaching materials and propose any 
additional materials that might be 
developed. The Task Fon:e will also 
examine the overall content of the 
Annual Meeting Program beyond just 
the sessions designed by the Program 
Committees to evaluate the international 
content. In addition, the Task Force will 
generate a list of Web sites that can serve 
as data resources and also seek long
term, external funding in order to 
enhance the presence of non-US scholars 
participating at the Annual Meeting. 

Michael Micklin, Center for Scientific 
Review, Chair 

Cathy Rakowski, Ohio State University 
James McCartney, University of Missouri-

Columbia 
Saskia Sassen, University of Chicago 
Brent Shea, Sweet Briar College 
David Wr1ey, Michigan State University 

New Task Force Seeks Input on Assessing 
Faculty Productivity 

ASA members may be aware that Council recently appointed a task force to exam
ine the measures used by universities, colleges, and various external agencies to as
sess faculty productivity and to determine if these measures threaten the freedom of 
faculty teaching and research. Over the past decade, such factors as the application of 
a corporate model to academia and pressures from external agencies such as state 
higher education commissions and accreditation agencies have resulted in increas
ing demand for faculty to be assessed at even greater levels. Post-tenure review, 
outcomes assessment, merit pay, and evaluation of faculty teaching loads are becom
ing increasingly common in the academy. These procedures have the potential either 
to provide useful information or to diminish the ability of faculty to be effective scholars 
and teachers. This Task Force will examine these issues and report to Council, with 
information on "best practices" and any recommendations appropriate for ASA ac
tion. 

The Task Force seeks information from those faculty affected by these new devel
opments. The Task Force's goal is to produce a document that would be useful to 
sociologists and faculty in other disciplines who are confronted by efforts to develop 
such methods of faculty productivity. With this in mind, we would like to hear from 
sociologists whose institutions and/ or departments have either implemented or are 
contemplating· implementing any or all of the types of measures described above. 
The Task Fon:e is interested in hearing both about positive experiences in which in
novative measures were implemented in a constructive and collaborative way and 
about negative experiences that adversely affected faculty involved. Of particular 
importance to the Task Force would be experiences unique to sociology departments. 

We invite sociologists from all types of institutions (including two-year colleges) 
to send us brief descriptions of their experiences, both good and bad, with post-ten
ure review, outcomes assessment, merit pay, evaluation of teaching loads and related 
practices. It would be very helpful to the Task Fon:e if these descriptions included the 
following information: 

(1) a brief description of the type of institution and department being discussed 
(2) a description of the evaluation and assessment procedures involved 
(3) a discussion of how the procedures were initiated and implemented, particu

larly of. what role faculty played at various stages of the process 
(4) an assessment of the consequences, both positive and negative of these proce

dures. In particular, have they had any effects on the quality of teaching, research 
and service activities? on academk freedom? on faculty morale? 

(5) suggestions for change that would make the processes undertaken on your 
campus more valuable or less contentious. 

Materials should be sent no later than December 15, 1999 to Peter Meiksins, Task 
Force Chair, Department of Sociology, Oeveland State University, Oeveland OH 44115; 
e-mail p.meikSins@popmail.csuohio.edu; phone (216) 687-4518; fax (216) 687-9314. 

Task Force on AS A/ AAAS Relations 

The purpose of this Task Force is to 
consider how the representation of 
sociology and the American Sociological 
Association can best be advanced within 
the Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS). The Task Force would 
be comprised of nine persons, the four 
outgoing ASA representatives to sections 
K (Social and Economic), Q (Education), 
U (Statistics), and CAIP (Consortium of 
Affiliates for International Programs) 
and the four incoming representatives 
and one at-large member from the 
former ASA-AAAS Committee with 
considerable interest in and organiza
tional experience with AAAS. This Task 
Force will provide Council with a report 
and specific recommendation by its mid
winter meeting in 2000. 

Douglas Kincaid, Florida Atlantic Univer
sity, Chair 

Karl Alexander, The Johns Hopkins 
University 

Kenneth A. Bollen, University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Christopher Chase-Dunn, The Johns 
Hopkins University 

Barbara Laslett, University of Minnesota 
Edward 0. LAumann, University of 

Chicago 
Joanne M. Nigg, University of Delaware 
Judith Tanur, SUNY-Stony Brook 
Pamela Walters, Indiana University 

ASA Council Calls 
for Task Force 

Proposals 
In addition to the five ongoing 

Task Forces, Council _plans to seat 
additional Task/Forces to address 
important issues faP.flg the disci
pline or Association. .Proposals are 
encouraged from members, commit
tees,. other task fon:es, or sections, 
P~oposals should be in, the form of a 
one to two-;page statement of the 
goals of the proposed task force, 
why it is important for the.Associa
tion·to unaertake this work. and the 
product or outcomes expected from 
such i!' task fon:e. 'Fhe propos81 can 
include· persons who would poten
tially be appropriate to serve, al
though there will be an open call. this 
winter for nominations :(including 
·self-nQminations) for ti\e· task fon:ey 
that will~be approved by Council .in 
January. The deadline for. task-force 
proposals ;is December 17,, 1999'. 
They can be submitted electronically 
(governance@asanet.org) or by mail 
to Council Subcommittee on Task 
Forces, c/o ASA Governance, 
American Sociological Association1 

1007 New York Avenue NW, Wash-
ington, DC 200f1. Q , 

Regional Sociological Associations ·. 
to Hold Meetings in. Spring 2000 

Eastern Sociological Society 
Baltimore Hilton and Towers, Baltimore, Maryland, March 2-5, 2000. Theme: 
''Inequality and Prosperity: Generating Action for the Next Qecade." Contact: 
Edgar W. (Ted) Mills, Department of Sociology, 402 Park Hall, SUNY Buffalo, 
Buffalo, NY 14260-4140, (716) 645-3665, fax (716) 645-3934; e-mail ess
ub@acsu.buffalo.edu. 

[J [J [J 

Midwest Sociological Society 
Chicago Marriott Hotel, Chicago, Dlinois, April19-23, 2000. Theme: "The 
Century of the 'Minority' Majority." Contact: John E. Farley, Department of 
Sociology, Southern Dlinois University-Edwardsville, Edwardsville, IL 62026-
1455; (618) 650-2680; fax (618) 650-3509; e-mail mss@siue.edu or 
jfarley@siue.edu 

[J [J [J 

North Central Sociological Association 
Pittsburgh Marriott City Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Apri113-16, 2000. 
Contact: Dean Purdy, Office of Academic Enhancement, 101 University Hall, 
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403; (419) 372-2217; 
fax (419) 372-8486; e-mail dpurdy@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 

[J [J [J 

Pacific Sociological Association 
San Diego, California, March 23-26, 2000. Theme: "Expanding Sociological 
Horizons in the 21st Century." Contact: Michael Blain, Department of 
Sociology, Boise State University, Boise ID 83725; (208) 426-1346; fax (208) 
426-2098;e-mail mblain@boisestate.edu 

[J [J [J 

Southern Sociological Society 
Hotel Monteleone, New Orleans, Louisiana, April20-23, 2000. Contact: 
Catherine Zimmer, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, North 
Carolina State University, Box 810'7, Raleigh, NC 27695; (919) 515-9028; fax 
(919) 515-2610; e-mail cathy _zimmer@ncsu.edu 

[J [J [J 

Southwestern Sociological Association 
Galveston, Texas, March 14-18,2000: Contact: Rogelio Saenz, Texas A&M 
University, Deparbnent of Sociology, College Station, Texas 77843-4351; ( 409) 
845-5133; fax (409) 862-4057; e-mail SOC10@TAMVM1.TAMU.EDU. 
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Review does (500-600 manuscripts per year 
for ASR, about 900 per year for AER). The 
AER has four editors. The large volume 
and the increasing sophistication of 
manuscripts submitted to ASR together 
dictate the need for multiple editors. 

I favored the Wilson-Carnic team, 
second, for diversity reasons. The stan
dard complaint about ASR-I heard this 
complaint long before I became Editor- is 
that the ASR does not include enough 
qualitative research. Because manuscripts 
using qualitative research are accepted at 
the same rate as other types of manu
scripts submitted to ASR, the solution is to 
entice more qualitative researchers to 
submit their best work to ASR. What 
better way to do this than to appoint a 
qualitative researcher as Editor? Charles 
Carnic has a distinguished track record as 
a qualitative researcher and theorist, and 
he is complimented well by Franklin 
Wilson, a quantitative researcher. 

Third, I favored the Wilson-Carnic team 
because of their excellent review history 
for ASR. Professor Wilson has been such a 
valued member of the ASR Board that in 
1998 I asked him to extend his term an 
extra year. Professor Carnic has written 
careful reviews for ASR. Some of the other 
applicants also had strong review records, 
but others were habitually slow in their 
reviews or did not review at all. 

The 12 Editors of ASA journals were 
nearly unanimous in their recommenda
tion of the Wilson-Carnic team to the 
Publications Committee. So the sequence 
was: The Publications Committee rejected 
the recommendation of' the ASA Editors; 
the ASA Council rejected the recommen
dation of the Publications Committee. To 
my knowledge, both actions are unprec
edented. 

Although the selection process was 
unfortunate, it should not reflect unfavor
ably on Wilson or Carnic or the other two 
applicants whose names have surfaced. To 
avoid such situations in he future, I favor 
the formation of a joint committee to 
resolve disputes between Council and the 
Publications Committee, as has been 
suggested. That joint committee should 
consist of three members of Council, three 
members of the Publications Committee, 
and two ASA Editors. Because we want 
journal editors who are impartial, broad 
minded, and punctual, review histories 
are important when selecting new editors. 
Because editors alone know the review 
histories of applicants, it is imperative to 
include at least two editors on the joint 
committee. 

So now you know my opinions on the 
Wilson-Carnic team and the brouhaha 
surrounding their selection. Professors 
Allen, Carnic, Jacobs, and Wilson all 
deserve better. 

Glenn Firebaugh, Outgoing editor, ASR, 
Pennsylvania State University 

••• 
Reflections on the Controversy 

In the aftermath of the stormy and 
bitter ASA business meeting over the 
selection of editors to the ASR, I would 
like to try to clarify what I see as the 
central issues in the controversy over 
Michael Burawoy's resignation from the 
Publications Committee and his subse
quent decision to make public his reasons 
for doing so. 

The source of the controversy 
In his letter in Footnotes concerning 

Burawoy's public letter of resignation, 
Alejandro Portes suggested that 

Burawoy's resignation and decision to 
publicize this was an act of protest against 
the specific choice of editors for the ASR. 
While it is, of course, the case that 
Burawoy-along with the majority in the 
Publications Committee-supported other 
candidates, the protest is over how the 
decision was made, not the decision per 
se. It is therefore, I believe, a distortion of 
the conflict to describe Burawoy as part of 
a disgruntled minority that lost in a 
democratic process, which is what Portes 
implied when he wrote in his initial letter 
to Burawoy (which has subsequently been 
circulated fairly widely on the internet): 
"Extensive disagreements can be expected 
in many important matters ..... The fact 
that an individual or group find them
selves in the minority does not entitle 
them to unilaterally break standing rules 
established by a democratic process." This 
statement suggests that Burawoy raised 
these issues because of the "extensive 
disagreements" over the choice of editor 
and his unwillingness to gracefully accept 
the status of being a minority in a demo
cratic process. This is simply not the 
central issue. 

What then is the central issue? 
Burawoy insists that the issue is the 
problem of substantive democracy. He is 
not denying that the formal legal rules give 
the ASA Council the power to choose the 
ASR editor. If the Publications Committee 
were simply a subcommittee of the 
Council and appointed by the Council-a 
proposal that was defeated by the Associa
tion as a whole-then its status as a purely 
advisory body which could be overridden 
without serious consultation might make 
sense. But the Publications Committee is 
itself a democratically elected body and 
one with a high level of recently reaf
firmed legitimacy because of the 
referendum's rejection of the proposal to 
turn the Publications Committee into a 
simple arm of the Council. Given this, the 
action of summarily disregarding the 
Publications Committee's choices and 
selecting an alternative without any 
sustained consultation and dialogue between 
these two elected bodies is, prima facie, a 
violation of the substantive, ethical 
content of democracy. This violation of 
substantive-though not formal
democracy is particularly sharp in this 
instance because the actual vote in the 
ASA Council on whether or not to accept 
the Publication Committee's list was itself 
very divided: 6 votes for accepting the list, 
7 opposed and 2 abstentions (as reported 
in the 1998-1999 Council Minutes, July I 
August 1999 issue of Footnotes). But even if 
the vote had not been almost evenly split, 
the ASA Council should still have called a 
special meeting with representatives of the 
publications committee to attempt to 
resolve their differences. 

Alejandro Portes wrote, in his Footnotes 
letter justifying the procedures that were 
followed, that "Existing rules of gover
nance are not an idle bureaucratic con
straint. They embody the very spirit of 
equitable and democratic process." I 
agree-as I presume does Michael 
Burawoy-that this touches on the crucial 
consideration: what in fact defines the 
"very spirit of equitable and democratic 
process?" As every political sociologist 
knows, formal, legalistic rules of demo
cratic procedure can be used by powerful 
actors and coalitions to block the arduous 
process of the formation of democratic 
consensus and compromise. And, of 
course, in such contexts, the appeal to the 
sanctity of "legal rules" becomes the way 
of legitimating an action that may, at its 
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core, be an exercise of power rather than 
democracy. Imagine a somewhat analo
gous situation in an academic department: 
a department brings five people in for 
interviews for a professorship and sends 
two rank-ordered names to the Dean for 
approval, but the Dean offers the position 
to a third person on the original list 
without ever discussing the matter with 
the department. This would be legal in 
many universities, but surely would be a 
violation of norms of a democratic culture. 

What does all of this mean in the 
concrete instance of the present contro
versy? If the Council found the two 
nominees of the ASA elected Publications 
Committee to be unacceptable, the proper 
procedure from the point of view of norms of 
democratic conflict resolution would have 
been to have entered into a serious 
dialogue over the issues in contention. 
This would have been time consuming. It 
would have meant delays. But democracy 
is hard and takes time. This would have 
given the ASA Council an opportunity to 
explain to the Publications Committee 
why they felt the Publications 
Committee's recommendations were 
unsound, and it would have given the 
Publications Committee the opportunity 
to explain the rationales and trade-offs in 
greater depth. Through such dialogue 
there is every reason to believe that 
compromise, if not consensus, would have 
been possible. And if, after such serious 
deliberation, a majority of the Council still 
felt that their choice was sufficiently better 
than those proposed by the Publications 
Committee to warrant overriding the 
Publications Committee's recommenda
tions, then this could be regarded as the 
outcome of a substantively democratic 
process. If such a procedure had been 
followed, then I have no doubt that 
Michael Burawoy would have shrugged 
his shoulders and accepted the decision 
without fuss, even if he remained 
unconvinced about its merits. 

The circulation and eventual publication of tire 
letter of resignation 

A number of people, including Portes 
in his Footnotes Jetter, have argued that 
Burawoy's decision to circulate the letter 
of resignation was a serious, unethical 
breech of confidentiality. I have discussed 
this matter with a number of my col
leagues, and no one thinks that this is 
really an issue here. The letter does not 
mention the names of any of the ASR 
editor nominees of the Publications 
Committee, nor does it discuss the 
substance of any of the discussions of the 
merits or demerits of particular people. Of 
course the letter does reveal the simple 
fact that the Council reversed the decision 
of the Publications Committee and, 
therefore, that Carnic and Wilson were not 
the on the Publication Committees 
nomination Jist. That is an unfortunate by
product of publicly raising an objection to 
a use of power in the Association, but I do 
not see how Burawoy had any alternative 
under the circumstances if he wanted to 
affirm the importance of "the very spirit of 
equitable and democratic process". In any 
case, the main purpose of rules of confi
dentiality in situations like this is not to 
protect 'the anonymity of failed proposals, 
but to protect the confidentiality of the 
committee discussions themselves so that 
participants in those deliberations will feel 
free to express candid opinions. Nothing 
in Burawoy's actions compromised that 
kind of confidentiality. I do not think that 
this controversy need taint the editorship 
of Carnic and Wilson. They were both 
completely unaware of any special 

circumstances of their appointment, and 
this fact is now well known. They will 
certainly do a superb job as editors, and 
that should be able to quickly neutralize 
any ill-will generated by the public 
revelation of the process by which they 
were selected. Burawoy, at the end of his 
letter of resignation, affirmed his own 
belief that in fact Carnic and Wilson will 
be excellent editors: "I have every confi
dence that Professors Wilson and Carnic 
will do an excellent job as editors of the 
American Sociological Revi£7£1 but, through 
no fault of their own, it will not be one 
that reflects the Publications Committee's 
efforts to carry out its mandate." I imagine 
that most people who share Burawoy's 
priorities for the ASR also share this 
opinion. This is another reason why I feel 
it is important not to frame the contro
versy as over the people actually selected 
for the editorship but over the procedure 
adopted. 

Wlmt's to be done? 
1 think a broad-based discussion both 

of issue of democratic procedure for these 
two committees and the issue of the 
character of the ASR is now inevitable 
and, in the end, desirable. I personally 
doubt if the former will end up being 
deeply contentious: a significant majority 
of the ASA membership has already 
affirmed the desirability of a democrati
cally-elected publications committee and I 
think a majority believe this implies it 
being a real partner in the editor selection 
process. The latter issue, in contrast, will 
be contentious because Sociology, as 
always, contains rival visions of the 
discipline and thus of the appropriate 
character for its leading journals. 

In my judgment it would be very 
desirable for this wide-ranging discussion 
to be separated from the pragmatics of the 
present situation and the current 
editorship. That is, I think it would be a 
mistake if this general discussion over the 
ASR became a discussion over the merits 
of the actual choice made for the current 
editors. One way to avoid this would be 
for there to be a frank acknowledgment 
that while the Council did have the formal 
power to make this decision, there was an 
error of judgment in the process: in light of 
the elected status of the Publications 
Committee, there should have been 
serious dialogue and consultation between 
the two elected bodies before a final 
decision was reached and that this will be 
the procedure followed in such im;tances 
in the future. With that admission on the 
table, then I think the discussion can move 
on to the future rather than dwell on the 
present editorship. 

Erik Olin Wriglrt, University of Wisconsin
Madison 

Wright wrote the biographical statements 
for Carnic and Wilson which appeared' in 
the July-August issue of Footnotes. 

••• 
In Defense of Diversity 

Sociology has· long welcomed diverse 
voices, and that history makes the 
controversy surrounding ASR frustrating 
for many who are also committed to 
diversity. The dimension of diversity 
under consideration, however, is not race 
or gender but, instead, methodological 
approach. 

Some claim ASR is closed to ethno
graphic and historical-comparative work, 
and needs to be open to it. Others claim 
the primary factor driving what appears in 

See ASR, page 12 
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ASR are submissions to ASR and that, 
actually, ethnographic and historical
comparative submissions have higher 
acceptance rates than does work from other 
methodological traditions. 

The causal factors behind what appears 
in ASR remain contested, and perhaps 
empirical analysis might be useful in this 
regard. Even so, I would argue that 
diversity has its own imperatives, and that 
we should honor those regardless of what 
the empirical research on the factors behind 
the current composition of ASR shows. 
And, I submit, diversity requires that the 
editors of ASR publish ASR in the way it 
has come to be published; diversity 
requires that ASR remain as it is. 

I reached this assessment after walking 
through the exhibition hall at the annual 
meeting in Chicago. During my walk I 
could not help but notice the lack of 
diversity. Few authors, and especially few 
unknown authors, are able to publish 
books using complex statistical techniques, 
and by complex I mean something other 
than OLS regression. But even OLS 
regression is rare between the covers of 
published books. If we believe that diver
sity must be present in every outlet, which 
is implicit in the critique of ASR, then we 
must close the exhibition hall to the vast 
majority of university and commercial 
publishers who do not publish and often 
will not consider work composed primarily 
of statistical analysis. 

The critique of ASR forgets that any one 
journal of the discipline is but one part of a 
system of knowledge dissemination. 
Focusing on only one part of the system 
will produce an inaccurate assessment of 
opportunities within the field. Instead, one 
must place the approximately 1000 pages 
ASR publishes each year beside the 
thousands of book pages published and the 
700 pages of Contemporary Sociology book 
reviews. Although historically stat.istical 
work appeared in book form, for reasons 
far beyond the field of sociology the vast 
majority of presses now eschew work that 
can be published in ASR. Because book 
publishers have orphaned statistical 
analysis, it falls to ASR to remain a wel
coming place for such work, and by so 
doing to defend diversity by nurturing 
those approaches that cannot find an outlet 
elsewhere. In short, as it is ASR is servicing 
disciplinary and intellectual diversity. 

The influence of ASR is undeniable but 
falls primarily within the academy; books 
have influence both inside and outside 
academia. And, should books provide 
insufficient access to the wider public, 
dozens of other outlets for shorter policy 
and qualitative analyses exist. Every 
newspaper worth reading will publish 
ethnographic work. Outlets for historical 
treatments, policy analyses, and ethno
graphic work exist as well and reach 
audiences far larger than decades of ASR 
circulation. In contrast, were I to submit my 
logistic regression analysis of changing 
effects of social background on college 
entry to any newspaper or magazine, the 
best I could hope for would be a chuckle 
from the editor, despite the relevance of the 
analysis for inequality. These editors would 
probably argue that even graphs would 
take too much space to explain. In short, 
the publishing system prevents statistical 
analyses from reaching the American 
reading public. 

Despite these conditions, some critics of 
ASR are attempting to remove one of the 
few remaining places where sociological 
issues can be discussed in some statistical 
complexity using techniques that are 
justified on the basis of their appropriate
ness to the question rather than on the 
basis of the number of people who under-

stand the techniques. If a technique is 
appropriate to the question, it may be 
used to address the question, and illumi
nating insights may be unearthed. ASR at 
present appears to use that standard. That 
is a standard that must be maintained. 

When this wider context is considered 
the issue, nay, the crisis of diversity is not 
as critics of ASR imply. In this environ
ment I see two ways to proceed should we 
seek to secure diversity. We may protest 
the refusal of publishers to consider 
statistical work; one protest strategy is to 
prohibit presses lacking a record of 
publishing under-represented (i.e., 
statistical) work from exhibiting at the 
Annual Meeting. However, my view is 
that this strategy would unfairly limit 
younger scholars' opportunities to 
approach editors at the meeting to discuss 
possible future book publication. 

Barring such action, then, we need 
preserve ASR in its current form. I much 
prefer this alternative, but of course 
support informing authors that all work is 
welcomed, and that should one doubt the 
competence of reviewers editors might 
select, one should suggest potential 
reviewers at the outset. University and 
commercial presses should similarly 
welcome all types of research approaches, 
but until they do ASR needs to remain as 
is. 

Samuel R. Lucas, University of California
Berkeley (Lucas@demog.berkeley.edu; home 
page: http://socrates.berkeley.edu/-slucas) 

• •• 
Reflections of a Former ASR 
Editor 

Diversity in ASR, the focus of concern 
by Council, the Publications Committee, 
letter writers and speakers at the Business 
Meeting in Chicago, and many others, has 
been an issue for many years. When my 
appointment as ASR editor-elect was 
announced in 1971, I received suggestions 
to this effect from several quarters - from 
scholars whose work was chiefly qualita
tive in nature, from those whose major 
interests were in social organization and 
in special areas not represented in other 
ASA journals, and from those with 
varying theoretical orientations. I re
solved, therefore, to send a message that 
ASR was open to all: (1) by appointing to 
the editorial board scholars with broadly 
representative interests; (2) by featuring as 
the lead article of our first issue a fine 
piece by Murray Wax, "Tenting with 
Malinowski," based on extensive ethno
graphic and historical research; 3) in my 
statem~nt of editorial policy. The latter 
noted "the hope voiced by the Editorial 
Board of the first ASR that it will be 'one 
of the most important working tools of 
American (and other) sociologists,' and 
concluded with the following words: "Its 
function is disciplinary, in the broadest 
and, hopefully, the best sense. This we 
take to be our mandate." 

As have ASA editorial staffs before and 
since, Deputy Editors Lois DeFieur and 
Lee Freese and I sought as reviewers 
many scholars whose work was similar in 
approach and substantive interest to 
papers that were submitted for publica
tion. We quickly discovered that achieving 
reasonable consensus on the merits of 
articles varied greatly among sociology's 
many substantive areas, methodological 
and theoretical approaches. Evaluative 
criteria for theoretical and qualitative 
work were more variable than were those 
for statistical analysis or quantitative 
methods. Not that they were less rigorous; 

far from it. Evaluators of theoretical 
arguments and papers based on qualita
tive data tended to be more harsh in 
their evaluations and recommendations 
than were those to whom we sent papers 
based on quantitative data and methods. 
We also received few submissions of 
qualitative and theoretical papers. The 
point, of course, is that editors are 
constrained by what they receive and by 
the standards of the discipline, which are 
not always clear or uniform. Moreover, 
finding editors who have both high 
standards and a truly catholic view of 
the discipline is extremely difficult. 

As for the other concerns voiced in 
this most recent controversy, it appears 
to me that the system is working. The 
Publications Committee and the Council 
have both acted with integrity and in 
good faith. The membership has been 
widely heard and read, albeit with 
unfortunate breaches of confidentiality. 
ASR has a diverse and highly qualified 
editorial team and further actions are 
being taken to ensure responsiveness to 
the membership. It was never intended 
that Council should accept uncritically 
all committee recommendations. Council 
is, as intended, the final authority. ASR 
remains our flagship journal - not to be 
read cover-to-cover or at leisure- but as 
a valuable tool for us all. May it ever be 
thus. 

James F. Short, Jr., Professor Emeritus, 
Washington State University 

••• 
The following message was 
posted on the Sociologists for 
Women in Society (SWS) 
listserv after the Annual 
Meeting and is reprinted here 
with permission. Roos 
references the posting of 
Professor Dill, who spoke at 
the Business Meeting and 
wrote up those remarks for 
various listservs. 
SWS Colleagues: 

I have seen little discussion of 
Professor Bonnie Dill's post to the 
listserv. Indeed, despite voluminous 
amounts of talking and emails there has 
been very little actual dialogue, espe
cially about the larger issues of race that 
were raised in the public and list 
discussions. To my mind, ASA as an 
association has not been very successful 
in having "conversations about race." 

As an insider to the process that 
produced the ASR flap, I am continually 
amazed at the caricature of Council and 
Council's decision making that has 
developed and been accepted as "fact." 
The demonizing and racist/ elitist 
labeling do not enhance dialogue, but 
rather intimidate and stifle open and 
honest discussions about journal visions, 
diversity as a goal, and race itself. 

As elected representatives, Council 
members must be accountable to the 
membership. Thus, although painful to 
participate in, it was important for 
Council members to hear the anger, 
vehemence, and hostility at the ASA 
Business meeting, and in subsequent 
listserve discussions. Our decisions 
clearly touched a well of anger in the 
membership, especially among our 
African-American colleagues. I think 
Council heard that anger and responded 
in an appropriately measured and 
responsible way, as detailed in Felice 
Levine's news release about Council's 

August meeting (posted to this list a few 
weeks ago, and available on the ASA's 
home page). 

I was not that surprised by the 
vehemence of the reaction to Council's 
decision regarding the ASR editorship, 
nor by the fact that confidential conver
sations were leaked (although I find 
such leaks troubling). There were two 
potent factors that interacted to make 
maintaining confidentiality difficult. 
First, a slim majority of the elected 
Council disagreed with the recommen
dation of the elected Publications 
Committee. And, second, that slim 
majority disagreed with the Publications 
Committee's recommendation to 
appoint as ASR editor a well-known 
African-American sociologist. 

I think Council has addressed the first 
factor, voting to institutionalize more 
dialogue between Council and Publica
tions (see the news release above). This 
is all to the good. But the second factor 
reveals a more intractable problem: how 
to handle decision making when race .s 
part of the equation. Here I come to Prof. 
Dill's posting, which summarized her 
comments at the ASA Business meeting, 
and added some afterthoughts. While I 
am very uncomfortable about her 
decision to publicly release candidate 
names, her action does allow those of us 
involved in the decision-making to be 
more candid than we otherwise could 
have been. The consequence is that since 
the business meeting, I have been able to 
have more open and frank discussions 
with interested people than I could 
before, when I felt bound by confidenti
ality. 

Prof. Dill's comments do not allow for 
the possibility that people of good will 
can have different opinions about the 
qualifications of candidates, including 
African-American candidates. There are 
a whole set of factors that go into 
decision making about editorships. 
Professor Dill argues that Council's 
decision making exemplified "the new 
face of racism." The arguments I heard 
during the February meeting were about 
the appropriate vision of the journal and 
especially the editor or editor team best 
qualified to lead the journal into the next 
term. That conversation would have 
happened regardless of the race of the 
candidates. Accusations of "racism" (or 
elitism or sexism, for that matter) 
prevent open dialogue and frank 
evaluations that are a fundamental part 
of academic discourse. I do not think 
anyone on Council disagrees with the 
notion that more intellectual diversity 
for the ASR would be desirable, but we 
did and do differ substantially about 
how best to reach that goal. To move 
forward, we need to respect those 
different visions, and avoid demonizing 
those who disagree with us. People of 
good will can agre~ to disagree. 

In the ASR dispute I understand that 
most of the ASA journal editors (who are 
no longer official members of the Pub. 
Comm. but who still have voice in the 
process) favored the Wilson/Carnic 
team. As well there was disagreement 
within the Publications Comm. about 
who the top candidates should be. And, 
of course, there was disagreement within 
Council. Ultimately, the majority of the 
Publications Committee was unable to 
convince the majority of Council to go 
along with their recommendation. That 
does not translate into elitism and 
racism, but it does mean you have to try 
again to achieve more consensus. 

See ASR, page 13 
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I also find it troubling to hear and 
read the constant demonizing of Doug 
Massey. I have worked with him for a 
number of years, and have the utmost 
respect for him. No doubt Doug wishes 
he had not read his letter, but rather 
paraphrased it. I understand he has sent 
around a note, which I have not seen. 
And I would not presume to speak for 
him. But I believe he is entitled to offer a 
substantive appraisal of a candidate that 
gives his opinion on the merits, as we all 
are. To argue that Doug Massey-" one 
white man" as Professor Dill argues
could dictate how a majority of Council 
should vote does not appreciate the 
substantive judgments and principled 
stands other members of Council (and 
Publications Committee and the ASA 
editors) took in support of their varying 
positions. Like the graduate student who 
eloquently spoke up for Doug at the 
Business Meeting, I have a lot of respect 
for him. It is deeply troubling to me that 
someone who has written and spoken so 
eloquently about inequality and race in 
America can be so demonized. 

Clearly we need lots more conversa
tions about race, dialogues where both 
sides "hear" the opposing arguments. 
Council itself began the healing at last 
August's meetings, and heard the anger 
and distrust voiced by some members. 
Council also has to "hear" the views of 
all those who did not choose to attend 
the business meeting. Without attribut
ing specific words to individuals, I want 
to close by describing a discussion we 
had at our August Council meeting. We 
revisited our February discussion, going 
over what had happened prior to and 
during the February meeting. It was 
really a rather remarkable meeting. 
People with a variety of perspectives 
openly and honestly, and with remark
ably little defensiveness, described why 
they held their opinions and why they 
voted the way they did. Questions were 
asked and answered, dispelling some of 
the distrust or lack of knowledge about 
events that had occurred. Importantly, I 
did not see anyone change his or her 
mind, but we did understand each other 
better. Our meeting was a good one, as 
we struggled to begin a dialogue about 
issues that divide us. We made progress. 
I can only hope that ASA as an associa
tion can appreciate how far we have 
come, and how we can continue to move 
forward. 

I, for one, am hopeful. I had never 
met Professors Wilson and Carnic before 
August. When I did meet them I came 
away impressed. At the ASA session 
where they detailed their vision for ASR, 
I heard some promising things. The ASA 
Footnotes article about their editorship 
praised their intellectual and method
ological vision. Let's add to their 
workload by giving them more-and 
more diverse-articles from which to 
choose. They would be delighted. 

Patricia A. Roos, Professor of Sociology & 
Dean-Social and Behavioral Sciences, 
Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Rutgers 
University. 

Roos is ASA Past-Vice President. 

••• 
The following message was 
posted on the Association of 
Black Sociologists(.ABS) and 
SWS listservs and is reprinted 
here with permission. 
To my colleagues in the ABS: 

The past few months have been very 

frustrating for me. As I became aware 
that rumors about my role in the ASR 
editor controversy were circulating 
around the profession, I felt unable to 
address them because of my pledge of 
confidentiality as a Council member. 
Now that names and details have been 
aired at a public business meeting and in 
other venues, I am no longer bound by 
that pledge and am relieved to be able to 
speak directly. My preference is always 
to keep lines of communication open. 

As you surely know by now, I did not 
favor Walter Allen's candidacy for the 
ASR editorship, based on my evaluation 
of the materials provided to me with his 
concept proposal. I was thus one of a 
majority of Council members who 
argued against accepting his nomination 
and eventually voted to substitute the 
team of Carnic-Wilson, who also had 
submitted a proposal through appropri
ate channels in response to the ASA 
Publication Committee's call for applica
tions. 

To make clear that my opinion was 
not manufactured to block a particular 
candidacy, at one point in my remarks to 
Council I quoted a paragraph from an 
evaluation I had earlier written, without 
revealing to whom the document was 
addressed or the date at which it was 
prepared. My sole purpose in doing so 
was to underscore the fact that my views 
were not hastily considered but, in fact, 
were genuine and had been put into 
writing on at least one prior occasion. 
Had I known that this latter act would 
somehow be seen as a breach of confi
dentiality (although it revealed nothing 
not already clear from my broader 
remarks) I surely would have chosen 
another means of signaling the sincerity 
of my views. 

In favoring other candidates for the 
ASR editorship, it does not follow that I 
sought to disparage Allen's work or 
career in any absolute sense. In no way 
do I wish to cast public aspersions on his 
contributions to teaching, research, or 
administration. On the contrary, I believe 
that anyone who offers their services to 
the ASA should be commended for their 
generosity of spirit, and I deeply regret 
any public discomfort or embarrassment 
that may have befallen Allen or any of 
the other candidates as a result of this 
very unfortunate episode. 

I cannot control what others think of 
me, and if some of you choose to see my 
actions as racist then I must live with 
that. I can only say that I have examined 
my thoughts and actions closely, and 
believe that I acted without racism and 
in the best interests of the ASA. Since I 
am human I must acknowledge the 
possibility that my judgments may be 
flawed, but I can assure you they are not 
malevolent. 

You are naturally free to disagree, and 
I am always open to dialogue to improve 
communication and understanding. If 
you wish to discuss this or any other 
issue, please feel free to contact me at 
any 
time. In the interest of reconciliation, I 
am sending this letter to ABS President 
Diane Brown with the message that she 
may disseminate it in any way she feels 
appropriate to anyone with an interest in 
the recent controversy. 

Sincerely yours, 

Doug [Douglas S. Massey], Professor of 
Sociology, University of Pennsylvania 

Massey is ASA President-Elect. 

••• 
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~ Pu6fic :Forum 
A Challenge to 
Deracialization of 
Scholarship 

This is in regard to the article, "The 
Underrepresentation of Sociologists of 
Color and Its Implications" (Footnotes, 
March 1999.) I agree that we need to 
take action to increase the representa
tion of minorities in departments of 
sociology. However, I do not believe 
that the "deracialization" of scholarship 
is an effective argument in favor of this. 
The authors state that as a result of 
minority underrepresentation in our 
field, many scholars of color "survive 
by 'going white,"' and conducting 
research that is "indistinguishable" in 
content and ideological position from 
that of white scholars. I find this 
argument to be rather insulting to those 
minority sociologists who choose to do 
research in areas unrelated to their race, 
ethnicity, or gender, and to those whose 
carefully considered ideological 
positions are in line with those of many 
white sociologists. 

The authors' argument is based on 
the assumption that racial and ethnic 
minority groups are homogeneous on 
the basis of research interests and 
ideology, and that these interests and 
ideologies are fundamentally different 
from those of majority group members. 
This implies that minorities will bring 
new ideas to the discipline merely 
because they are minorities, and that 
white sociologists are not capable of 
new insights into the study of minority 
group issues. 

I do not believe that majority group 
members can fully understand the daily 
realities of belonging to a devalued 
group in our society. However, I also do 
not believe that this precludes majority 
group members from making impor
tant contributions to the study of race, 
ethnicity, or gender, nor do I believe 
that minority group members should be 
expected to draw on their experiences 
as minorities in conducting scientific 
research. Of course, by excluding entire 
groups of people from the discipline we 
are losing the contributions of large 
numbers of talented people. But we 
should try to help more minorities 
obtain advanced degrees not because it 
will enhance research in our field, but 
because it is the right thing to do. 

Barbara f. Costello, Mississippi State 
University 

''Is This for Real?" 
One stares at length and in amaze

ment at the letter of Angela Haddad 
and Robert Newby, which appears in 
the May /June issue of Footnotes: "Is 
This for Real?" Surely, in responding to 
the March 1999 statement of Richard 
Tomasson and his co-signers on 
affirmative action, the authors intended 
to present a caricature of academic 
political correctness for the amusement 
of their colleagues, a bit of light-hearted 
satire. 

Alas, no, they seem to have written 
this incredible missive with straight 
faces.Forthern,sociologicalresearch 
has apparently come to a new dawn, 
wherein arguments one finds troubling 

can be disposed of simply by noting the 
age, race, sex and professional affilia
tions of their proponents. All we thus 
need to know is that Tomasson & Co. 
are, with a single exception, white 
males, many of whom did their gradu
ate work in the 1940s or 1950s, coupled 
with the fact that a number of them also 
belong to an outfit called the National 
Association of Scholars. 

From this, Haddad and Newby 
deduce that: (1) this is a privileged lot, 
whose position on affirmative action 
simply reflects their determination to 
hold on to power and pelf; (2) because 

. they came of age intellectually when 
racist attitudes were widely held, they 
must share them; and (3) those who are 
NAS members must be "conservatives" 
who oppose "broadening knowledge" 
to include minorities or women, and 
who seek tore-legitimize "all-white 
institutions." No evidence is adduced 
in support of these bizarre declarations, 
but the authors would probably retort 
that it isn't necessary: presumably, their 
own attributes of race, sex, age or 
political inclination make them as 
categorically "right" as their opponents 
are for the same reasons "wrong." Race 
and sex apparently trump everything 
else, keeping those like Tomasson and 
his colleagues in perpetual darkness, 
while bestowing on others automatic 
enlightenment. Pity any students or 
colleagues who attempt to challenge 
Haddad or Newby on some other basis! 

And what of affirmative action itself? 
Is it still open to reasoned debate? Not 
in the least say Haddad and Newby: 
"Sociological research offers dear and 
convincing evidence that affirmative 
action is a beneficial policy." We never 
learn what this "convincing evidence" 
might be, but since Those Who Know 
have spoken, we apparently have 
everything we need. It only remains 
that honest sociologists should act on 
this knowledge by supporting the 
continuation of affirmative policies, and 
denouncing all opponents as willful 
racists. 

ASA members, one hopes, will 
continue to examine the goals and 
methods of their organization and its 
relationship to public policy, in the 
measured, civil tones of Tomasson's 
letter and some of the other responses 
which also appeared in the May /June 
issue. We think they may find this 
approach preferable to guilt by associa
tion, race stereotyping, a priori assertion 
and name-calling. 

Stephen H. Balch, President, National 
Association of Scholars 0 

Mid-South Sociological 
Association Annual 
Meeting 

The Mid-South Sociological Associa
tion will hold its 1999 Annual Meeting 
November 3-6,1999, at the Crowne 
Plaza-Downtown Jackson in Jackson, 
MS. Theme: "Families, Sexuality, and 
Agendas: Public and Private." For 
additional information, contact: J. 
Kenneth Davidson, University of 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, e-mail: 
davidsj@uwec.edu. 0 
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The 1998 ASA Audit 

A Sound Financial Picture at ASA 
The following notes and tables from the 

1998 audit of the Association provide a 
summary of current assets, liabilities, and 
fund balance, as well as income and expend i
tures. ASKs financial picture remains stable. 

Overall, in 1998, ASA produced an excess 
of unrestricted revenues over expenses of 
$710,929. While $355,365 of this excess can be 
attributed to Gain on Investments ($255,164) 
and Unrealized Appreciation ($100,201) from 
ASA's long-term investments, the Association 
realized a net increase in unrestricted assets of 
$355,564. This favorable financial position 
reflects continued efforts by the Executive 
Office to spend conservatively and to operate 
the Association in a cost-effective manner. 

Members interested in the full audit 
report may receive a copy from the 
Executive Office. The Committee on 
Executive Office and Budget and the ASA 
Council have reviewed the full audit
Felice f. Levine, Executive Officer 

••• 
Independent Auditor's Report 

Council 
The American Sociological Association 
Washington, D.C. 

We have audited the accompanying 
statements of financial position of The 
American Sociological Association as of 
December 31, 1998 and 1997, and the related 
statements of activities and cash flows for the 
year ended December 31, 1998. These 
financial statements are the responsibility of 
The American Sociological Association's 
management. Our responsibility is to express 
an opinion on these financial statements 
based on our audits. 

We conducted our audits in accordance 
with generally accepted auditing standards 
and the standards applicable to financial 

audits contained in Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General 
of the United States. Those standards require 
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free of material 
misstatement. An audit includes examining, 
on a test basis, evidence supporting the 
amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. An audit also includes assessing 
the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by management, as well as 
evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audits 
provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

In our opinion, the financial statements 
referred to above present fairly, in all material 
respects, the financial position of The 
American Sociological Association as of 
December 31, 1998 and 1997 and the changes 
in its net assets and its cash flows for the year 
ended December 31, 1998 in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles. 

In accordance with Government Auditing 
Standards, we have also issued our report 
dated April13, 1999 on our consideration of 
The American Sociological Association's 
internal control over financial reporting and 
our tests of its compliance with certain 
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and 
grants. 

C.W. Amos & Company 
Bethesda, Maryland 
April13, 1999 

Note 1. Organization and Its Significant 
Accounting Policies 

Organization 
The American Sociological Association 

(Association) is a national nonprofit corpora
tion organized under the laws of the District 
of Columbia in August 1960. The principal 

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSmON 
December 31, 1998 and 1997 

ASSETS 

Cash and cash equivalents 
Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful 

accounts of$10,765 in 1998 and $6,073 in 1997 
Grants receivable 
Prepaid expenses and other assets 
Investments (Note 2) 
Property and equipment at cost, net of accumulated 

depreciation of$1,025,643 in 1998 and $917,341 
in 1997 (Note 3) 

Real estate held for resale, net of accumulated 
depreciation of $52,196 in 1998 and 1997 (Note 4) 

Total assets 

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 

UABILITIES 

Accounts payable 
Accrued expenses 
Deferred revenue 

COMMITMENTS (Notes 5, 6 and 7) 

NET ASSETS 

Unrestricted 
Operating 
Council designated 

Temporarily restricted (Note 9) 
Permanently restricted (Note 9) 

Total1iabilities and net assets 

$ 

$ 

s 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

1998 

1,997,025 $ 

107,567 
88,338 

169,338 
5,842,787 

212,653 

39,000 

8,456,708 $ 

252,220 s 
77,448 

1,754,947 

2,084,615 $ 

2,467,570 s 
426,999 

2,894,569 $ 
3,472,524 

5,000 

6,372,093 $ 

8,456,708 $ 

1997 

1,226,795 

106,419 
90,391 

195,566 
5,044,089 

232,133 

39,000 

6,934,393 

189,528 
71,181 

1,592,699 

1,853,408 

1,859,029 
324,611 

2,183,640 
2,892,345 

5,000 

5,080,985 

6,934,393 

purpose of the Association is to stimulate 
and improve research, instruction, and 
discussion, and to encourage cooperative 
relations among persons engaged in the 
scientific study of society. 

Significant Accounting Policies: 
Significant accounting policies not 

disclosed elsewhere in the financial 
statements are as follows: 

See Audit, page 15 

REVENUES 
Membership and section dues 
Publications 
Annual meeting (Note 6) 
Program 
Membership-subscription n:larcd 
Investment income (Note 2) 
Mailing list n:ntal 
Adminislralivc fees 
Royalties 
Miscellaneous 
Net assets released 

from restrictions 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENSES 

Program 
Supporting Activities: 

Publications 
Editorial offices 
Membership and sections 
Meeting services 
Management and gcnremance 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

Increase in net assel$ 

Net assets, beginning of year 

s 

s 

$ 

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 
For theY e11t Ended De<:ember 31 , 1998 

(with comparative tolals foe 1997) 

Temporarily PCilii.IJlelrtly 
Unrestricted Restricted Restricted 

1.488,412 s s - s 
1,480,890 

550,614 
220,026 595.398 
44,711 

430,362 824,773 
116,806 
55,397 

5,394 
31,1911 

839 992 (839,992) 

5,263,802 $ 580,179 $ ---=- $ 

s - $ 

$_..:.==~ - s ____ s __ _ 

$ 580,179 $ - $ 

2,183,640 2,892,345 sooo 

)9911 
Tola1 

1,488,412 
1,480,890 

550,614 
815,424 
44,711 

1,255,135 
116,806 
55,397 

5.394 
31,198 

5,843,981 

1,340,432 

628,1174 
413,0 14 
391,520 
632,374 

1.146.659 

4,552.873 

1,291,108 

$ 

$ 

s 

s 

$ 

1997 
Total 

1.342,262 
1.504,467 

484,335 
1,226,485 

66,248 
811,773 
114,004 
53,517 
6.890 

14,427 

5,624,408 

1.240.523 

652,693 
423,190 
335,603 
SOR,IISII 

1,131.780 

4.292,647 

1,331 ,761 

3,749,224 

Net esscts, end of year $ 2,8'J4,569 $ 3,472,524 s 5 000 $ 6.372 093 $ 5,0110,9115 

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
For the Year Ended December 31, 1998 

(with comparative totals for 1997) 

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTMTIES 
Increase in net assets 
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash 

provided by operating activities 
Increase (decrease) in allowance for doubtful accounts 
Loss on sale of property and equipment 
Depreciation 
Gift in kind - investments 
Gain on sale of investments 
Unrealized appreciation on investments 
(Increase) decrease in accounts receivable 
Decrease in grants receivable 
Decrease (increase) in prepaid expenses and other assets 
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable 
Increase (decrease) in accrued expenses 
Increase in deferred revenue 

Net cash provided by operating activities 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Proceeds from sale of investments 
Purchase of investments 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 
Purchase of property and equipment 

1998 

$ 1,291,108 

4,692 

108,302 
(4,074) 

(639,452) 
(450,088) 

(5,840) 
2,053 

26,228 
62,692 

6,267 
162,248 

564,136 $ __ .....:.;;.;;....;..... 

$ 766,991 
(472,075) 

(88,822) 

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities $ 206,094 _ __;:~<..:...;..~ 

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITY 
Payments on note payable 

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year 

SUPPLEMENTAL CASH FLOW INFORMATION 
Cash paid for interest 

s ___ _ 

s 770,230 

1,226,795 

1,997,025 

$ ===-=== 

1997 

s 1,331,761 

(6,247) 
4,933 

107,959 
(548,762) 
(149,123) 
(429,806) 

7,716 
52,546 
(3,568) 

(44,976) 
(69,843) 
44,533 

s 297,123 

s 847,693 
(1,647,175) 

3,500 
{133,009) 

s {928,991) 

s {55,265} 

$ (687,133) 

1,913,928 

s 11226,795 

s l 570 
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Credit Risk 

Due to temporary fluctuations in its 
available cash flow, the Association has 
deposits in financial institutions in excess of 
insured amounts. Management's policy is to 
limit the amount of uninsured deposits to the 
maximum extent possible. 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 
The Association co~siders all highly liquid 

financial instruments purchased with an 
original maturity of three months or less to be 
cash equivalents. 

Promises to Give: 
Contributions are recognized when the 

donor makes an unconditional promise to 
give to the Association. Donor-restricted 
contributions are reported as increases in 
temporarily or permanently restricted net 
assets depending on the nature of the 
restrictions. When a restriction expires, 
restricted net assets are reclassified to 
unrestricted net assets. 

Investments 
The Association carries its investments -at 

fair value. 

Property and Equipment 
Depreciation is provided on the straight

line basis over the estimated useful lives of 
the assets which range from 3 to 25 years. 

Deferred Revenue 
Deferred revenue represents amounts 

received in advance for member dues, section 
dues and subscriptions to journals which are 
applicable to subsequent periods. 

Net Assets 
Unrestricted net assets represent the 

following: 
Operating - represents resources available 

for support of operations. 
Council designated - represents resources 

of unrestricted net assets that have been 
internally designated. 

Temporarily restricted net assets represent 
revenues on which the donor has placed 
certain conditions. Once these conditions have 
been met, these assets are reclassified to 
unrestricted net assets. 

Permanently restricted net assets consist of 
restricted net assets, the income from which is 
to be used for providing an outstanding 
dissertation award in Medical Sociology. 

Gifts in Kind 
Gifts in kind are stated at their fair value at 

the date of the gift. 

Estimates 
The preparation of financial statements in 

conformity with generally accepted accoUnt
ing principles requires management to make 
estimates and assumptions that affect the 
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and 
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities 
at the date of the financial statements and the 
reported amounts of revenues and expenses 
during the reporting period. 

Expense Allocation 
The costs of providing various programs 

and other activities have been summarized on 
a functional basis in the Statement of Activi
ties. Management and governance expenses 
include those expenses that are not directly 
identifiable with any other specific function 
but provide for the overall support and 
direction of the Association. 

Comparative Financial Information 
The financial statements include certain 

prior-year summarized comparative informa
tion in total but not by net asset class. Such 
information does not include sufficient detail 
to constitute a presentation in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles. 
Accordingly, such information should be read 
in conjunction with the Association's financial 
statements for the year ended December 31, 
1997, from which the summarized informa
tion was derived. 

At December 31, 1998 and 1997, cost and 
fair value- of investments are as follows: 
1228 Fajr value Clllil 
Certificates of deposit $439.664 $439,664 
Fixed income 137,153 130,650 
U.S. Government Obligations 924,()71 743,251 
Equities j.JWill2 z.6ZJ.261 
Total invesbnenls $5.842.787 $3,987,526 

1228 Fair value Clllil 
Certificates of deposit $170,571 $170,571 
Fixed income 152,664 149,555 
U.S. Government Obligations 1,735,543 1,620.356 
Equities z.2liS..m l...62UJ:i 
Total investmenls $5,044,1)89 $3,638.916 

Investments include assets held under 
temporary restrictions of $3,277,912 and 
$2,472,474, and assets held under permanent 
restriction of $5,000 and $5,000 at December 
31, 1998 and 1997 respectively. 

Investment income is comprised of the 
following: 

Dividends and interest 
Realized gain in sale of 

investmenls 
Unrealized appreciation 
Total investmenls 

1228 
$165,595 

639,452 
~ 

$1,255,135 

.122Z 
$232,844 

149,123 
m.tKI6 

$811,773 

SCHEDULE 01' UNRESTRICTJ:D UVENUES. EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS 
For1hc YC8r Ended December 31, 1991 

Council Total 
Operating Designated Unrestricted 

REVENUES 
Membership and ~tion dues s 1,370,342 s 118,070 s 1,488,412 
Publications 1,410,190 1,480.190 
Annual meeting 550,614 550,614 
Program 72,728 147,291 220,026 
Membership- subsaiption related 44,711 44,7tl 
Investment income 430,362 430,362 
Mailing list rental 116,806 116,806 
Adminislrative fees 55,397 55,397 
Royahies 5,394 5,394 
Misccllllleous 31,191 31,191 
Net assets released from resbidions 139,992 139,992 

TOTAL REVENUES s 4,998,434 s 26S,361 s 5,263,102 

EXPENSES ...,.,_ s 1,259,454 s 10,971 s 1,340,432 
Public:alions 621,174 621;174 
Editorial offices 413,014 413,014 
Membership and sectiofts 3119,SJ8 12,002 391,520 
McetiAa services 632,374 632,374 
Manapmea&and goYCINIIII:e' t,l46,659 1,146,659 

TOTAL EXPENSES s 4,319,893 s 162,910 s 4,552,173 

CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS s 601,S41 s 102,311 s 710.929 

NET ASSETS BEGINNING Of YEAR 1,859,029 324,611 2,183,640 

NET ASSETS END OF YEAR $ 2,467,570 $ 426,999 $ 2,894,569 
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Note 3: Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment consist of the 
following at December 31, 1998 and 1997: 

Building improvemenls 
Office furniture and equipment 
Computer equipment 

1228 .122Z 
276,202 240,952 
323,184 306,337 
bJ8.2lll ~ 

$1,238,296 $1,149,474 
Less: accumulated depreciation ~ 2lZJil 

$212,653 $232,133 

Note 4. Real Estate Held for Resale 

Real estate held for resale consist of the 
following at December 31, 1998 and 1997: 

1228 .122Z 
Building 52,196 52,196 
Less: accumulated depreciation 52.1!!6 52.1!!6 

Land (1722 N Street NW) 

Note S. Retirement Plan 

J2.llllO 
$39,000 

J2.llllO 
$39,000 

The Association has a voluntary 
retirement plan for its eligible employees. 
Under the program, the Association 
contributes 5% of the employees' salary to 
the Teachers Insurance and Annuity 
Association. In addition, if an employee 
contributes 4% of their salary to the 
retirement plan, the Association will 
contribute an additional 4% to the plan. 
Contributions by the Association on behalf 
of the employees amounted to $63,787 and 
$72,890 for the years ended December 31, 
1998 and 1997, respectively. 

Note 6. Commitments 

The Association has entered into 
agreements with various hotels for mini
mum room rentals for their future annual 
meetings. These agreements include 
guarantees by the Association that a 
minimum number of rooms will be rented 
by attendees. The Association intends to 
hold their annual meetings at the scheduled 
hotels. 

Note 7. Lease Commitment 

The Association entered into a lease for 
office space on October 21, 1998 with a 
commencement date of January 1, 1999 at 
an annual rental of $162,000. The lease 
expires in December 2009 with an option to 
renew for an additional five-year term . 

Note 8. Income Taxes 

The Association is exempt from federal 
income tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code and has been 
determined by the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) not to be a private foundation. 
However, the Association is required to 
report unrelated business income to the IRS 
and the District of Columbia. 

Note 9. Temporarlly and Permanently 
Restricted Net Assets 

Temporarily restricted net assets are 
available for the following purposes: 

Ford Foundation/MOST -to 
enhance diversity and excellence 
in sociology $-

Rose Fund-to produce a book 
series in sociology 944,813 

Spimck Fund-to advance the 
uses and contributions of 
sociology to social policy 1,638,870 

Sections-M.P.Levine Memorial 
Fund-special fund for 
dissertation award 

American Sociological Fund-to 
promote sociology's scholarship, 
teaching. and public service on 

60,568 

the long-term basis 630,940 
Congressional Fdloroship Fund-

to fund a Congressional 
Fellowship Program 

Kellogg Foundlltion/Ract-to 
support the media and the 
dissemination efforls of resulls 
from the Race Project 

85,121 

45,592 

$65,711 

813,769 

1,389,607 

59,591 

494,483 

53,098 

Otl~trs lU2D Wlllli 
$3,472,524 $2,892.,345 

Permanently restricted net assets of 
$5,000 are restricted to the Roberta Simmons 
Fund, which is a special award fund for 
dissertation work. 

Note 10. Subsequent Event 

On January 4, 1999, the Association 
settled on the sale of its building and land 
located on 1722 N Street, N.W. Washington, 
D.C. The sale was to an unrelated nonprofit 
entity. The proceeds from the sale of the · 
property were $1,272,500. The transaction 
resulted in a gain of $1,233,500. 

Independent Auditors' Report on the 
Supplementary Financial Information 

Council 
The American Sociological Association 
Washington, D.C. 

The accompanying schedule of 
expenditures of federal awards and 
other supplementary information on 
pages 13 through 19 is presented for 
purposes of additional analysis and is 
not a required part of the basic 
financial statements. The accompany
ing schedule of expenditures of federal 
awards is required by U.S. Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-
133, Audits of States, Local Govern
ments, and Non-Profit Organizations. 
The supplementary information has 
been subjected to the auditing 
procedures applied in the audits of the 
basic financial statements and, in our 
opinion, is fairly stated, in all material 
respects, in relation to the basic 
financial statements taken as a whole . 

C.W. Amos & Company 
Bethesda, Maryland 
April 13, 1999 

SCHEDULES OF USTRICTI:D NET ASSETS 
For lhe Year Ended Da:embcr 31, 1991 

J-.yl, Aslels Rcleued December 31, 
1991 Revenues From Rcslricrions 1991 

Tcmponrily Rcs1ricfcd 
HHS -~ lnsliluec ofMenlal Heald! s - s 469,712 s 469,712 s 
Ford FOIIIIIIIIion/MO 65,711 3,677 69,311 
Rose Fund 113,769 213,030 31,916 994,113-
Spivack l'l1nd 1,319.607 361.101 I 11,145 1,631,170 
ASF Conpasicllllll Fellowotaip Aw.d 53,091 37,510 S,5S7 15,121 
NaliouJ Science FOWIIIMion 21,503 U.S03 
Amcric:an SocioJoaica1 F..ad 494,413 141,592 5,135 630,940 
AlbcrtJ Reiss, Jr. AWIIII 9,9S7 903 IO,UO 
a-ll Sip F-*ioa I MUicniiiiD Projccl 6,129 369 5,760 
Ford FounclationiRKc 54,300 54,300 
Kellog FCIIIIIdldon/Rac 17,640 42,1141 45,592 
PloD Tndd"' Stncy 11,149 , 11,149 
Sections: 

M.P. Levine M..W Fund 59,591 3,977 3,000 60,561 

TOial tanponrily rescricled s 2,192,345 s 1,420,171 s 139,992 s 3,472,524 

~ly Rcslric:ted 
Sections: 

Robena ~Fund s 5,000 s - s - s s.ooo 
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Correction 
In a tribute to Mirra Komarovsky (May I 
June Footnotes) I had said that she was the 
only social scientist among those born be
fore 1920 who saw educated women's 
conflicts as a real problem in the forties 
and fifties. This claim (which should have 
been restricted to U.S. sociologists) was 
made on the assumption that Helen 
Hacker was born after 1920. But I was 
wrong. Her much-cited piece on women 
as a minority group, written in 1948 and 
published in Social Forces in 1951, as well 
as her essay on the burdens of masculin-

. ity, published in Marriage and Family Liv
ing in 1957, marks her, like Komarovsky, 
as a person aware of the many problems 
inherent in women's position long before 
such contradictions became part of popu
lar discourse.-Joan Huber 

Call for Papers 
CONFERENCES 

Center for Iranian Research and Analy
sis (CIRA), 18th Annual Conference, 
April 28-29, 2000, Hyatt Regency, 
Bethesda, MD. Send abstracts and pro
posals for complete sessions before Octo
ber 31,1999 to: Kamran Dadkhr.h, Depart
ment of Economics, Northeastern Univer
sity, Boston, MA 02115. <http:/ I 
www.dac.neu.edu/ cira>. 

Columbia University, Center for the 
Study of Human Rights Conference, 
March 13-15, 2000, Berlin, Germany. 
Theme: "Tolerance and Beyond: Reli
gions, Rights and Civil Society in the 
OSCE Countries." Persons interested in 
presenting papers at the conference 
should submit abstracts of about 500 
words by November 31, 1999, to: Eliza
beth Cole, Research Director, Center for 
the Study of Human Rights, Columbia 
University, 1108 lAB, 420 W. 118th Street, 
New York, NY 10027; (212) 854-7189; fax 

• {212) 854-6785; e-mail eac300columbia. 
edu. 

Cross-Cultural Family Studies, 
XXXVIlth International Seminar, June 20-
23, 2000, Uppsala, Sweden. Theme: 
"Theoretical and Methodological Issues 
in Cross-Cultural Family Studies." Ab
stracts are due no later than December 1, 
1999. Contact the Organizer: Jan Trost, 
Uppsala University, Department of Soci
ology, P.O. Box 821, 5-75108 Uppsala, 
Sweden; +4618 4711188; +4618 54 60 67; 
fax +46 18 471 11 70; e-mail 
jan.trost@soc.uu.se. 

Eastern Sociological Society 70'" Annual 
Meeting, March 2-5, 2000, Baltimore 
Hilton and Towers, Baltimore, MD. 
Theme: "Inequality and Prosperity: Gen
erating Action for the Next Decade." Pro
posals for sessions, papers, workshops, 
roundtables and posters welcome. Sub
mission deadline for abstracts: October 
15, 1999. Full call and submission cover 
sheet available on the ESS website: 
<wings.buffalo.edu/ess> or <http: / I 
www.ucc.uconn.edu:SO/ -ESS/>. 

International Coalition Against Sexual 
Harassment, Ninth Annual Conference, 
August 10-11, Washington, DC. Theme: 
"Sexual Harassment in a Global Context." 
Papers, workshops, panels, and discus
sion groups on all aspects of sexual ha
rassment are sought. Those with exper· 
tise on the following topics are especially 
welcomed: K-12 or college environments; 
samples outside the U.S.; male perpetra
tors or targets; women in male-dominated 
environments. !CASH is a multi-disci
pline, international group of profession
als (academics, researchers, human re
source personnel, trainers, attorneys, cli
nicians/therapists). Proposal deadline: 
February 15, 2000. For further informa
tion contact co-chairs: Susan Fineran, Bos
ton University; (617) 353-7912; e-mail 
sfineran@bu.edu; or Patti Giuffre, South
west Texas State University; e-mail 
pg07@swt.edu. 

International Social Theory Consor
tium, Inaugural Conference of 
<socialtheory.org>, May 11-14,2000, Uni
versity of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky. 
Theme: "Social Theory 2000." The confer
ence orgllllizers invite 350 word essay ab-

stracts, panel and session proposals. Con
tact: Wolfgang Natter. Committee on So
cial Theory, POT 1445, University of Ken
tucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0027; fax (606) 
323-1%9; e-mail wnatter@pop.uky.edu. 

International Sociological Association, 
Fifth International Conference on Social 
Science Methodology, October 3-6, 2000, 
Cologne, Germany. Deadline for abstracts 
for individual papers: January 31, 2000. 
Contact: Jorg Blasius, Zentralarchiv fiir 
Empirische Sozialforschung, University 
of Cologne, Bachemer Str. 40, D-50931 
Koln, Germany; e-mail rc33@za.uni
koeln.de. <http:/ /www.za.uni-koeln.de/ 
rc33>. 

International Women's Conference, Feb
ruary 27-March 03, 2000, New Delhi, In
dia. Theme: "Women's Status: Vision and 
Reality-Bridging the East and the West." 
Abstracts of no more than 300 words must 
be submitted by October 15, 1999. Con
tact: International Women's Conference, 
McMaster University, 1200 Main St. W., 
HSC 3N28; Hamilton, ON, Canada, LBN 
3Z5; fax (905) 521-8834; e-mail 
iwc@fhs.rncmaster.ca. 

University of Leeds, Centre for Interdis
ciplinary Gender Studies International 
Conference, June 23-25, 2000, University 
of Leeds, United Kingdom. Theme: 
"Gendering Ethics/The Ethics of Gender: 
An International Interdisciplinary Con
ference." Send 200-word abstracts by Feb
ruary 1, 2000 to: Sasha Roseneil and Linda 
Hogan, Centre for Interdisciplinary Gen
der Studies, University of Leeds, Leeds 
LS2 9JT, UK; e-mail gender
studies@leeds.ac.uk. For more informa
tion, visit our website <http:/ I 
www.leeds.ac.uk/ gender-studies>. 

Mathematical Sociology in Japan and 
the United States, June 23-25, 2000. Ho
nolulu, Hawaii. Sponsored by the Math
ematical Sociology Section of the Ameri
can Sociological Association and the Japa
nese Association for Mathematical Soci
ology. Submissions by students are wel
come. Paper submission deadline is De
cember 31, 1999. E-mail papers and ques
tions to Phillip Bonacich, 
bonacich@soc.ucla.edu, or Yoshimichi 
Sato, ysato@sal.tohoku.ac.jp. Contact: 
Phillip Bonacich, Department of Sociol
ogy, University of California, Los Ange
les, CA 90095-1557; (310) 825-3017. 
<http://www.sscnet.ucla .edu/soc/ 
groups/mathsoc/hawaii/default.htm>. 

Midwest Sociological Society Meetings, 
April 19-23, 2000, Chicago, IL. Theme: 
"The Century of the Minority Majority." 
Please send papers/proposals to: Barbara 
J. Bank, Department of Sociology, Univer
sity of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211; e
mail BankB@missouri.edu. 

Pacific Sociological Association 71" An
nual Meeting, March 23-26, 2000, SanDi
ego, CA. Theme: "Expanding Sociologi
cal Horizons in the 21" Century." Dead
line for paper submissions is October 15, 
1999. Contact: Michael Blain, 2000 Pro
gram Chair, Department of Sociology, 
Boise State University, Boise, ID 83725; 
(208) 426-1346; fax (208) 426-2098; e-mail 
Mblain@boisestate.edu. 

Southwest Labor Studies Association, 
26th Annual Meeting, May 4-6, 2000, Cali
fornia State Uttiversity-Long Beach, Long 
Beach, CA. Themes: "Building Labor 
Communities from the Neighborhood to 
the World" and "Moving Beyond the 
Open Shop and the Employers' Open 
Door." Proposal deadline November 1, 
1999. Contact: Luis Leobardo Arroyo, De
partment of Chicano lllld Latino Studies, 
California State University-Long Beach, 
1250 Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 
90840-1004; (562) 985-4640; fax (562) 985-
4631; e-mailllarroyo@csulb.edu. 

Southwestern Sociological Association, 
80th Annual Meeting, March 15-18,2000, 
San Luis Hotel, Galveston, TX. Theme: 
"Continuity and Change in the New Mil
lennium." Deadline for submission of pa
pers is November 1, 1999. Contact: 
Rogelio Saenz, 2000 Program Chair, Texas 
A&M University, Department of Sociol
ogy, College Station, TX 77843-4351; (409) 
845-5133; fax (409) 862-4057; e-mail 
rsaenz@unix.tamu.edu. 

Spring 2000 Regional Lilly Conferences 
on College and Uni'(ersity Teaching, 
February 11-13, Athens, GA; March 3-5, 

Lake Arrowhead, CA;April7-9, Towson, 
MD. Theme: "Teaching with (a) Differ
ence." Contact International Alliance of 
Teacher Scholars, Inc., (1-800) 718-4287; 
e-mail Alliance@iats.com. <http:/ I 
www.iats.com>. 

University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign (UIUC) International and In
terdisciplinary Conference, June 1-4, 2000. 
Theme: "Black Women in Africa and the 
African Diaspora: Identity, Culture and 
Politics." We are interested in panel and 
paper proposals that address the broad 
topics of identity, culture and politics in 
both the historical and contemporary lives 
of Black women in Africa and the African 
Diaspora. Send a one-page paper abstract 
and/ or panel proposal to the conference 
chair by August 15, 1999. Notification of 
accepted proposals will be sent _out by 
November 15, 1999. Contact: Alice Deck, 
BWAAD Conference Chair. Afro-American 
Studies and Research Program, University 
of Illinois, 1201 West Nevada Street, Ur
bana, II. 61801; (217) 333-7781; fax (217) 
244-4809; e-mail a-deck@uiuc.edu. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Ad"Oances in Life-Course Research: New 
Frontiers in Socialization (Richard A. 
Settersten, Jr., and Timothy J. Owens, Edi
tors). Manuscripts are being sought for a 
research annual (Volume 7) to be devoted 
to the topic of socialization during spe
cific periods of life or across the life 
course. This volume will contain both in
vited and self-initiated contributions. All 
manuscripts must be original. Potential 
contributors are encouraged to submit 
abstracts by April 3, 2000. The due date 
for full manuscripts is September 1, 2000. 
For complete submission guidelines, e
mail Richard Settersten at Case Western 
Reserve University ras2@po.cwru.edu or 
Tunothy Owens at Indiana University-In
dianapolis towens@indiana.edu. 

Applied Beha"Dioral Science Review is a 
multidisciplinary quarterly journal with 
a very broad focus on policy studies, in
tervention strategies, and the assump
tions and ideologies which undergird 
policy formation and options. The editors 
welcome analyses of any substantive area, 
including critical examination of existing 
policy, the social impact of altered tech
nologies, policy making and intervention 
strategies and processes, involvement of 
publics in policy and intervention ap
proaches, and the analysis of manifest 
and latent causal dynamics. Contact the 
Editor: David W. Britt, Department of So
ciology, Wayne State University, Detroit, 
MI 48202; (313) 577-8131; e-mail 
dbritt@econ.wayne.edu; <www.absr. 
sociology. wayne.edu>. 

Applied Beha"Oioral Science Review in
vites submissions for a special issue on 
policy processes and analysis. We are in
terested in examinations of how policy 
works and does not work, is formed and 
implemented, the consequences of spe
cific policies, networks of stakeholders, 
historical perspectives on policy, and re
lated issues. Manuscripts can be empiri
cal (any methods acceptable) or purely 
theoretical, and they can pertain to any 
substantive area. Send four copies of the 
manuscript by March 1, 2000 to: David R. 
Maines, Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology, Oakland University, Roch
ester, MI 48309; e-mail 
maines@oakland.edu. <www.absr. 
sociology. wayne.edu>. 

Childrm of the Cold War: Growing-up in 
the Shadows of Organizations during the 
20,. Century. Requested are empirically
focused, scholarly, and book length chap
ters by researchers studying children, 
adolescents, youth, or adults from mili
tary or other types of organization-affili
ated families such as the state department, 
international businesses, missionaries, in
ternational educators, and NGOs. Contri
butions by and about non-Americans are 
especially welcome. Studies are also wel
come which integrate work from differ
ent disciplines or approaches. Manu
scripts should not be under consideration 
for publication or published elsewhere. 
Contact: Morten G. Ender, Department of 
Behavioral Sciences and Leadership, 
United States Military Academy, West 
Point, NY 10996; (914) 938-5638; e-mail 
morten-ender@usma.edu. 

Contnnporary Justice Retriew, special is
sue on Design and Justice. The Editors are 
particularly interested in methods and 
products of design practice of buildings, 
communities, social processes and social 
arrangements which affect access to 
spaces, urban or community transforma
tion, collective expression, distance learn
ing, pedagogical practices, etc. For more 
information contact the Editor: Dennis 
Sullivan, Contemporary Justice Review, 14 
Voorheesville Avenue, P.O. Box 262, 
Voorheesville, NY 12186; (518) 765-2468; 
e-mail gezellig@global2000.net. <http:/ I 
www.gbhap.com>. 

Cultural Studies: A Research Annual in
vites submissions to Volume 6, 2001. Cul
tural Studies is an open-review annual de
voted to cross-disciplinary, cross-para
digm, experimental analysis of those glo
bal cultural practices and cultural forms 
that shape the meanings of race, ethnicity, 
class, nationality, and gender in the con
temporary world. Preference is given to 
manuscripts which are at the intersection 
of interpretive theory, qualitative inquiry, 
and critical studies of culture, media, his
tory, biography and social structure. 
Deadline for submission to Volume 6 is 
December 15, 1999. Send five copies and 
$10.00 processing fee, made out to the 
University of Illinois, to the Editor: 
Norman K. Denzin, Cultural Studies: ARe
starch Annual, Department of Soci0logy, 
University of Illinois, 326 Lincoln Hall, 
702 South Wright Street, Urbana, II. 61801; 
(217) 333-0795; fax (217) 333-5225; e-mail 
n-denzin@staff.uiuc.edu. 

Current Perspecti"Oes in Social Theory in
vites submissions for Volume 20, 2001. 
Current Perspectives is an annual journal 
dedicated to publishing significant ar
ticles across the spectrum of perspectives 
within social theory, conceived of in a 
broad and interdisciplinary sense. To sub
mit a manuscript, send five copies and a 
one-page abstract to: Jennifer M . 
Lehmann, Editor, Current Perspectives in 
Social Theory, Department of Sociology, 
741 Oldfather Hall, University of Ne
braska, Lincoln, NE 68588-0324. Deadline 
for Volume 20 submissions is January 31, 
2000. 

Hallym Intn-nationalJoumal of Aging in
vites submissions dealing with social and 
behavioral aspect of growing old. HIJA is 
a new journal being published in English 
by Hallym University in Korea and re
flects Hallym's internationally recognized 
interest in health and social welfare is
sues. The editorial board includes social 
scientists from the U.S., U.K. France, Fin
land, the Netherlands, Australia, Japan, 
Korea and Hong Kong. Submissions 
should follow APA format and may be 
submitted to: Hyunsook Yoon, Editor-in
Chief, Hallym International Journal of 
Aging, Hallym University, 37-12 
Zamwon-dong, Socho-ku, Seoul137-030, 
Korea; e-mail hyyon@hallum.sun.ac.kr. In 
the U.S., contact Jon Hendricks, Co-Edi
tor-in-Chief at e-mail 
hendricj@ucs.orst.edu. 

Hidden Curricula in Higher Education. 
The volume addresses overt and covert 
socialization practices in the teaching of 
norms, values, expectations, and disci
plines that take place outside formal cur
ricula. This volume aims to expand the 
studies of hidden curricula to higher edu
cation and to include two and four year 
institutions as well as new forms of higher 
education such as distance learning and 
virtual universities. I am seeking prospec
tuses and/ or abstracts at this time. Draft 
papers will be due in January and com
pleted manuscripts will be due in July 
2000. Contact: Eric Margolis, Division of 
Educational Leadership and Policy Stud
ies, Arizona State University, Tempe AZ 
85287-2411; (602) 965-0131; fax (602) %5-
1880; e-mail margolis@asu.edu. 

Hypatia: A Joumal of Feminist Philoso
phy is seeking papers for a special issue 
on Feminist Philosophies of Love and 
Work. We invite contributions from all 
disciplinary backgrounds, including lin
guistics, theology, and the social sciences 
as well as philosophy. Papers may include 
empirical findings or public policy de
bates, but all should be focused on con
ceptual or theoretical issues. All papers 
should be submitted in quadruplicate to 
the Hypatia Editorial Office and identified 

as submissions for the Love and Work is
sue. Contact: Center for the Study of 
Women in Society, University of Oregon, 
Eugene, OR 97403-1201; e-mail 
pengland@postoffice.pop.upenn.edu. 
Contributors are to follow the Hypatia 
style guidelines as found at the Hypatia 
web site: <http:/ /www.is.csupomona. 
edu/ -Ijshrage/hypatia/index.htm>. 
Submissions must be received by Septem
ber 1, 2000. All papers will be peer-re
viewed. 

Intercultural Communication and Cre
ati'Oe Practice: Women, Performance and 
Ci'llic Discourse in Global Contexts. 
Chapter essays are solicited for this book 
which will examine the challenges and 
successes women face as public perform
ers in global contexts, particularly Asia, 
Africa, Europe and Latin America. Dead
line for submission of essays: December 
15, 1999. Contact: Laura Lengel, The 
American International University in 
London, 1 St. Albans Grove, London, WS 
5PN, England; ( +44-171) 603-3292; e-mail 
lengell@vptech.demon.co.uk; <www. 
vptech.demon.co.uk/Iengel/publica
tions/ call.html>. 

Journal on the Art ofTeaching, published 
by the Florida International University 
through its Academy for the Art of Teach
ing, includes articles and essays written 
by faculty for the benefit of other faculty. 
Each issue has a thematic focus. The 1999-
2000 issue is titled "Teaching and Learn
ing with Technology: A Thoughtful Con
sideration." Faculty are invited to submit 
articles by September 30, 1999 to: Journal 
on the Art of Teaching, c/o Leora Baron, 
Florida International University, Acad
emy for the Art of Teaching, University 
Park-GL-120W, Miami, FL 33199; (305) 
348-4214; fax (305) 348-3766; e-mail 
baronl@fiu.edu. 

Journal of Family Issues invites research
ers, theorists, and policy analysts to sub
mit papers. Theme: "The Household in its 
Neighborhood and Community." Papers 
with a racial, ethnic, gender, or 
socioeconomics focus are especially wel
come, as are papers reflecting a particu
lar subculture or subsociety. Papers may 
be empirically based, or organized as a 
theoretical essay. All papers are subject to 
peer review. Deadline for submission is 
March 15, 2000. Prospective authors 
should submit five copies of their manu
script, and should follow the current style 
used by the Journal of Family Issues. Con
tact: John Scanzoni, Department of Soci
ology, Box 117330, University of Florida, 
Gainesville FL 32611; e-mail 
scl\llzoni@soc.ufl.edu. 

Joumal of Contemporary Criminal Jus
tice is looking for papers on aspects of 
sentencing, particularly on gender, race, 
and historical or other unusual aspects of 
sentencing. Manuscripts should be sub
mitted in triplicate to: Stephanie Amedeo 
Marquez, Department of Criminal Justice, 
California State University-Hayward, 
Hayward, CA 94542-3400 by December 
15, 1999. Address correspondence or ab
stracts to e-mail amedeo53@aol.com. 

Joumal of Women and Minorities in Sci
ence and Engineering is now welcoming 
submissions for Volume 6. Original, peer
reviewed papers that report innovative 
ideas and programs, scientific studies, 
and formulation of concepts related to the 
education, recruitment, and retention of 
underrepresented groups in science lllld 
engineering. To receive guidelines for 
manuscript preparation or to submit a 
curriculum vita if you are interested in re
viewing papers for the journal contact: 
Editorial Assistant, Journal of Women and 
Minorities in Science and Engineering, Cen
ter for Interdisciplinary Studies, Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University, 
Blacksburg, VA 24061-0227; (540) 231-
6296; fax (540) 231-7013; e-mail 
JRLWMSE@VT.EDU. 

National Women's Studies Association 
Journal, Fall 2001 Special Issue. Theme: 
"Gender and Social Policy: Local to Glo
bal." In this special issue we will explore 
the ways in which social policies are im
plicated in gendering lives. We invite con
tributions that explore the impact and in
teraction of social policies with gender 
locally, nationally, and globally. We are 
looking for submissions that explore the 

Continued on next page 



Call for Papers, continued 

ways in which race, ethnicity, and gen
der are implicated in social policy. Sub
mission deadline: January 31, 2000. Send 
three double-spaced copies of your manu
script (20-30 pages), with parenthetical 
notes and a complete references page for
matted according to the Chicago Manual 
of Style to the Editors: NWSA Journal, Jean 
C. Robinson, Audrey Thomas McCluskey, 
Office for Women's' Affairs, Indiana Uni
versity, Memorial Hall East 123, 
Bloomington IN 47405; (812) 855-3849; fax 
(812) 855-4869. 

Qualitative Inquiry invites submissions 
to Volume 6, Nos. 2-4,2000. QI is an open
review, quarterly journal devoted to cross
disciplinary, cross-paradigm, experimen
tal analysis of qualitative research meth
ods. Preference is given to manuscripts 
which are at the cutting edge of qualita
tive methodology. Results of specific re
search studies using qualitative methods 
are not appropriate unless the method
ological issues are paramount. Deadlines 
for submission are October 15, 1999, Feb
ruary 15, 2000, and April 15, 2000. Send 
five copies of your submission and a 
$10.00 processing fee, made out to the 
University of Illinois, to the Editor: 
Norman K. Denzin, Qualitative Inquiry, 
Department of Sociology, University of Il
linois, 326 Lincoln Hall, 702 South Wright 
Street, Urbana, IL 61801; (217) 333-0795; 
fax (217) 333-5225; e-mail n-denzin@ 
staff.uiuc.edu. 

Research in the Sociology of Health Care. 
Papers are being sought for Volume 18 on 
the theme, "Health, Illness, and Use of 
Care: The Impact of Social Factors." Com
pleted manuscripts or abstracts and out
lines are due by February 15, 2000. Con
tact: Jennie Jacobs Kronenfeld, Depart
ment of Sociology, Box 872101, Arizona 
State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-2101; 
(480) 965-8053; (480) 965-0064; e-mail 
JENNIE.KRONENFELO@asu.edu. 

Sex, Religion and Media Anthology. 
Proposals are solicited for chapters for an 
anthology of social scientific, historical 
and legal research on the nexuses of sex 
(behavior, attitudes, identities, statuses, 
issues), U.S. religion, and the U.S. mass 
media. Contact Dane S. Claussen, De
partment of Communication and Mass 
Media, Southwest Missouri State Univer
sity, 901 S. National Avenue, Springfield, 
M065804;(417) 836-4156 office; (417) 831-
7705 home; e-mail dsclaussen@ 
hotmail.com. 

Social Psychology Quarterly. To mark the 
millennium, the editors plan to publish a 
special issue in December 2000 to review 
the state of our field and its knowledge 
about basic social processes. We request 
submissions that are short, succinct sum
maries of what we know about important 
substantive questions and hope that most 
contributions will be research note length 
(approximately 5000 to 8000 words). The 
usual ASA requirements for submission 
will apply (see "Notice to Contributors" 
in any recent issue of the journal). Please 
send five copies of the paper and the sub
mission fee to the editors. Submissions 
should be received by October 31, 1999, 
to be considered for the millenium spe
cial issue. Contact Social Psychology Quar
terly, Linda D. Molm and Lynn Smith
Lovin, Editors, Department of Sociology, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721; 
(520) 626-6499; fax (520) 621-9875; email 
spq@u.arizona.edu. 

Social Science Computer Review invites 
submissions for a special issue titled" Af
fect in Cyberspace." The issue will focus 
on the affective or emotional concomi
tants of online social interaction. Data col
lection may be qualitative, quantitative, 
or experimental in nature, as long as it 
involves a high degree of methodologi
cal rigor. Theoretical essays must link ex
tensively to empirical literatures on affect 
and on computer-mediated communica
tion. Submit four copies of your paper, in 
SSCORE style, before August 1, 2000, to: 
David R. Heise, SSCORE Special Issue Co
Editor, Department of Sociology, Indiana 
University, Bloomington, IN 47405. 

Studies in Symbolic Interaction: A Re
search Annual invites submissions to Vol
ume 23, 2000. Preference is given to manu
scripts which stress empirical and theo-

retical issues at the cutting edge of 
interactionist-interpretive thought. Dead
line for submission is December 15, 1999. 
Studies is an open peer-reviewed annual. 
Send five copies of your submission and 
a $10.00 processing fee, made out to the 
University of Illinois, to the Editor: 
Norman K. Denzin, Studies in Symbolic In
teraction: A Research Annual, Department 
of Sociology, University of Illinois, 326 
Lincoln Hall, 702South Wright Street, Ur
bana, IL 61801; (217) 333-0795; fax (217) 
333-5225; e-mail n-denzin@staff.uiuc.edu. 

Meetings 
October14-17, 1999. University of Chicago 
Center for Gender Studies International Con
ference, University of Chicago. Theme: 
"Politics, Rights, And Representation: 
Gender, Racial, and Sexual Equality in 
The United States, France, and South Af
rica." Contact Center for Gender Studies, 
Judd Hall, 5835 Kimbark, Chic<Jgo IL 
60637; fax (773) 834-2000; e-mail org
cgs@uchicago.edu; <humanities. 
uchicago.edu/ cgs/>. 

October18-19, 1999. Societal Structures and 
Effective Health Behavior in the Elderly, The 
Penn State Conference Center Hotel, State 
College, PA. For more specific informa
tion see our web site <http:/ I 
www.ou treach. psu .ed u I C&I I 
ElderHealthBehavior>. Contact: Melissa 
Beidler, Conference Planner, The Pemtsyl
vania State University, 225 The Penn 
Stater Conference Center Hotel, Univer
sity Park, PA 16802-7002; (814) 863-5100; 
e-mail Conferencelnfo1@cde.psu.edu. 

October 21-22, 1999. Illinois Sociological 
Association Annual Meeting, Jumer's Ho
tel, Bloomington, IL. Theme: "Passing on 
Sociology to the Next Generation." Con
tact William J. Staudenmeier, Jr., Social 
Science and Business Division, Eureka 
College, 300 East College Avenue, Eureka, 
IL 61530; e-mail wjstauden@eureka.edu. 

October 29-30, 1999. California Sociologi
cal Association, Tenth Annual Meeting, Ber
keley Marina Radisson. Theme: "Work and 
Leisure in the New Millennium." Contact: 
Program Chair, Carole Barnes, Department 
of Sociology, California State University, 
Sacramento, CA 95810-6005; (916) 278-
5737; e-mail: cwbarnes@ csus.edu. 

November 4-7, 1999. Association for Hu
manist Sociology 1999 Annual Meeting, 
Peabody Hotel Memphis, TN. Theme: 
"Confronting Structures of Power: Theory 
and Practice for the Twenty-First Cen
tury." Contact: Dan Santoro, 1999 AHS 
Program Chair, Division of Social Sci
ences, 104 Krebs Hall, University of Pitts
burgh-Johnstown, Johnstown, PA 15904; 
(814) 269-2976; fax (814) 269-7255; e-mail 
santoro+@imap.pitt.edu. <http:/ I 
u ha v ax. hartford. ed u I -d oane I 
ahs1999.htm>. 

November 5, 1999. Preparing Future Fac
ulty Programs, Marquette University and 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Fall 
Conference, Milwaukee, WI. Theme: "The 
Scholarship of Teaching." Contact: Andy 
Gustafson, PFF Coordinator, Graduate 
School, Marquette University, P.O. Box 
1881, Milwaukee, WI 53201-1881; (414) 
288-5957; e-mail 52q8gustafso@ 
marquette.edu or mupff@marquette.edu. 

November6, 1999. New England Sociologi
cal Association 1999 Fall Conference, North
eastern University. Theme: "The Sociol
ogy of Hate." Contact: Michael Fraleigh, 
P.O. Box 1063, Bryant College, 1150 Dou
glas Pike, Smithfield, RI 02917-1284; (401) 
232-6317; e-mail mfraleig@bryant.edu. 

November 11-13, 1999. Georgia Sociologi
cal Association 1999 Annual Conference, 
Jekyll Island Club Hotel, Jekyll Island, 
GA. Theme: "Honoring the Past; Imagin
ing the Future-Sociologically." Contact: 
Leona Kanter, Department of Sociology, 
Ogburn Hall, Mercer University, Macon, 
GA 31207; {912) 752-2937; e-mail 
kanter_l@mercer.edu. 

November12-13, 1999. Rutgers University 
Conference. Theme: "Toward a Sociology 
of Culture and Cognition." Contact: 
Karen Cerulo, Conference Organizer, De
partment of Sociology, Rutgers Univer
sity, 343 Spruce Avenue, Garwood, NJ 
07027; (908) 317-9727; e-mail 

cerulo@rci.rutgers.edu. 
sociology.rutgers.ed u/>. 

<http:/ I 

November 17-21, 1999. Association for Ca
nadian Studies in the United States Biennial 
Conference, Westin William Pemt Hotel, 
Pittsburgh, PA. Theme: "The Changing 
Faces of Canada." Contact: ACSUS, 1317 
F Street NW, Suite 920, Washington, DC 
20004-1105; (202) 393-2580; fax (202) 393-
2582; e-mail info@acsus.org. <http:/ I 
www.acsus.org>. 

November 19-20, 1999. Bulgarian Socio
logical Association 9•• Congress and Intenm
tional Conference, National Cultural Pal
ace, Sofia, Bulgaria. Theme: "Civic Soci
ety: Social Criticism and Positive Think
ing." Contact: Petar-Emil Mitev, P.O. Box 
32, Sofia 1000, Bulgaria; fax 359 2 52 24 
07; e-mail pemitev@bulnet.bg. 

November25-26, 1999./ntematicma/ Semi
nar on Militarism and Gender, Leeds Met
ropolitan University, United Kingdom. 
Papers will be accepted from academics, 
project workers, peace activists, policy 
makers and military personnel. The aim 
is to exchange information in a construc
tive, positive atmosphere. Contact: 
Catherine Euler, e-mail C.Euler@lmu. 
ac.uk. 

November 25-26, 1999. Moscow State Lin
guistic Uniz>ersity First International Con
ference, Moscow, Russia. Proposed Discus
sion Points: "Gender as Sociocultural Phe
nomenon; " "Text and Discourse: Gender 
Analysis;" "Translation In Gender Re
search;" "Gender As Biosocial Phenom
enon: Psycholinguistic Approach." Con
tact: Alia V. Kirilina, 38 Ostozhenka, Mos
cow 119837, Russia; tel/fax (095) 246-
2807; e-mail gender.mglu@gmx.net. 
<http:/ /www.gendermglu.da.ru>. 
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November 26-27,1999. Intemational Con
facnce on Urlmnism and Suburban ism at thc• 
End of tilL' Century, Department of Sociol
ogy, National University of Ireland, 
Maynooth, Ireland. Contact: Conference 
Organiser, Mary P. Corcoran, Department 
of Sociology, National University of Ire
land, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland; 
(353-1) 708-3789; fax (353-1) 708-3528; e
mail mary.cC\rcoran@may.ie. 

December 27-31, 1999. Eighth lnlt•ma
tiona/ Couferc•nce, Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem, Israel. Theme: "Holocaust 
Studies at the Milleniurn." Contact: Ber
nard Klein, History Department, 
Kingsborough Community College, 2lXll 
Oriental Blvd., Brooklyn, NY 11235; (718) 
368-5417; fax (718) 368-4654. 

January 8-11, 2000. Nat iona/ Association for 
Womrn in Education 13th Annuallntana
tional Confarnce on Women in Highc·r Edu
cation, Hotel Inter-Continental, New Or
leans, LA. Contilct: NAWE: Advancing 
Women in Higher Education, 1325 18"' 
Street NW, Suite 210, Washington, DC 
20036-6511; e-mail Nawe@nawe.org. 
<http:/ /www.nawe.org>. 

February 3-6, 2000. Latinos 2000: lntmfis
ciplinary Apprmc/u'S to the Millc•nnium Ccm
fercncc•, Dartmouth College Hanover, NH. 
Contact Christina Gomez, Department of 
Sociology and Latin American, Latino, 
and Caribbean Studies; e-mail 
christina.gomez@dartmou th.ed u. 
<www.dartmouth.edu/-latinos/main>. 

February 6-7, 2000. Hebme~ Union College
/t'lCiish Institute• of Religion aud tlu• Unir•er
sity of Southern California Institute fur the 
Study of /<'!CIS in AmL'ricnn Lift• Ctmfi•n•nn•, 
Los Angeles, CA. Theme: "The Reappear
ing American Jew: Identity and Continu-

ity." Contact: Jeremy Schoenberg, (213) 
740-3405 or e-mail schoenbe@usc.edu. 

February 25-2&, 2000. Gcwgia Political Sci
L'IICL' Associotion Mc•c•ting, Hilton Resort, 
Hilton Head Island, SC. Theme: "Democ
racy in the 21''Century: New Challenges 
and New Opportunities." Contact: 
Michael J. Baun, Department of Political 
Science, Valdosta State University, 
V11ldosta, GA 31698; (912) 259-5082; e-mail 
mbaun@valdostil .edu. 

February 28-M arch 1, 2000. llnir~·rsily '!f 
On•gcm C(llift'rL'IlCC, Theme: "Work, Welfare 
and Politics." Contact: Terri Heath, Con
ference Coordinator, Center for the Study 
of Women in Society, 340 Hendricks Hall, 
1201 University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 
97 403-1201. 

March 3-4, 2000. Thc· Business and Pmfi's
sional Wmm•n's Fmmdntion, t/11· Ccntc; fi~r 
Working Familh•s at tlu• Uniz•crsity '!fCnli
fomia-lJakcky, muf tlu· S/(J(In Foundation, 
Confi·n·nn•, Cathedral Hill Hotel, San Fran
cisco, CA. Theme: "Work and Filmily: Ex
panding the Horizons." Contact: Jennifer 
Miller, (202) 293-1100, ext. 190; l'-milil 
jmiller@bpwusa.org. <http:/ I 
www.bpw usa .org I foundation I 
horizons.html>. 

March 9-11, 2000. Rc·l•ila/izing tlw lnslitu
tion '!f Marriagc.fi>r tlu· 21'' CL'IIIIIry Cc>n/i'r
<'IIU, Brighilm Young Uriiversity, Prnvn, 
UT. Contact: Alan J. Hawkins, Director, 
Family Studies Center , Brigham Young 
University, 350-C SWKT, Provo, UT 
84602; (1!01) 378-701!1!; fax (1!01) 371!-431!5; 
e-mail hawkinsa@byu.l•du. 

April19-23, 2000. Midwc·st Sofiologrml So
dc•ty Amwal Mec•ting, Downtown Marriott, 
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Meetings, continued 

Chicago, IL. Theme: "The Century of the 
'Minority' Majority". Contact John Farley, 
Department of Sociology, Southern Illi
nois University-Edwardsville, 62026-
1455; e-mail: jfarley@siue.edu. Informa
tion about the meeting and a full list of 
sessions and organizers is available at the 
MSS Website: <http:/ /www.drake.edu/ 
MSS/>. 

April28-29, 2000. The Color of Violence: Vio
lence Against Women of Color Con.frmtce, 
University of California-Santa Cruz, Santa 
Cruz, CA. Contact Andrea Smith, 123 Felix 
Street, #4, Santa Cruz, CA 95060; (831) 460-
1856; fax (831) 459-3733; e-mail 
andysm@cats.ucsc.edu. 

April 28-30, 2000. Society for Military His
tory Conference, Marine Corps University, 
Quantico, VA. lheme: "Korea 1950 and 400 
Years of Limited War." Contact: Gordon 
Rudd, SMH 2000 Coordinator, Marine 
Corps Command and Staff College, Ma
rine Corps University, 2076 South Street, 
Quantico, VA22134. 

May 3-6, 2000. Urban Affairs Association 
30,. Annual Meeting, Wilshire Grand Ho
tel and Centre, Los Angeles, CA. Theme: 
"Cities in the New Millenium: Separate 
Realities or Shared Fates?" Contact: Mar
garet Wilder and Susan Clarke, Program 
Co-Chairs, School of Urban Affairs and 
Public Policy, College of Human Resources, 
Education and Public Policy, University of 
Delaware, Newark, DE 19716; (302) 831-
6294; fax (302) 831-4225; <http:/ I 
www. udel.edu/ uaa>. 

May 18-21,2000. 17"' Qualitative Analysis 
Conference, Fredericton, New Brunswick, 

Canada. Theme: "'Dirty Work': Social Pro
cess and Meaning in Ethnography." Con
tact: Will C. van den Hoonard, Depart
ment of Sociology, University of New 
Brunswick, Fredericton, N.B., Canada 
E3B 5A3; (506) 453-4849; fax (506) 453-
4659; e-mail will@unb.ca. 

June 22-24, 2000. The Council on Under
graduate ~rch (CUR) Eighth National 
Conference, The College of Wooster, 
Wooster, OH. Theme: "CUR 2000: Re
search in Undergraduate Education." For 
more information, visit our website, 
<WWW.cur.org> and go to the meetings 
and events section. 

August 1o-13, 2000. Sociological Practice 
Association and Society for Applied Sociol
ogy Joint Meeting, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
Bethesda, MD. Contact: David J. Kallen, 
Department of Pediatrics / Human Devel
opment, C-202 East Fee Hall, Michigan 
State University, East Lansing, MI 48827; 
(517) 353-0709; fax (517) 355-1679; e-mail 
Kallen@pilotmsu.edu. 

August 17-22,2000. Society for World Sus
tainable Development World Congress, 
Kananaskis Village, Calgary, Alberta 
Canada. Theme: "Global Community Ac
tion 1: Ensuring a Sound Future for Earth; 
and Managing and Measuring Sustain
able Development." Contact: Germain 
Dufour or Virginie Dufour, Organizing 
Committee, The Society for World Sus
tainable Development, Unit 1410, 750-
5th Street SE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 
T2G 5B4; (403) 265-3404; e-mail 
vdufour@globalcommunitywebnet.com. 

October 19-21, 2000. 22• Annual North 
American Ulbor History Conference, Wayne 
State University, Detroit, Ml. lheme: "La
bor and the Millenium: Class, Vision, and 

Change." Contact: Elizabeth Faue, Coor
dinator, North American Labor History 
Conference, Department of History, 3094 
Faculty Administration Building, Wayne 
State University, Detroit, MI 48202; (313) 
577-2525; fax (313) 577-6987. 

Funding 
American Cancer Society is pleased to 
announce its Targeted Request for Appli
cations on the prevalence, prevention, and 
treatment of cancer in poor and 
underserved populations. It is estimated 
that $8 million per year, or $4 million per 
funding cycle will be available. The next 
deadline for applications is October 15, 
1999. Subsequent deadlines will be on 
April1, 2000, and October 15, 2000. Re
search project grants awarded will be gen
erally for three years, up to $250,000 per 
year, including 25% indirect costs. For fur
ther information download the applica
tion materials from the American Cancer 
Society website <www.cancer.org>. 
Choose "Research Program," and then 
"Grant Funding". The complete RFA, 
policy statement, and application forms 
are located under "Targeted Grants" on 
the Grant Funding page. Contact Donella 
Wilson, (404) 329-7717; e-mail 
dwilson@cancer.org. 

American Association of University 
Women. American Fellowships 2000-
2001 Academic Year. (1) Postdoctoral Re
search Leave Fellowship, $27,000, offer one
year support for women who will have 
earned a doctoral degree by November 
15, 1999. (2) Dissertation Fellowship 
$15,000, available to women who are in 
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the final year of a doctoral degree pro
gram at an accredited institution and will 
complete their dissertation writing by 
June 30, 2001. To qualify, applicants must 
have completed all course work, passed 
all required preliminary examinations, 
and received approval for their research 
proposals or plan by November 15, 1999. 
Scholars engaged in researching gender 
issues are encouraged to apply. (3) Sum
mer/Short-Term ~rch Publication Grant, 
$5,500 for women college and university 
faculty and independent researchers to 
prepare research for publication. Appli
cants may be tenure-track, part-time, or 
temporary faculty, or independent schol
ars and researchers. Time must be avail
able for eight weeks of final writing, edit
ing, and responding to issues raised in 
critical reviews. Funds cannot be used for 
undertaking research. Scholars with 
strong publishing records should seek 
other funding. Applications available 
August 1-November 1. Application post
mark deadline November 15, 1999. Fel
lowship year July 1, 2000-June 30, 2001. 
Contact AAUW Educational Foundation, 
Department 60, 2201 N. Dodge St., Iowa 
City, 1A52243-4030; (319) 337-1716ext. 60. 

Association for Institutional Research 
(AIR), with support from the National 
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) 
and the National Science Foundation 
(NSF) announces the 2000 Improving In
stitutional Research in Postsecondary 
Educational Institutions grant program. 
(1) Summer Institute on the Databases of the 
National Center for Education Statistics. This 
one-week Institute will be held June 12-
16, 2000, in the Washington, DC area and 
provides fellowships for transportation, 
lodging, and incidental expenses. Fellows 
have an opportunity to learn about and 
use the postsecondary education data 
bases maintained by NCES. (2) Summer 
Institute on the Databases of the National 
Science Foundation. This one-week Insti
tute focuses on the uses of the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) Databases for 
theoretical and policy analysis in disser
tations and other research. The NSF In
stitute is planned for June 19-23, 2000, in 
the Washington, DC area and provides 
fellowships for transportation, lodging, 
and incidental expenses. (3) Dissertation 
Support Grants. Funds of up to $15,000 to 
support one year of activity are available. 
Grant support provides assistance to doc
toral students for the acquisition, analy
sis and reporting of data from the NCES 
or NSF data sets. Dissertation topics 
should focus on research promising a sig
nificant contribution to the national 
knowledge of the nature and operation of 
postsecondary education utilizing the 
NCES or NSF data sets. (4) Research 
Grants. Funding for Research Grants for 
2000 is available for up to $30,000. The 
postmark deadline for proposals for all 
programs is January 17, 2000. Awards 
made under this program will be an
nounced in early April for attendance at 
the June Institutes and research grants 
commencing June 1, 2000. Contact: Susan 
Gertel, Grant Coordinator, Association for 
Institutional Research, 114 Stone Building, 
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 
32306-4462; (850) 644-4470; fax (850) 644-
8824; e-mail air@mailer.fsu.edu; <www. 
airweb.org>. 

Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship 
of Teaching and Learning (CASTL) is in
tended to support the development of a 
scholarship of teaching and learning; en
hance the practice and profession of 
teaching; and bring to faculty members' 
work as teachers the recognition and re
ward afforded to other forms of scholarly 
work in higher education. Sociology is 
one of the disciplines targeted for the next 
academic year. Application deadline De
cember 1, 1999. This program brings to
gether outstanding faculty- more than 
120 over the five years of the project
committed to investigating and docu
menting significant issues and challenges 
in the teaching of their fields. The project 
pays a $6000 stipend to the scholar and 
covers on-site costs of a summer residence 
experience and interim meetings. Contact: 
Marcia Babb, Project Manager, Carnegie 
Foundation, (650) 566-5145; e-mail 
babb@camegiefoundation.org. <http:/ I 
www. ca rnegiefounda tion.org/ 
programinfo_academy.html>. 

Center for Working Families, University 
of California-Berkeley. Postdoctoral Re
search Fellowships for recent PhDs in any 
of the social sciences. The proposed re
search should shed light on middle-class 
working parents and families and the 
wider" cultures of care" of which they are 
part. One year fellowship potentially re
newable for a second year. Due date for 
applications: January 15, 2000. Notifica
tion of awards: March 1, 2000. Fellow
ships begin September 1, 2000. Contact: 
Center for Working Families, 2420 
Bowditch Street, MC 5670, Berkeley, CA 
94720; (510) 642-7737; fax (510) 642-7902; 
<http:/ /workingfamilies.berkeley.edu>. 

University of Cincinnati. Charles Phelps 
Taft Postdoctoral Fellowships. Applica
tions are invited from scholars who have 
demonstrated unusual ability for creative 
research. Each applicant must have been 
awarded the PhD in the past five years or 
have completed all the requirements for 
the degree by September 1 of the year in 
which the fellowship begins. Each Fellow 
will be expected to'devote full time tore
search during the tenure of the fellowship. 
The award carries an annual stipend of 
$30,000 plus health insurance coverage. 
Application deadline is January 15, 2000. 
For more information contact: Taft Post
doctoral Fellowships, University of Cin
cinnati, P.O. Box 210037, Cincinnati, OH 
45221-0037. 

University of Cincinnati. Charles Phelps 
Taft Graduate Fellowships. Applications 
are invited to support graduate study in 
any of several designated departments of 
the University. The Fellowship includes: 
a cash stipend of $12,000; a scholarship 
which defrays all instructional fees for 
full-time enrollment; and a summer sti
pend of $3,000. Deadline for applications 
is February 1, 2000. For more information 
contact: Taft Faculty Executive Board, 
Mail Location 0037, University of Cincin
nati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0037; (513) 
556-0675. 

Harvard Academy for International and 
Area Studies, Harvard Academy Schol
ars. Those selected as Academy Scholars 
are given time, guidance, access to 
Harvard facilities, and substantial finan
cial assistance as they work for two years 
conducting either dissertation or post
doctoral research in their chosen fields 
and areas. The competition for these 
awards is open only to doctoral candi
dates or recent recipients of these degrees 
who may already hold teaching or re
search positions. Candidates for ad
vanced degrees must have completed all 
course work and general examinations by 
the time of application. Pre-doctoral 
Scholars will receive an annual stipend 
between $22,000 and $25,000 and post
doctoral Scholars will receive an annual 
stipend between $32,000 and $35,000. 
This stipend is supplemented by funding 
for conference and research travel, and 
some health insurance coverage. Appli
cations for the 2000-2001 class of Acad
emy Scholars are due by October 15, 1999. 
Finalists will be invited to Cambridge for 
an interview with the Senior Scholars in 
January, 2000. Announcements of awards 
will be made mid-January. Contact: The 
Academy Scholars Program, Harvard 
Academy for International and Area 
Studies, Weatherhead Center for Interna
tional Affairs, 1737 Cambridge Street, 
Cambridge, MA 02138; (617) 495-2137 or 
email Beth Hastie at 
bhastie@cfia.harvard.edu or Chet Haskell 
at chaskell@fas.harvard. edu. 

Judicial Fellows Program invites appli
cations for 2000-2001 from individuals in
terested in the administration of justice 
and who show promise of making a con
tribution to the judiciary. Up to four Fel
lows will be chosen to spend a calendar 
year in Washington, DC at the Supreme 
Court of the United States, the Federal 
Judicial Center, the Administrative Office 
of the United States Courts, or the United 
States Sentencing Commission. Candi
dates must be familiar with the federal 
judicial system, have at least one post
graduate degree and two or more years 
of successful professional experience. Fel
lowship stipends are based on salaries for 
comparable government work and on in
dividual salary histories, but will not ex-

Continued on next page 



Funding, continued 

ceed the GS 15, step 3 level, presently 
$83,762. Application deadline is Novem
ber 5, 1999. Contact: Vanessa M. Yarnall, 
Administrative Director, Judicial Fellows 
Program, Supreme Court of the United 
States, Room 5, Washington, DC 20543; 
(202) 479-3415. 

Manhattan Institute for Policy Research, 
a market-oriented think tank, is offering 
$10,000 grants to rising academics or 
promising graduate students for original 
research in an array of policy areas. The 
Manhattan Institute seeks to develop mar
ket-oriented solutions to public problems 
and disseminate our findings to influen
tial opinion and decision-making audi
ences. For a complete overview, visit our 
website at <www.manhattan
institute.org>. For more information con
tact: Henry Olsen, Fellowship Director, 
The Manhattan Institute, 52 Vanderbilt 
Avenue, New York, NY 10017. 

National Academy of Education/Spen
cer Postdoctoral Fellowship Program. Fel
lows receive $45,000 for one full-time or 
two part-time academic years of research. 
Applicants must have received their PhD, 
EdD or equivalent degree between Janu
ary 1, 1994 and December 31, 1999. Ap
plications may be from individuals in the 
humanities, social and behavioral sci
ences, or other disciplines; however, pro
posed project must be relevant to educa
tion. Contact: The National Academy of 
Education, New York University, School 
of Education, 726 Broadway, 5"' Floor, 
New York, NY 10003-9580; (212) 998-9035; 
<www.nae.nyu.edu>. 

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse 
and Alcoholism (NIAAA) is seeking a 
limited number of new investigators who 
are developing a promising alcohol re
search project and who have not previ
ously received an NIAAA grant. Each 
successful applicant will be matched with 
a senior, NIAAA-funded researcher in a 
mentoring relationship. The mentor will 
guide the mentee as she/he produces a 
new NIAAA grant application or im
proves one previously rejected. The Insti
tute wishes to expand its research in the 
area of underserved populations. Racial/ 
ethnic minorities are particularly encour
aged to participate. Contact: Samantha 
Helfer!, (301) 984-6500; e-mail shelfert@ 
cdmgroup.com. <www.niaaa-arms.org>. 

New York University. The Project on Cit
ies and Urban Knowledges in the Inter
national Center for Advanced Studies, is 
inviting applications for a variety of resi
dential fellowships for 2000-2001 on the 
theme, "Metropolitan Life and Contem
porary Culture." All fellowship appli
cants must have a PhD or the professional 
equivalent in their field. The annual sti
pend is $35,000 for the academic year, of
fice space and faculty privileges at New 
York University, and low-cost university 
housing. For information and application 
materials, please contact: Fellowships, In
ternational Center for Advanced Studies, 
53 Washington Square South, Room 401, 
New York, NY 10012; fax (212) 995-4546; 
e-mail icas.cities@nyu.edu. The applica
tion deadline is January 14, 2000. 
<www.nyu.edu/institutes.nyu>. 

Princeton University. The University 
Center for Human Values invites applica
tions for a Laurance S. Rockefeller Visiting 
Fellowships. Several Fellowships will be 
awarded for the academic year 2000-2001 
to outstanding teachers and scholars who 
are interested in devoting a year in resi
dence at Princeton to writing about ethics 
and human values. Fellowships extend 
from September through May. Applicants 
are expected to have a doctorate or a pro
fessional post-graduate degree and cannot 
be in the process of writing a dissertation. 
The deadline for receipt of applications is 
December6, 1999. Contact: The University 
Center for Human Values, Louis Marx 
Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 
08544; (609) 258-4798. <www.princeton. 
edu/values>. 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 
Scholars in Health Policy Research Pro
gram. Recent graduates of doctoral pro
grams in economics, political science, and 
sociology, including junior faculty, are 
invited to apply. Up to 12 Scholars are 
selected annually to participate at one of 

three nationally prominent academic in
stitutions-the University of California
Berkeley (in collaboration with the Uni
versity of California-San Francisco); The 
University of Michigan; and Yale Univer
sity. There they have the opportunity to 
work collaboratively in multidisciplinary 
environments with faculty from the so
cial sciences, medicine, public health, 
public policy, management, and law. 
Scholars also have access to the full range 
of university resources and receive annual 
stipend support of $60,000 for the first 
year and $62,500 for the second year. 
There are no teaching or administrative 
responsibilities. To be eligible, applicants 
must have a doctoral degree in econom
ics, political science, or sociology received 
after January 1, 1995 but not later than 
July 15, 2000. Preference will be given to 
applicants who have not previously 
worked in the area of health policy re
search. Applicants must be U.S. citizens. 
The deadline for receipt of applications 
is October 29, 1999. For application mate
rials, e-mail or call the national program 
office: Scholars in Health Policy Research 
Program, Boston University School of 
Management, 595 Commonwealth Av
enue, Room 546-B, Boston, MA 02215-
1704; (617) 353-9220; fax (617) 353-9227; 
e-mail rwjf@bu.edu. 

Rutgers, The State University of New 
Jersey. The Institute for Research on 
Women announces a competition for at 
least two Rockefeller Residency Fellow
ships in the Humanities for 2000-2001. The 
Institute invites applications from scholars 
conducting innovative interdisciplinary 
work addressing the intersectionality of 
gender, race, and ethnicity in relation to 
modem and postmodern structurations of 
the local and the global. Fellows will re
ceive private office space, access to 
hardwired computer and Internet facilities, 
library and other faculty privileges, secre
tarial support, stipends and health ben
efits. Contact: Institute for Research on 
Women, Rutgers, The State University of 
New Jersey, 160 Ryders Lane, New 
Brunswick, N] 08901-8555; (732) 932-9072; 
fax (732) 932-0861; e-mail 
irw@rci.rutgers.edu; <irw.rutgers. edu>. 

Social Science Research Council. Re
search Fellowships for 2000-2001: (1) Reli
gion and Immigration: predoctoral and 
postdoctoral fellowships for research on 
the relationship of religion to the incorpo
ration of immigrants into American life; (2) 
International Migration to the United States: 
predoctoral and postdoctoral fellowships 
for research that will advance theoretical 
understandings of the origin, processes, 
and outcomes of immigrant and refugee 
settlement in the United States; (3) Minor
ity Summer Dissertation Workshop: Students 
from minority ethnic and racial back
grounds can apply for fellowships to par
ticipate in a three-week summer workshop 
designed to help their development of dis
sertation research projects and funding 
proposals on all topics related to interna
tional migration to the United States. Ap
plications must be postmarked by January 
12, 2000. For application forms and infor
mation contact: Social Science Research 
Council, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
NY 10019; e-mail religion@ssrc.org, 
migration@ssrc.org; <WWW.ssrc.org>. 

Social Science Research Council. The In
ternational Dissertation Field Research Fel
lowship (IDRF) Program provides support 
for social scientists and humanists to con
duct dissertation field research in all areas 
and regions of the world. The program is 
open to full-time graduate students in the 
social sciences and humanities enrolled in 
doctoral programs in the United States. 
Applicants must have completed all PhD 
requirements except the fieldwork compo
nent by the time the fellowship begins or 
by December 2000, whichever comes first. 
Standard fellowships will provide support 
for nine to twelve months of field research 
and related expenses, but will rarely ex
ceed $17,000. Application deadline: No
vember 15, 1999. Announcement of 
awards: April 30, 2000. For further infor
mation contact: Social Science Research 
Council, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
NY 10019; (212) 377-2700; fax (212) 377-
2727; e-mail idrf@ssrc.org. <http:// 
www.ssrc.org>. 

Social Science Research Council. Fel
lowships and grants for research and 

training in the Near and Middle East. (1) 
Predissertatio11 Resrarclz a11d Trai11i11g Fellmc>
slups are offered to graduate sh1dents to 
spend four to nine months engaged in di
rect preparation for their dissertation re
search through training and study in the 
Middle East. Language training may be 
required as one component of the fellow
ship when appropriate; (2} Dissertaticm 
Research Fellows/zips in the Social Sciences 
and the Humanities are offered to gradu
ate students in the social sciences and hu
manities, who have completed all PhD 
requirements except their dissertation, to 
spend from four to nine months engaged 
in dissertation research requiring field
work in the Middle East. Deadline: No
vember 1,1999. Contact: The Program on 
the Near and Middle East, Social Science 
Research Council, 810 Seventh Avenue, 
31" Floor, New York, NY 10019; (212) 377-
2700; fax (212) 377-2727. <www.ssrc.org>. 

Social Science Research Council. The 
Eurasia Program is pleased to announce 
a fellowship program for research on the 
former Soviet Union and its successor 
states. Limited funding may also be avail
able for research on the Baltic States. (1) 
Admnced Graduate Training: These awards 
of $10,000 for one academic year are de
signed to enable graduate students in the 
social sciences or humanities to enhance 
disciplinary, methodological, or language 
training in relation to research on the 
former Soviet Union or its successor 
states. (2) Dissertatio11 Write-Up. These 
awards of $15,000 for one academic year 
provide support to graduate students cur
rently enrolled in doctoral programs in 
the social sciences and humanities who 
have completed their dissertation re
search and who expect to complete the 
writing of their dissertation during the 
2000-2001 academic year. (3) Postdoctoral 
Fellowships: These awards of $24,000 are 
designed to improve the academic em
ployment and tenure opportunities of re
cent PhD recipients (up to six years past 
the PhD) in the social sciences and hu
manities. Applicants can be untenured 
PhD recipients in both academic and non
academic positions, although we espe
cially encourage people in tenure-track 
positions to apply. The deadline for the 
receipt of completed applications and all 
supporting materials is November 1, 
1999. The announcement of awards will 
be made in June 2000. Contact: Eurasia 
Fellowship Program, Social Science Re
search Council, 810 Seventh Avenue, 31" 
Floor, New York, NY 10019; (212) 377-
2700; fax (212) 377-2727; e-mail 
eurasia@ssrc.org; <www.ssrc.org>. 

Sociologists for Women in Society. Bar
bara Rosenblum Scholarship fbr the 
Study of Women and Cancer. Established 
with a bequest from Barbara Rosenblum 
to encourage doctoral research in the so
cial and behavioral sciences on women's 
experience of cancer and prevention. A 
$1,500 scholarship will be awarded for 
doctoral research and I or publication and 
presentation of results. Application Dead
line is January 14, 2000. More informa lion 
available on theSWS Web Page: <http:// 
socsci.Colorado.EDU /sws>. Applica
tions are available from: Rachel Kahn
Hut, Department of Sociology, San Fran
cisco State University, San Francisco, CA 
94132; (415)338-7503; e-mail rkahnhut® 
sfsu.edu. 

Stanford Humanities Center will offer 
six to eight external fellowships for 2000-
2001 in the following categories: (1) se
nior fellowships for well-established 
scholars; (2) junior fellowships for schol
ars who at the beginning of their fellow
ship year will be at least three years be
yond receipt of the PhD and normally no 
more than ten (i.e., who received their 
PhDs by September 30, 1997). For 2000-
2001, junior Fellows will be offered sti
pends of up to $25,000 and senior Fellows 
stipends of up to $40,000. In addition, a 
housing/travel subsidy of up to $12,500 
is offered, the specific amount to be de
termined on the basis of a Fellow's needs. 
Applications are due November 15, 1999. 
For further information contact: Stanford 
Humanities Center, Mariposa House, 546 
Salvatierra Walk, Stanford University, 
Stanford, CA 94305-8630; (650) 723-3052; 
fax (650) 723-1895. 

United States Institute of Peace invites 
applications for the 2000-2001 Senior Fel-
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lowship competition in the Jennings 
Randolph Program for International 
Peace. Fellowships are awarded annually 
to scholars and practitioners from a vari
ety of professions, including college and 
university faculty, journalists, diplomats, 
writers, educators, military officers, inter
national negotiators and lawyers. The In
stitute funds projects related to preven
tive diplomacy, ethnic and regional con
flicts, peacekeeping and peace operations, 
peace settlements, post-conflict recon
struction and reconciliation, democratiza
tion and the rule of law, cross-cultural 
negotiations, U.S. foreign policy in the 
21st century, and related topics. Fellows 
reside at the InstihJte for a period of up to 
ten months to conduct research on their 
projects, consult with staff, and contrib
ute to the ongoing work of the Institute. 
Projects which demonstrate relevance to 
current policy debates will be highly com
petitive. The fellowship award includes 
a stipend, an office with computer and 
voicemail, and a part-time research assis
tant. The competition is open to citizens 
of all nations. All application materials 
must be received in our offices by Sep
tember 15, 1999. For more information 
and an application form, see 
<www.usip.org>, or contact the Jennings 
Randolph Program, U.S. Institute of 
Peace, 1200 17'• Street, NW, Suite 200, 
Washington, DC 20036-3011, (202) 429-
3886; fax (202) 429-6063; e-mail 
jrprogram@usip.org. 

United States Institute of Peace invites 
applications for the 2000-2001 Peace 
Scholar dissertation fellowship competi
tion. The Peace Scholar program supports 
doctoral dissertations that explore the 
sources and nature of international con
flict, and strategies to prevent or end con
flict and to sustain peace. Dissertations 
from a broad range of disciplines and in
terdisciplinary fields are eligible. Peace 
Scholars work at their universities or ap
propriate field research sites. Priority will 
be given to projects that contribute knowl
edge relevant to the formulation of policy 
on international peace and conflict issues. 
Citizens of all countries are eligible, but 
must be enrolled in an accredited college 
or university in the United States. Appli
cants must have completed all require
ments for the degree except the disserta
tion by the commencement of the award 
(September 1, 2000). The dissertation fel-

lowship award is $14,000 for one year and 
may be used to support writing or field 
research. All applic11tion materials must 
be received in our offices by November 
15, 1999. For more information and an ap
plication form, visit the Institute's web
site at <www.usip.org>, or contact the 
Jennings Randolph Program, U.S. Insti
tute of Peace, 1200 17•• Street NW, Suite 
200, Washington, DC 20036-3011; (202) 
429-3886; fax (202) 429-6063; e-mail 
jrprogram@usip.org. 

Competitions 
Society for Applied Anthropology, Pe
ter K. New Student Research Competi
tion. The Prize is awarded to the best pa
per by a student reporting on an applied 
research project in the social/ behavioral 
sciences. Prize: cash award of $1,000, 
Steuben crystal trophy, and travel funds 
(up to$350) to attend the annual meeting 
of the Sf AA where the Award is given. The 
2000 meeting will be held in San Fran
cisco, March 21-26, 2000. The following 
criteria are used to judge the competition: 
(1) originality; (2) research design and 
method; (3) clarity of analysis and presen
tation; (4) confribution to the sociill and 
behavioral sciences. Semester project re
ports, master's theses or section of doc
toral dissertations are just some of the 
projects that could be used as il basis for 
a submission to the competition. Papers 
should be less th11n 45 pages in length (in
cluding footnotes and appendices) and 
should be based on reseilfch that has not 
been published. The paper should con
form to the guidelines of conventional 
style manuals. Deadline: December 30, 
1999. Mail the original and three copies 
to: Business Office, Society f11r Applied 
Anthropology, P.O. Box 24083, Oklahoma 
City, OK 73124; (405) 843-5113. 

In the News 
Howard E. Aldrich, University nf North 
Cilrolina-Chilpel Hill, was interviewed 
for and quoted in an article in the Rah•igh 
News & ObsL'nter on August 22 on the dif
ferences between meetings in private 
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Media, continued 

businesses and public agencies. 

Rosemary S. Bannan, DePaul University, 
was recently interviewed by Scotland on 
Sunday about her research on assaults 
against police officers. The study has re
sulted in a policy for annual certification 
of re-training for patrol officers in 
Grampian, Scotland. 

Linda M. Blum, University of New 
Hampshire, had her new book, At the 
Breast: Ideologies ofBreastfeedingand Moth
erhood in the Contemporary United States, 
featured in the New York Times, May 22, 
and referenced by Katha Pollitt in The Na
tion, June 14. 

William Chambliss, George Washington 
University, was interviewed on July 18th 
on ABC World News about the new fig
ures on declining crime rates based on 
criminal victimization surveys, as re
ported by the Bureau of Justice Statistics. 

Lee Clarke, Rutgers University. His book, 
Mission Improbable: Using Fantasy Dow
ments to Tame Disaster, was featured in a 
live interview on NPR affiliate KPCC, in 
Los Angeles, July 1. He also hnd editorials 
on Y2K issues in the Providence Journal on 
June 3 and the Boston Globe, July 20. 

Jessie Daniels, Hofstra University, was 
quoted in the Kansas City Star, luly 11 for 
a story about hate crimes committed in 
the Chicago area. In July, she was also in
terviewed for the documentary film, 
"Blink," about a former neo-Nazi. 

Peter Dreier and Robert Gottlieb, Occi
dental College, co-wrote an op-ed piece 
for the June 27 Los Angeles Times about 
building a progressive movement and 
agenda in Los Angeles. Dreier and Rich
ard Applebaum, University of California
Santa Barbara co-wrote an article on cam
pus anti-sweatshop activism for the Sep
tember/ October issue of The American 
Prospect. Dreier and Fernando Gapasin, 
University of California-Los Angeles, co
wrote an op-ed piece for the August 29 
Los Angeles Times on the Los Angeles wel
fare to work program. 

Kenneth F. Ferraro, Purdue University, 
had his research on measuring morbid
ity featured in the science section of the 
New York Times on April 20. The American 
Sociological Review article, with Melissa 

Farmer, University of California-Los An
geles, will also be reviewed in the Sep
tember issue of Prevention. 

Michael Flaherty, Eckerd College, was in
terviewed for an article on the 24-hour 
economy that appeared in The Philadelphia 
Inquirer on June 11. 

Charles A. Gallagher, Georgia State Uni
versity, Atlanta GA, was interviewed by 
the San Jose Mercury News for article on 
the establishment of a European Ameri
can Firefighters Association in Santa 
Clara, CA. Gallagher was the guest host 
on Minnesota Public Radio's Midmorning 
show to discuss the racially motivated 
killings by Benjamin Nathaniel Smith in 
Illinois. 

Doug Guthrie, New York University, dis
cussed the Fa Lun Gong movement in 
China on the FOX Evening News on Au
gust3. 

Robert M. Hauser, University of Wiscon
sin-Madison, supplied much of the re
search material for, and was quoted in, an 
article on social promotion in the June 14, 
Time magazine. His testimony for the Gail 
Cutro murder trial was also featured in 
an article on the subject in the June 3 The 
State. 

Cedric Herring, University of Illinois
Chicago, and Arlie Hochschild, Univer
sity of California-Berkeley, were quoted 
in a July 30 article in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education and mentioned in a July 5 ar
ticle in Publishers Weekly concerning the 
audiobook publication of their work by 
Scholarly Audio. 

Eric L. Jensen, University of Idaho, was 
quoted in an editorial in the Idaho Falls 
Post-Register about his research on the in
fluence of county economic resources on 
the likelihood of receiving a death sen
tence for a conviction of first-degree mur
der. 

Carole Joffe, University of California
Davis, was quoted in the New York Times 
and USA Today, and· interviewed on Na
tional Public Radio on the coming of the 
"French abortion pill," mifepristone, to 
the United States. 

Philip Kasinitz, CUNY-Grad uate Center, 
was quoted in the Wall Street Journal, June 
23, in an article on the increasing use of 
domestic labor by middle class Ameri
cans. 

NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE 
. - - ' ~-

Catholic Identity 
Balancing Faith, Reason, and Power 
Michele Dillon 
"With both richMss of detail and th~o
mical flourish, Di/Jqn shows us how 
th~u 'pro-changl Catholics arr: rr:-making 
Catholic identity - in spiu of th~ Churr:h 
and :pt within th~ Churr:h. And in th~ 
proem sh~ also shows us somt: rmy impor
tant things about th~ naturr: of community 
and identity in a world of valut:d 
diffn-row. " 

-Nancy Ammerman, 
Hartford Seminary 
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Sociohistorical Research 
John R. Hall 
Cultum of Inquiry provides a unique 
overview of research methodologies in 
social science, historical and cultural 
studies. John R. t!all describes eight 
interconnected methodologies that 
transcend present-day disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary boundaries. His book 
connects concrete methodological issues 
of research to contemporary philosoph
ical and postmodern debates about 
knowledge. 
0-521-64220-5 
0-521-65988-4 

Hardback 
Paperback 

$54.95 
$19.95 

Identity Without 
Selfhood 
Simone de Beauvoir and Bisexuality 
Mariam Fraser 
Situated at the crossroads of feminism, 
queer theory, and poststrucruralist 
debates around identity, this is not a 
book about Simone de Beauvoir, but, 
rather, a book that addresses the differ
ent ways in which she is constructed 
as an intelligible "self" by academics, 
biographers and the media. 
0-521-62357-X Hardback $64.95 
0-521-62579·3 Paperback $23.95 

Governing Morals 
A Social History of Moral Regulation 
Alan Hunt 
This broad-ranging history of moral 
regulation covers specific movements 
such as the Society for the Reformation 
of Manners, the Vice Society, sexual 
abuse and anti-pornography movements, 
and self-help movements. Hunt argues 
that the main impetus for moral regula
tions often stems &om the middle classes, 
rather than those with institutional 
power, but most significantly they pro
vide classic instances of the intimate link 
~rween the "governance of others" and 
the "governance of the sel£" 
CAmlniJ:r Shulia in UUI mul Society 
0-521-64071 ·7 Hardback $64.95 
0-521-64689-8 Paperback $22.95 
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Joshua Kim, West Virginia University, 
had his academic website, 
<Www.lecturesonline.org>, reviewed in 
USA Today On-line's "The Scout Report." 

Rebecca Klatch, University of California
San Diego, was interviewed and quoted 
in an interview in the July 5 San Diego 
Union Tribune and on August 24 in the 
Swedish newspaper, Dagem about the role 
of religion and the religious right in the 
Presidential election. She was also inter
viewed on July J41h and appeared on the 
local 5 o'clock news in connection with 
the case of Kathleen Soliah who is being 
arraigned for her participation in the 
Symbionese UberationArmy in the 1970s. 

Robert D. Manning, Georgetown Uni
versity, had his research on college stu
dent credit card debt problems featured 
in the June 13 Washington Post. 

Clifton E. Marsh, Morris Brown College, 
had his awards as State of Georgia 
Governor 's Teaching Fellow and appoint
ment to the Rhodes-Lilly Regional Con
sultation mentioned in the AUC Digest 
and the University Faculty Voice. 

Duane A. Matcha, Siena College, was 
quoted in The Record (Troy, NY) about a 
Siena College survey of New Yorker resi
dents and their attitudes regarding their 
primary health care provider, the limita
tion of health care services, the regulation 
of HMOs and universal health care. 

Mary Pattillo-McCoy, Northwestern Uni
versity, was quoted in the August 11 is
sue of the Los Angeles Times about the at
titudes of black youth toward the future. 

Mark Peyrot, Loyola College, had his ar
ticle" A Biopsychosocial Model of Glyce
mic Control in Diabetes" discussed in 
USA Today, June 21. He was also inter
viewed about the article for a feature to 
be produced and distributed by Medstar 
Television. 

Nicole C. Raeburn, University of San 
Francisco, was cited in the AugustS, 1999, 
edition of The Advocate, a daily newspa
per in Stamford, Connecticut, for her doc
fora! research on the rise of lesbian, gay, 
and bisexual rights in the corporate work
place. The article focused on the growing 
number of Fortune 1000 companies that 
are adopting domestic partner benefits. 

Abigail C. Saguy, Princeton University, 
was quoted in a May 13 special report on 
sexual harassment in the French 
newsmagazine L'Express. She spoke spe
cifically about cross-national differences 
in how this issue is being addressed by 
French and American corporations and 
portrayed in each country's mass media. 

Richard Sobel, Harvard University, was 
quoted in several print and radio media 
outlets about the NATO intervention in 
Kosovo. He was also quoted in a May 19 
New York Times article on the Internet and 
in a June 6 Boston Globe article analyzing 
medical confidentiality legislation. 

Elmer Spreitzer, Bowling Green Univer
sity, was quoted in a May 19 Cincinnati 
Enquirer article on controversies about 
Native American mascots of area high 
school sports teams. 

Robert J. Stevenson was interviewed in 
several national radio programs about his 
book, The Boiler Room and other Telephone 
Sales Scams. 

Dorceta E. Taylor, University of Michi
gan, received radio and print media cov
erage in September, 1998 for her partici
pation as a speaker in the "Justice for All" 
conference. 

Sandy Welsh, Myrna Dawson and 
Annette Nierobisz, University of 
Toronto, had their 1999 ASA presentation 
"Do Extra-Legal Attributes Matter? 
Sexual Harassment Complaint Outcomes 
and the Canadian Human Rights Com
mission," featured in an article by the 
Toronto Star on August 9. Sandy Welsh 
was also interviewed about this research 
on the CBC radio morning show in Ot
tawa on August 12. 

Nicholas H. Wolfinger, University of 
Utah, was interviewed on the Fox News 
Channel on August 15 regarding his re
search on the intergenerational transmis
sion of divorce. 

Awards 
Fatemah Behbekht, Boston College, was 
named the 1999-2000 recipient of the 
Benedict S. Alper Fellowship. 

Daniel Bell, Harvard University, was 
awarded the tenth Tocqueville Prize in 
Paris on June 30. 

Nicholas L. Danigelis, University of Ver
mont, received the University's Kroepsch
Maurice Award for Excellence in Teaching 
for 1998-99. 

Bruce P. Dohrenwend, Columbia Univer
sity, received the 1999 Leo G. Reeder 
Award from the ASA Medical Sociology 
Section. 

Russell R. Dynes, University of Delaware, 
received the Ohio State University Distin
guished PhD Alumnus Award. 

Anne Figert, Loyola University, received 
the University's Sujack Award for Teach
ing Excellence for the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 

William Finlay, University of Georgia, re
ceived the 1999 General Sandy Beaver 
Teaching Professorship for excellence in 
teaching. 

Kathryn J. Fox, University of Vermont, re
ceived the University's Kroepsch-Maurice 
Award for Excellence in Teaching for 1999-
2000. 

Joe Galaskiewicz, University of Minne
sota, and Wolfgang Bielefeld, Indiana 
University, received the 1999 Best Book 
Award from the Academy of 
Management's Public, and Nonprofit Di
vision for Nonprofit Organizations in an Age 
of Uncertainty (Airline de Gruyter, 1998). 

Jaber F. Gubrium, University of Florida, 
was chosen to present the Society for the 
Study of Symbolic Interaction's "Distin
guished Scholar Lecture" at the Society's 
annual conference held in Chicago. 

Priscilla Handy, Mississippi Valley State 
University, was awarded.a Summer Visit
ing Fellowship by the Joirtt Latin Ameri
can and Carribean Studies Centers of the 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
and the University of Chicago. 

Donna Hess, South Dakota State Univer
sity, was the recipient of the SDSU Award 
for Teaching Excellence. 

Zakir Hossain, Lock Haven University, re
ceived the 1998 Peers' Choice Award for 
Teaching Excellence and the Second An
nual Outstanding Scholarship Award for 
Faculty in 1999. 

Richard M. Ingersoll, University of Geor
gia, received the 1999 Richard B. Russell 
Teaching Award. 

Barbara Karcher, Kennesaw College, re
ceived the Phillip C. Preston Community 
Service Award. 

June S. Lowenberg, University of Wash
ington-Tacoma, received the 1998-99 Dis
tinguished Teaching Award and was hon
ored at ceremonies at both UWT and Uni
versity of Washington-Seattle. 

Michael Macy and David Strang, Cornell 
University, won the Best Paper Award 
from the Academy of Management Orga
nizations and Management Theory Sec
tion. 

David Maines, Oakland University, re
ceived the 1999 George Herbert Mead 
Award for lifetime contributions to schol
arship from the Society for the Study of 
Symbolic Interaction. 

Julie Manga, Boston College, received the 
Donald J. White Teaching Excellence 
Award for undergraduate teaching. 

Clifton E. Marsh, Morris Brown College, 
was named a State of Georgia Governor's 
Teaching Fellow and was appointed to the 
Rhodes-Lilly Regional Consultation. 

Stephen J. Morewitz, Morewitz & Asso
ciates/California College of Podiatric 
Medicine, was selected for inclusion in 
Who's Who in America, 1999-2000. 

Terri Orbuch, Oakland University, was the 
1999 recipient of the University's New In
vestigator Research Excellence Award. 

Anne Raffin, New School for Social Re
search, PhD student, received a one-year 
doctoral dissertation grant from the Harry 
Frank Guggenheim Foundation. 

Francisco 0. Ramirez and John W. 
Meyer, Stanford University, received a 
major grant from the Spencer Foundation 
to study the relationship between the in
stitutionalization and expansion of sci
ence and societal progress. 

Craig Reinarman, University of Califor
nia-Santa Cruz, was awarded the 1999 
Alfred R. Lindesmith Award for Achieve
ment in the Field of Scholarship by the 
Drug Policy Foundation in Washington, 
DC. 

Dean Rojek, University of Georgia, re
ceived the 1999 Josiah Meigs Award for 
Excellence in Teaching. 

Marilynn Rosenthal, University of 
Michigan-Dearborn, was one of 30 faculty 
members statewide honored on April 6 
by the Michigan Association of Govern
ing Boards of Colleges and Universities. 

James Satterlee, South Dakota State Uni
versity, retired on June 30 and was 
awarded Professor Emeritus. 

Paul G. Schervish, Director, and John J. 
Havens, Associate Director, Boston Col
lege Social Welfare Research Institute, 
have been awarded the 1999 Grenzebach 
Award for Outstanding Published Schol
arship in the area of educational 
fundraising. 

Martin D. Schwartz, Ohio University, has 
been named the 1999 Ohio University 
Presidential Research Scholar in Social 
and Behavioral Sciences. 

Tanya Telfair Sharpe, Georgia State Uni
versity PhD candidate and recipient of a 
two year, National Research Service 
Award from the National Institute on 
Drug Abuse was one of six grantees cho
sen to make a presentation at the College 
on Problems of Drug Dependence Annual 
Meeting. 

Vicki Smith, University of California
Davis, was awarded the 1999 Distin
guished Publication Award by the Labor 
Studies Division of the Society for the 
Study of Social Problems, for her article 
"The Fractured World of the Temporary 
Worker: Power, Participation, and Frag
mentation in the Contemporary Work
place." 

Mitchell Stevens, Hamilton College, was 
awarded the University's Class of 1963 
Excellence in Teaching Award for the 
1998-99 academic year. 

France Winddance 1Wine, University of 
California-Santa Barbara and University 
of Washington, received the Andrew 
Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship under 
the theme "The Concept and Conse
quences of Race: Cross-National and 
Cross-Disciplinary Perspectives" at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
for the academic year 1999-2000. 

LisaK. Waldner-Haugrud, University of 
Houston-Downtown, received the Enron 
teaching Excellence Award. 

11ze following were announced by the Na
tional Academy of Education as 1999-
2000 Spencer Postdoctoral Fellows: Lory 
J. Dance, University of Maryland-College 
Park, Kimberlee A. Shauman, University 
of California-Davis, Robert C. Smith, 
Barnard College, John R. Warren, Univer
sity of Washington; Regina E. Werum, 
Emory University. 

The following students and faculty from 
Indiana University were honored at its 
annual awards ceremony: David Brady, 
Robert Carini, and Matthew Ow are, De
partment of Sociology's Sutherland 
Award for Excellence in Teaching (Gradu
ate Student Instructors); Kent Redding, 
Sutherland Award for Excellence in 
Teaching (Faculty); David Brady, Robert 
Carini, Aaron Culley, Matthew Oware, 
and Camilla Saulsbury, Indiana Univer
sity Teaching Excellence Recognition 
Award; Jeremy Freese, Lindesmith
Mullins Award for Distinguished Scholar; 
Laura Fingerson, Jeremy Freese, and Ja
son Schnittker, Schuessler Award for 
Outstanding Publication. 

Institute for Research in Social Science 
(IRSS) in conjunction with the Southern 
Association for Public Opinion Research, 
awarded the 1999 James Prothro Student 
Paper Competition first prize to Jenifer 
Hamil-Luker and Robert Woodberry, 

(continued on next page) 
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Awards, continued 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. 
Honorable mentions were awarded to 
Raymond N. Ankney, University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Naomi 
Mura, Yale University and Abigail C. 
Saguy, Princeton University and L'Ecole 
des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales. 

People 
Paul Amato has joined the faculty of 
Pennsylvania State University as Profes
sor of Sociology. 

David Baker has been jointly appointed 
as Professor of Education and Sociology 
at Pennsylvania State University. 

Jack Barbalet, Australian National Uni
versity, has been appointed to a Chair at 
the University of Leicester, England. 

Terry Blum was appointed Dean of the 
DuPree College of Management, Georgia 
Institute of Technology. 

Mounira M. Charrad, University of Pitts
burgh, has joined the international advi
sory board of the newly-formed founral 
of North African Studies. 

Mirelle Cohen recently secured a tenure 
track position at Green River Community 
College in Auburn, Washington. 

Kimberly Dugan will join the faculty at 
Eastern Connecticut State University for 
a tenure-track position beginning Fall 
1999. 

Karen Dugger is now Director of the Na
tional Center for Curriculum Transforma
tion Resources on Women at Towson State 
University (MD). 

George Farkas will be joining the faculty 
of Pennsylvania State University in Fall 
2000 as Professor of Sociology. 

Mary Frank Fox, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, gave a plenary address on 
"Doctoral-level Women in Engineering" 
at the IEEE International Symposium on 
Technology and Society 1999, New 
Brunswick, NJ in July. 

Tom Gold, University of California-Ber
keley, Ching-kwan Lee, ~hinese Univer
sity of Hong Kong, Jersey Liang, Univer
sity of Michigan,and Richard Madsen 
and Tamara Perkins, University of Cali
fornia-San Diego gave presentations in 
Chinese to a conference on Stratification 
and Mobility in China, held in Beijing, 
August 2-6, sponsored by Ford Founda
tion, as part of a series to introduce Ameri
can sociologists' work on Chinese society 
to a select group of Chinese sociologists 
from around the country. 

Doug Guthrie, New York University, 
spoke at a Capitol Hill luncheon on July 
19th, hosted by Senator Charles Schumer 
(0-NY), on post-Cox Commission China 
policy. 

Thomas D. Hall, DePauw University, has 
been appointed to the A. Lindsay 
O'Connor Chair in American Institutions 
at Colgate University forAY 1999/2000. 

Jon Hendricks, Oregon State University, 
is now Co-Editor-in-Chief of a new jour
nal in social gerontology, Hallym Interna
tional Journal of Aging. 

George A. Kourvetaris, Northern Illinois 
University, had his Political Sociology: 
Structure and Process, translated into Ko
rean. 

Sunwha Lee has been appointed as an 
ASA Postdoctoral Fellow working in the 
Research Program on the Discipline and 
the Profession. 

Rose Maria Li has been appointed Chief 
of Demography and Population Epidemi
ology in the Behavioral and Social Re
search Program at the National Institute 
on Aging, National Institutes of Health. 

Kay Meadow-Orlans, Gallaudet Univer
sity, was the keynote speaker at the bien
nial meeting of the Conference of Ameri
can Instructors of the Deaf in Los Ange
les on July 15. 

J. Langley Miller, Purdue University, will 
spend the 1999-2000 academic year as a 
Fellow in Law and Sociology at the 
Harvard University Law School. 

Peter M. Nardi, Pitzer College, has been 
named the new editor of Sociological Per
spectiz>es, the official journal of the Pacific 
Sociological Association, published by the 
University of California Press. 

Jammie Price has joined the Sociology 
Department at University of North Caro
lina-Wilmington, developing their intern
ship and applied sociology program. 

Stacy Rogers has joined the faculty of 
Pennsylvania State University as Assis
tant Professor of Sociology. 

Robert Schoen has joined the faculty of 
Pennsylvania State University as the 
Arnold and Bette Hoffman Professor of 
Family Sociology and Demography. 

Heather Sullivan-Catlin, Kean Univer
sity, has been named Faculty Director of 
the university's Service-Learning Pro
gram. 

Edward A. Tiryakian, Duke University, 
lectured on "Sociology and a Century of 
Surprises," at the University of Sts. Cyril 
and Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia, June 
23. 

Steven A. Tuch, George Washington Uni
versity, has been promoted to full profes
sor. He is President-elect of the District of 
Columbia Sociological Society. 

Vinetta Witt, an MFP Fellow, completed 
her PhD at University of South Carolina 
and has accepted a faculty position at 
Newberry College. 

Earl Wysong, Indiana University
Kokomo, was promoted to Professor, July 
1, and was also elected president of the 
Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences 
for 1999. 

Members' New 
Books 
Kevin Anderson, Northern Illinois Uni
versity, and Eric Plaut, Mllrx on Suicide 
(Northwestern University Press, 1999). 

Carol S. Aneshensel, University of Cali
fornia-Los Angeles, Jo Phelan, Columbia 
University (editors), Handbook of the Soci
ology of Mental Health (Plenum, 1999). 

Penny Becker, Cornell University, Congre
gations in Conflict: Cultural Models of Local 
Religious Life (Cambridge University 
Press, 1999). 

Helen A. Berger, West Chester University, 
A Community of Witches: Contemporary 
Neo-Paganism and Witchcraft in the United 
States (University of South Carolina Press, 
1999). 

Bonnie Berry, Social Problems Research 
Group, Social Rage: Emotion ond Cultural 
Conflict (Garland Publishing, 1999). 

Steven M. Buechler, Minnesota State 
University-Mankato, Social Movements in 
Advanced Capitalism: The Political Economy 
and Cultural Construction of Social Activ
ism (Oxford University Press, 2000). 

Todd Clear, John Jay College of Criminal 
Justice and David Karp, Skidmore Col
lege, The Community Justice Ideal 
(Westview Press, 1999). 

Marjorie L. DeVault, Syracuse University, 
Liberating Method: Feminism and Social Re
search (Temple University Press, 1999). 

Michele Dillon, Yale University, Catholic 
Identity: Balancing Reason, Faith, and Power 
(Cambridge University Press, 1999). 

Steven C. Dubin, Displays of Power: 
Memory and Amnesia in the American Mu
seum (New York University Press, 1999). 

Richard Enos and John E. Holman, Uni
versity of North Texas, Mamie E. Carroll, 
University of Colorado-Boulder, Alterna
tive Sentencing: Electronically Monitored 
Correctional Supervision (2nd edition) 
(Wyndham Hall Press, 1999). 

Walter L. Goldfrank, David Goodman, 
and Andrew Szasz, all from University 
of California-Santa Cruz (editors), Ecol
ogy and the World-System (Greenwood 
Press, 1999). 

Eric D. Gordy, Clark University, The Cul
ture of PO!Vtr in Serbia: Nationalism and the 
Destruction of Alternatives (Penn State Uni
versity Press, 1999). 

Doug Guthrie, New York University, 
Dragon in a Tllree-Pieu Suit: Tile Emergence 
of Capitalism in China (Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1999). 

John R. Hall, University of California
Davis, Cultures of Inquiry: Fmm E!'istenl()l
ogy to DiscourSt in Sociollistorica/ Researclr 
(Cambridge University Press, 1999). 

Victor Hassine, Inmate AM4737, Thomas 
J. Bernard, Pennsylvania State University, 
Richard McCleary, University of Califor
nia-Irvine, Richard A. Wright, Arkansas 
State University, Life Without Parole: Lit>
ing in Prison Today 2'"' Edition (Roxbury 
Publishing Company, 1999). 

John W. Heeren, California State Univer
sity-San Bernardino, Marylee H. Requa, 
Chaffey College, Robert H. Lauer and 
Jeanette C. Lauer, U,S. International Uni
versity (editors) Sociology: Windows on So
ciety 5" Edition (Roxbury Publishing Com
pany, 1999). 

Walter R. Heinz, University of Bremen 
(Germany), From Education to Work: Cmss
Natiorral Perspectives (Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 1999). 

James A. Holstein, Marquette University, 
and Jaber F. Gubrium, University of 
Florida, Tire Self We Lit>e By: Narratitoe Iden
tity in a Postmodcnr World (Oxford Univer
sity Press, 2000). 

Allan V. Horwitz, Rutgers University and 
Teresa L. Scheid, University of North 
Carolina-Charlotte (editors), A Handbook 
for tire Study of Mental Health: Social Con
texts, Theories and Systems (Cambridge 
University Press, 1999). 

Sharon K. Houseknecht and Jerry G. 
Pankhurst (editors), Family, Religion and 
Social Change in Dit>erSt Societies (Oxford 
University Press, 2000). 

Moon H. Jo, Korean Immigrants and tire 
Challenge of Adjustment (Greenwood Pub
lications, 1999). 

David Karp, Skidmore College, Commu
nity Justice: An Emerging Field (Rowman 
and Littlefield, 1999). 

Andrzej Kulczycki,American University 
of Beirut, The Abortion Debate in the World 
Arena (Routledge, 1999). 

Michele Lamont, Princeton University, 
The Cultural Territories of Race: Black and 
White Boundaries (University of Chicago 
Press, 1999). 

Robert H. Lauer and Jeanette C. Lauer, 
U.S. International University, Troubled 
Times: Readings in Social Problems (Roxbury 
Publishing Company, 1999). 

Jack Levin and Richard Bourne, North
eastern University, Kim Mac Innis and 
Walter F. Carroll, Bridgewater State Col
lege (editors) Social Problems: CauStS, Con
sequences, and Interventions 2"" Edition 
(Roxbury Publishing Company, 1999). 

Phyllis Moen, et al., Cornell University, 
A Nation Divided: Dir>ersity, Ineqrmlity and 
Community in American Society (Cornell 
University Press, 1999). 

Martha A. Myers, University of Georgia, 
Race, Labor and Punishment in the New 
South (Ohio State University Press, 1998). 

Peter M. Nardi, Pitzer College, Gay Men's 
Friendships: Invincible Communities (Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 1999). 

Robert Perucci, Purdue University and 
Earl Wysong, Indiana University
Kokomo, The New Class Society (Row man 
and Littlefield, 1999). 

Mary Ann Romano, Molloy College, 
Beatrice Webb (1858-1943): The Socialist 
with a Sociological Imagination (Edwin 
Mellen Press, 1998). 

Marilynn Rosenthal, University of 
Michigan-Dearborn, Sally Lloyd
Bostock, and Lin Mulcahy (editors), 
Medical Mishaps: Pieces of the Puzzle (Open 
University Press, 1999). 

Michael Rowe, Yale University, Crossing 
the Border: Encounters Bttween Homeless 
Peaple and Outreach Workers (University of 
California Press, 1999). 

Clinton R. Sanders, University of Con
necticut, Understanding Dogs: Living and 
Working with Canine Companions (Temple 
University Press, 1999). 

Frank R. Scarpitti, University of Dela
ware, Arnie L. Nielsen, Bowling Green 
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State University (editors) Crimemrd Crimi
nals: Cmrtem1l(lrary and Classic Readings 
(Roxbury Publishing Company, 1999). 

Richard A. Settersten, Jr., Case Western 
Reserve University, Lies in Time and Piau: 
Tht• Pmblems and Pnmrises of Dt!t•ellllmu•n
tnl Scit•na (Baywood Publishing Com
pany, Inc., 1999). 

Susan Walzer, Skidmore College, Think
ing Ab11ut tire Bnby: Transitions Intc1 Parrnt
hCH'Id (Temple University Press, 1999). 

Murray L. wax, Washington University, 
Wt'Stenr Rationality and tire AngelrifDn•ams: 
Self. Psyclu• and Drt•anring (Rowman and 
Littlefield, 1999). 

John B. Williamson, Boston College, 
Diane M. Watts-Roy, and Eric R. 
Kingson (editors), Tlu• Gt•m•ratit~nal Equity 
Dt'llllte (Columbia University Press, 1999). 

Ellen Wood, Peter Meiksins, Cleveland 
State University, and Michael Yates (edi
tors), Rising From tlrt• Aslrt·s? La/111r in t/rr· 
Age rif Gllllllll Capitalism (Monthly Review 
Press, 1999). 

New Publications 
International Feminist foumnl of Politics 
is a new journal at the intersections of in
ternational relations, politics and 
women's studies. It will provide a unique 
forum to foster debate and development 
in this vital and rapidly growing area. 
Contributions should be double-spaced 
with generous margins, and should nor
mally be 5,000-8,000 words. Three copies 
of the paper should be submitted. Notes 
for contributors can be obtained from the 
Editors. All submissions will be refereed. 
Contributions should be sent to: Jan Jindy 
Pellman, International Feminist Journal 
of Politics, Centre for Women's Studies, 
Australian National University, Canberra 
ACT, Australia 0200; +61 26 249 5977/ 
4349; fax +61 26 279 8432; e-mail 
Jindy.Pettman@anu. edu.au; <www. 
tandf.co.uk/journals>. 

Contact 
Community Policing. Seeking original, 
well-documented studies about commu-

ASA/NCHS 

nity policing for national publication with 
large law enforcement readership from 
practitioners and knowledgeable aca
demics. Areas of interest include: (real) 
events leading to CP agenda, believable 
techniques insuring community member
ship representation and empowerment, 
honest techniques used to sustain active 
community involvement, methods of 
bridging federal fund gap, clear assess
ment, valid training, and liability issues. 
With outline and before November 15, 
1999. Contact: Dennis J. Stevens, Univer
sity of Massachusetts-Boston; e-mail 
dennis.stevens@umb.edu 

Service Learning. Anecdotal evidence 
and pre- and post-course surveys indicate 
that service-learning is very meaningful 
to students and that students develop 
values of social responsibility, increased 
understanding of institutional racism, 
and develop a commitment to the com
mon good. I want to develop a pedagogy 
and strategy which will fully realize the 
potential of service-learning to tench ba
sic sociologica I perspectives, theories, 
concepts and deep understanding. I illso 
want to develop an assessment striltegy 
to be able to document tht• impact of ser
vice-learning and to evaluate various ap
proaches. I would apprecinte suggl'Stions 
for issues I should consider, rcfert•nces I 
should consult and approaches y<'ll havt• 
found to be successful. Contilct: john W. 
Eby, Director, Agnpe Center for St•rvice 
and Learning, Messiah C<lllegt•, 
Grantham, l'A 17019. 

Caught in the Web 
The July 1999 issue of Tcacili11g Sociol
ogy. published by the ASA, includes a 
useful and interesting review of gt•rwral 
sociology websites by Annette Haines, 
Central Michigan University. This article 
is available, with links, on the ASA homt• 
page: www.asanet.org. 

American Council of Learned Societies, 
Frederick Burkhardt Residential Ft•llow
ships for recently tenured scholars. 
<http://www.acls.org/ex-burk.htm>. 

Drmogrnplric Rt'srnrclr. This free new, 
fully-refereed journal mny be tlw first 

Continm•d 1111 ucxt page 

• 
ASAJNCHS Research 
Fellowship Program 

The American Statistical Association (ASA) and the 
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) 
announce the 2000-200 I Research Fellowship 
Program. This program: 

>- Bridges the gap between academic scholars and the 
Federal government's health research programs. 

>- Allows researchers a unique opportunity to work at 
NCHS 1 use NCHS data and facilities, and interact 
with NCHS staff. 

Applicants need: 

>- Academically recognized research record 

>- Expertise in area of proposed research in topics 
related to NCHS data1 methodology, analysis, and 
survey design covering areas from concept develop
ment to data dissemination. 

For additional information check the ASA Web site 
http://www.amstat.org/awards/NCHS.html 
or contact: 

Judy Dill 
ASAINCHS Fellowship Program 
American Statistical Association 
1429 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314-3415 
judy@amstat.org 
Application Deadline-December 10, 1999 
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In the Web, continued 

internet-only journal in the field of popu
lation studies. Please look at our sample 
issue, register your email address with us 
on the online registration form to receive 
alerts about new content, and send us 
your papers to publish. We are accepting 
submissions now. <www.demographic
research.org>. 

The Global Community and World Con
gress newsletter can be read on The Glo
bal Community organization website: 
<http:// members.home.net/g.dufour>. 

Humor Links. See the program for the 
11th International International Society 
for Humor Studies Conference at Oak
land, California, on-line at: <http:// 

www.hnc.edu/ events/humor99/ 
prog.htm>. The Art Gliner Center for Hu
mor Studies website has just been up
dated. Please click onto the following: 
<http://www.otal.umd .edu/amst/ 
humorcenter/>. The web site of the In
ternational Society for Humor Studies has 
also been updated. <http://www.uni
duesseldorf.de/WWW /MathNat/ 
Ruch/SecretaryPage.html>. 

Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies is 
now on the Web at <WWW.JISonline.org>. 

<WWW.lecturesonline.org>. Created and 
maintained by Joshua Kim of West Vir
ginia University, this new site aims to 
serve as a collection point for a variety of 
teaching materials for the academic com
munity and offers syllabi, lecture notes, 

and teaching materials from courses in a 
range of disciplines. Kim envisions the 
site growing to include articles, working 
papers, and conference papers, becoming 
a permanent online academic conference. 
Users can currently browse for materials 
in six categories or search by keyword. 

Social Semiotics. The on-line journal is 
edited by Timothy Shortell and Jerome 
Krase of the Sociology Department at 
Brooklyn College of the City University 
of New York. You can contact us by e-mail 
at shortell@brooklyn.cuny.edu and/or 
jerrykrase@aol.com. <www.academic. 
brooklyn.cuny.edu/soc/semiotics/>. 

<socialtheory.org>. The International 
Consortium of Social Theory Programs, 
announces its website at 

Shore Your Teaching Materials/ 
Although the current list of available teaching materials is impressive, it represents only a portion of the potential universe of 
materials. Items are constantly under revision to update readings, references, and new ideas for instructional techniques. Your 
teaching materials moy merit greater professional visibility and recognition. We invite you to send your ideas and materials to 
TRC for consideration. Your ideas and suggestions regarding existing and future products and seJVices are also welcome. The 
following products ore under development or revision during 1999-2000. Please do not write requesting these products. As 
materials are completed, they will be announced in Footnales and distributed through the Teaching Resources Center. If you 
have pertinent materials, please contod the editors listed below. They ore interested in course syllabi, doss exercises and 
assignments, examinations and evaluation instruments, computer software and film reviews, and essays on pedagogical 
challenges and opportunities involved in teaching those courses. 

&ioJ; Teaching lhe SoOOiogy cJ ;lging, Dione Harris, University of i!nnessee- KnaMlle, 4505 London Drive, P.O. BO< 50546, Knoxville, TN 37950 
Abtol and Onv;: Sociology cJ .t-Jrohol ond Drvgs: St/lobi ond lnstrucOOnol Maleriol, Richard Dembo, Department of Criminology, UnNetsify of South 
Florida, 4202 E. Fowler Averoe, ilmpa, Fl 33620 and Pout Roman, lJniversily cJ Georgia, The lnsti1ute for Behavion:JI Reseorth, Rm. Ill 02, Banow 
HoU, Alhens, GA. 30602-2401 

~Studies: Syllabus GOOe and iloching NdeOOis, Chis BDcer; 351 1.ourel Slreet, MonistoMl, TN 37813 

Appied SrdrWw .Ppp/ied Sociology: A Colledioo cJ Course~ 1m Marie Scorisbridc-liousel; 
Ciicd:. The Onicol SoOOiogy Resooo:e Book. Jon Mlrie Fritz, 7300 hot:rxno Forest Drive Gncinn:rfi, OH 45237 
CQler1Mt BelxMa: Stflobi & Teodling Resoutes for Cl:lmes in ColledWe Behavior ond Social~ Bob Emwrds, Department. of Sociology, East 
Carolina ~Greenville, NC 27858 
Ca!mJrir (ol.vr Teaching SociOOgy r. a Canrn!riy College. Moria ll!ycnt, PO Box 6325, Waldorf, MD 20603-6325 
~and tisbiml: £tllobi ond lnstrucOOnol Maleriols for Teaching ~ ond HisJoriCDI Sociology, Lindo Deutschmonn, 1926 Ttnnisv.ood 
Court, Komloops, BC V2E 21<5, Conodo, 98 ZZ245 
~ 7ecching-Ginino/ogy: Resoutes ond Issues, Richard A wrq., Depar1ment. of Criminology. Sociology, Sociol Wotk & Geography P.O. 
Drower 2410, Arlconsos Stale ~ Slate l..lnivetsity, AA 72467-241 0 
DdJ o-d I)Q: Death. Dying & Bioethics: A Teaching Resooo:e Ncnuo1 for Cl:lmes on lhe Sociology of Death. Geny Cox, N2328 Briorwood Ave., La 
Crosse, WI 54601-2468 
~Sociology: £r8obi ~tro lnstrudionoi Malerio~ David M,m, Program in latin />mericon, Joseph Heruy House, Prince~on u~ 
Princelon, NJ 08544-1 019 

Eduamco: Syllabi and lnstrucOOnol Noleriol r. lhe Sociology cJ Educotion, .leonne Bollontine, Deportment of Sociology, WrW;jrt Slole ~ Dayton, OH 
45435 or Caroline Hodges Persell, Department of Sociology, New Yorlc ~ 269 Mercer St. 4th Floor, New York, NY 1 <XXl3 
GoB: Teaching Resourres and Syllabi in the Sociology cJ Gender, Lindo Sue Stephens, Department of Sociology, Univetsity of Puget Sound, Seattle, 
WA 98195 
Grrxfua!n S!udenk: Preparing Groduole Sluderis lo Teach, Kimberly~ 43 Hunter's ~ Haverhill, MA 01832 
tu. Oins: Teaching lhe SoOOiogy of Hole ~ HoY.ord Ehrlich, Center for the Applied SCudy of Prejudice and Ethnoviolence, 27 43 M:Jrylond Ave., 
Boffinxwe,MD 21218 
bxMJJM! ............... : 1nncMJtP.,e Techniques for 7eoching Sociologicol ~ Race ond 8hnic ~. Mlrk EUis, Wrlliom lbterson ~ 
Department of Sodology, 300 l'omplon Rood, Wf:r.trte, NJ 07 4 70 
(rnMDve idxic:J • 1nncMJt;.;e Tedriques for Teaching Sociologicol ~: Gender Sludies, Julie Boetlcher, Deparlment of Sociology, McGuinn Hoi 
Room #426, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 
~ lnlerdiscip/ino ~ Beth Rushing, College of his & Sciences, Campus Box 48, Georgia Cdlege & 
Slote Univetsity, M~ledgevil1e, GA. 31 061 
k*rxltmry. Syllabi ond lnslrudionol Noterio/kl kWoducby Sociology, Jim Sikora, Departnenl of Sociology, Ulinois Wesleyan Univetsity, Blooni IQfol•, ll 
61702 
1Mr;1a Delrqexy: Syllabi and lnshudionol Moleriols for Cl:lmes in Jwenile Oemquency, T IITI Fiedler, Deparlment of Sociology, Conoll College 
Woukeshio, WI 53186 
l.aw: Syllabi and lnsln.dionol Maleriols for lhe Sociology cJ ~ lloyd Klein, School of Social and Community Services, l...lnM!ISity of Tennes5ee, 
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<socialtheory.org>. The site includes links 
to many programs, conference and jour
nal information, and items of concern to 
social theorists. 

The World Justice Information Network 
is pleased to announce our new special 
collection of URLs on the Rule of Law. It 
contains over 700 websites, official docu
ments, non-governmental documents, 
academic articles, bibliographies, treaties, 
legislation, training and research materi
als and other resources on the subject. An 
Introduction is provided to guide you 
through the collection in more detail. The 
World Justice Information Network, lo
cated on the web at <http: / I 
www.wjin.net>, is a virtual global com
munity of criminal justice professionals. 
Membership in the community is free and 
is open to people with a professional or 
academic interest in criminal justice, in
cluding researchers, students, Jaw en
forcement officers, activists, government 
officials, journalists, lawyers, and infor
mation specialists. For further informa
tion, contact us at webmaster@rol.org or 
visitusonlineat<http://www.wjin.net>. 

Policy and Practice 
Wendell Bell, Yale University, partici
pated in a seminar of the National Secu
rity Study Group in Arlington, VA, June, 
1999. The U.S. Secretary of Defense estab
lished this new federal commission for the 
purpose of conducting a thorough review 
of American security needs from now 
until the year 2025. 

Robert D. Manning, Georgetown Uni
versity, released a study under the Con
sumer Federation of America on college 
student credit card debt. The study indi
cates that previous research has underes
timated the extent of this debt and related 
problems, including suicides of indebted 
students. 

Donald Wheeler, Kean University, has 
become Director of the New Jersey Higher 
Education Partnership for Sustainability. 

Deaths 
Nicholas Babchuk, University of Ne
braska-Lincoln, died on August 18. 

Carlfred Broderick, University ofSouth
t'm California, died on July 27. 

Eleanor Paperno Wolf, Wayne State Uni
versity, died in July. 

Obituaries 
Jane Cooley Carlson 
(1953-1999) 

Jane C. Carlson, 46, died on August 5, 
1999 at her home in Boise, Idaho. Shere
ceived her bachelor of arts degree in soci
ology in 1976 from Carroll College, Wis
consin. Her bachelor's thesis was titled 
"Phenomenology and Reality-Mainte
nance." In 1979, with the successful de
fense of her thesis "The Sociology of So
dal Change-A Critical Analysis," she re
ceived her master's degree in sociology 
from Marquette University, WI. Jane was 
in the process of completing her PhD at 
Rutgers at the time of her death. Her dis
sertation research, "The Journal of Visual 
Literacy Involved in the Journeys of 
Children's Lives through Art and Litera
ture," compared drawings made by chil
dren in American and Dutch communities 
and then compared those drawings to 
drawings made by refugee children from 
Bosnia and Kosovo to assess the effects of 
exile and war. Her work was to shed light 
on the art of story telling techniques espe
cially suited for traumatized children who 
had not yet verbalized their "'ife journeys." 

Jane was awarded a Russell Fellowship 
and honored with the "Most Inspiring Fac
ulty Member" award at Rutgers in addi
tion to her active memberships in the 
American Sociological Association, East
em Sociological Society, International Vi
sual Sociology Association and Interna
tional Visual Literacy Association. She 
taught part-time for Boise State University 
between 1984 and 1994, leaving Boise for 

Rutgers and continuation of her graduate 
studies. She returned to Boise in 1997 to 
complete her dissertation research and 
once again taught part-time for the Depart
ment of Sociology. She was an active 
scholar, engaged in research, publications 
and presentations at professional meetings 
over the years. 

Jane is survived by her parents, Jane and 
John Carlson of Evanston, Illinois, her sis
ters, Kay Jeannette DeMerit of Wisconsin, 
Kathel Brennan of New Jersey, her brother 
John Cooley Carlson of Nevada, her aunt, 
uncle and cousin, all of Boise, Idaho. 

Memorials may be sent to the American 
Cancer Society-Research, P.O. Box 5386, 
Boise, 10 83705 or the Mountain States Tu
mor Institute (MSTI), 100 E. Idaho Street, 
Boise, 10 83712. 

Patricia Dorman, Boise State University 

Alan S. Meyer 
(1922-1998) 

Alan S. Meyer, Regional Inspector Gen
eral for the New York Regional Office of 
the United States Department of Health 
and Human Services, died at his home in 
Demarest, NJ on January 28, 1998, after an 
eight-year battle with prostate cancer. 

A sociologist, he received his MA and 
PhD degrees from Columbia University 
after graduating from City College, New 
York, and serving three years in the army 
during WW II. Meyer conducted national 
evaluation studies in the New York Re
gional Office from 1974-1997. He played a 
major role in introducing opinion research 
methods into the Inspector General's of
fice there. 

Before joining the Federal Government, 
Meyer conducted socio-medical research 
at Burke Rehabilitation Center, White 
Plains, NY, and at the New York Medical 
College, then in Manhattan. He had been 
research director for the New Jersey 
Legislature's Youth Commission from 
1954-1%1. 

In 1970 Alan was recruited by his friend 
and mentor Paul F. Lazarsfeld of the Co
lumbia Bureau of Applied Social Research 
to be project director of a study of 200 
smokers and ex-smokers, "Motivational 
Conflicts Engendered by the On-going 
Discussion about Cigarette Smoking," co
authored by Lazarsfeld and Lucy Fried
man, and paid for by a major tobacco com
pany. 

As drug education director in 1971-73 for 
the Public Education Association in New 
York City, Alan went on television to op
pose the state's draconian Rockefeller drug 
laws. In 1974 his "Sociology of Drug Edu
cation" was published as a chapter in 
Charles Winick's (Ed.) Sociological Aspects 
of Drug Dependence. 

One of the first to propose " de
criminalization" rather than "legalization" 
of drugs, Meyer made the case for a more 
accurate conceptualization of legal/illegal 
drugs. Prior to his career with the federal 
government, he produced more than 
twenty drug research studies. In the 1980's 
and 90's he continued to present papers 
on conceptual and terminological contri
butions to drug miseducation, always re
ferring to "tobacco, alcohol and other 
drugs." 

One month before his death Dr. Meyer 
was revising for publication a content 
analysis of the Tobacco Institute's book
let "Tobacco: Helping Youth Say No." His 
conclusion: more pro than anti-smoking 
messages, zero references to health risks. 

Alan was President of the New York 
chapter of the American Association for 
Public Opinion Research in 1985-'86, and 
was active inAAPOR's Volunteer Research 
Network. 

Back in 1946, while a starting third 
baseman for City College's baseball team, 
Meyer had been joint author of a study 
which predicted that Jackie Robinson, then 
playing in the minor leagues, would be a 
success athletically in the field and finan
cially at the box office for the then Brook
lyn Dodgers. Alan competed in the 1991 
Senior World Series Softball Tournament 
and played softball and volleyball on town 
teams to age 75. 

George Grob, Inspector General in the 
national office of Health and Human Ser
vices, said at Alan's retirement party six 
months before his death: "The career we 
celebrate today is not of one who amassed 

(continued on next page) 
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Obituaries, continued 

great wealth or national fame. Alan's con
tributions were much more substantial 
than that. They included: children adopted 
who might not otherwise be, young people 
who don't smoke, and a more reliable So
cial Security program. Alan was one of the 
first to speak out on these topics, with the 
compelling logic and evidence of the stud
ies he designed and performed. In this re
gard, we have all learned a Jot from Alan. 
When I appointed him Regional Inspector 
General, I made a last request of him-that 
before he retired he would bring a new 
crew into our New York office, train them, 
show them how 'it's supposed to be done.' 
This was his final gift to our organiza
tion .... The young staff of New York have 
set out confidently to achieve as much as 
Alan did. Each received an ember or two 
from Alan's fire and have lit their own." 

"Region II learned a lot from Alan .... He 
taught me: the unmockable need to pre
test a survey, the consequences of not do
ing so, the benefits derived from logic, fact, 
openness, and facing the truth; the power 
of dedication, persistence, and profession
alism; the importance of the St. Louis 
Browns, volleyball, and dancing; the fool
ishness of youth in the presence of a wise 
old man. I learned a lot from Alan." 

His staff's parting gift to him was a crys
tal dove engraved "Manager, mentor, 
friend." 

Alan Meyer is survived by his wife, Alice 
Nolen Meyer (they met at the 1%9 ASA 
convention in San Francisco), three chil
dren, Robert, Julie, and Kenneth, and his 
brothers Paul and Roger Meyer of Port
land, OR. 

Alice Nolen Meyer and Richard H. Barter 

Richard Hayes Ogles 
(1927-1999) 

Richilrd Hayes Ogles, retired professor 
of sociology at the University of Colorado 
at Denver, died May 31,1999, in Littleton, 
Colorado. He is survived by his wife Mary, 
his son Tom, a dnughter, Tina Marie 
"Kima" Lonewolf, and a brother Charles. 
Dick received his BS at the University of 
Utah (1952), his MS at Brigham Young Uni
versity (1955), and his PhD from Washing
ton State University (1961). He taught so
ciology at Marietta College, Washington 
State University, University of Alberta, 
University of Tulsa, and the University of 
Colorado at Denver, where he retired in 
1993. 

Dick's early research and theoreticill in
terests focused on theory construction, 
probability theories, operationalism, con
cept formation, and the philosophy of sci
ence. Those of us who sat in his classes 
were awestruck by his ability to breathe 
life into seemingly inert theories and phi
losophies; we followed his logic as he mnde 
Popper, Parsons, Zettenberg and Carnap 
less esoteric and mysterious and more so
ciologically pertinent. We critiqued, ar
gued, and debated these authors and Dick 
himself, at each stage of our analysis. More 
than any other professor in our graduate 
program Dick encouraged and challenged 
us to look for logical loopholes and incon
sistencies in our theories and arguments, 
and to be able to dismantle and reconstruct 
the logic and rationale in support of our 
position. The story I've told my students 
so often of Dick is that he was the only pro
fessor to whom I would give a 25-page re
search paper and receive almost 30 pages 
of very in-depth comments. Such actions 
are, admittedly, not looked upon kindly by 
students. What we soon understood, was 
that Dick, though very kind and patient, 
was a forceful intellectual drill sergeant 
who encouraged intellectual independence 
but would not tolerate fuzzy or inept logic 
or reasoning. 

Dick made sociology a living art and sci
ence inside as well as outside the class
room. After engaging in lively debates and 
discussions in class, we would either go to 
his office or to the Student Union to con
tinue these discussions and debates. When 
an idea generated so much discussion and 
debate that it refused to go away, we would 
continue the discussion in The Tower, the 
fifth floor where the graduate student of
fices were located, or move the discussion 
to downtown Pullman where we contin
ued to argue and debate over pizzas, beer 
and wine. 'These were always fun times. 

As I reflect on those times, I marvel at the 
extent to which Dick's enthusiasm for so
ciology and his infectious love of intellec
tual inquiry made such seemingly turgid 
subjects as theory construction and the phi
losophy of science come alive, were 
deemed useful, and often very necessary, 
not only to the sociological enterprise, but 
to life and living itself. He was tenacious 
in these discussions, but he was also hon
est and not averse to backing down from a 
position if you could prove your point. 

Dick was a master teacher: patient, pre
cise, and purposeful in his goal of helping 
students to think concretely and sociologi
cally. To him, that process entailed having 
a position, understanding the contours and 
parameters of the position, and having the 
desire and ability to publicly (verbally or 
in writing) defend that position. I was 
privy to a more sustained and up close in
teraction with Dick, where I saw these 
qualities at close hand, when he was chair
man of my dissertation committee prior to 
his departure for the University of Tulsa. 

During the mid and late 1970s Dick's so
cial, political, and sociological interests be
gan to change. He began to carve out a new 
role for himself as a public intellectual and 
now concentrated on conflict theories and 
methodologies, applied sociology, and civil 
and human rights in the U.S. and abroad. 
His overall theoretical and political con
cerns now included such courses and re
search areas as Imperialism and Underde
velopment, Transition from Capitalism to 
Socialism, Class and Power in the U.S., the 
Political Economy of Crises in Capitalist 
Societies, and the dialectics and political 
economy of methodology. These political 
and theoretical concerns were directed to
wards a micro analysis of Chile, Allende, 
people's movements, and utopianism and 
practicalities in the construction of social
ism, and revolutionary and counter-revo
lutionary movements. 

Over the years it was clear to many of 
us that Dick had become very disillusioned 
with the politics of sociology in the uni
versity and with the professional path so
ciology now traveled. For this reason we 
were pleased when Mary recalled the great 
joy and sense of appreciation Dick felt 
when Bob Dunne organized and chaired 
two sessions in his honor at the 1997 meet
ing of the Western Social Science Associa
tion meeting in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
He was happy to see his former students 
who had now become his friends and col
leagues-we who once debated him, re
quested reference letters from him, and co
authored articles with him-were now pre
senting papers on one or more of the many 
ideas and themes on which he wrote and 
lectured while we were his students. We 
all, Bob Dunne, Slamak Movahedi, Nick 
Sofios, and I, remarked that it was almost 
a repeat of thirty or so years ago. We had 
come together to pay homage to our re
tired master teacher, mentor, and friend. 
We were certainly proud of him, and 
though there were moments of doubt, we 
were almost certain that he was equally as 
proud of us. He listened attentively as each 
of us spoke, took notes in Oglesian style 
(looking up at you while he furiously 
scribbled on the page), raised questions 
and points of clarification, and eventually 
responded, in-depth, to each of our papers, 
just as he did more than almost thirty years 
ago. Mary informed me that Dick would 
often reflect and comment on the sessions. 
Apparently, he was much more apprecia
tive of the sessions and of our organizing 
them around him, his teaching and schol
arship, than we imagined. 

He was a great friend and a superb men
tor. Over the years those of us who stud
ied with Dick would often cite some 
unique habits we consciously or uncon
sciously absorbed from him; a wave of the 
finger or hand as we make a point; the 
Oglesian deadpan humor; and the specific 
manner and patterns of arguing, reason
ing, and debating. In his teaching and in
tellectual discourse he represented and 
exemplified the highest standards of a uni
versity education. Equally, he emphasized 
the importance of family and friends, for 
he was a devoted husband and father as 
well as a loyal friend. We will miss him for 
all the reasons given above. But we will 
miss him all the more because in a world 
where there is no shortage of brilliant 
minds, he taught us that, ultimately, it was 
simply more important to be a noble, car-

ing and decent human being. 
Those desiring to make contributtons in 

memoriam to Dick are asked to send their 
gifts to the Thomas Merton Center for Cre
ative Exchange, 1429 'h West Dakota Av
enue, Denver, CO 80223. 

Rutlrdgt• M. Demris, Grorgc Masou Unir•rr
sity 

Rev. Chancy Robert Rawleigh 
(1936-1998) 

Chancy R. Raw leigh earned his Masters 
of Divinity from Boston University in 1%2 
and his doctorate in Sociology from Syra
cuse University in 1971. He became both a 
local minister and a professor of sociology 
at Denison University in Ohio for five 
years. Chancy Raw leigh came to Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania (IUP) in 1972, 
where he spent the remainder of his career. 

When the Department sought acndemic 
recognition in its early years, Chancy was 
elected to the presidency of the Allegheny 
Valley Sociological Society in 1979 <1nd then 
to the presidency of the Pennsylvania So
ciological Society in 1984. In each case, he 
brought a regional conference and essen
tial recognition to the IUP Department of 
Sociology. 

Chancy's interests were extremely 
broad. He was an active Minister of the 
Indiana Unitarian Universalist Life 
Church (1973-1996). He hi!d written ilnd 
presented papers on topics ranging from 
building family cohesion to sociological 
ethics. He narrated a film, appeared on 
television and conducted seminars on 
topics ranging from building self-esteem 
to the global AIDS crisis. He WiiS never 
afrnid to explore controversial subject 
matter, and would give courage to other 
to do so as well. 

Chancy's greatest passion was teaching 
undergraduates to become clinical prac
titioners. He had been the most crucial el
ement in building and maintaining a pio
neering clinical sociological program. 
Chancy Rawleigh also held the greatest 
responsibility for building a clinical soci
ology internship program that had no ri
val within or outside of the discipline. 
Chancy also dedicated himself to the stu
dents' extra-curricular lives-engaging 
any group of students on any in any fo
rum. 

Chancy was the first advisor to the gay 
and lesbian student group on campus. He 
did so in the 1970s, when all the closets 
were closed and the danger was great. Al
though threats accompanied his action, he 
continued to be the advisor for many 
years. And when the scourge of AIDS 
came, he was again there to fight those 
battles. Chancy Rawleigh has shown 
some of the best of what sociology has to 
offer. 

Chancy served the Indiana community 
with his clinical sociological knowledge. 
He was President of the State Board of 
Parents Anonymous and he helped found 
the Center for the Improvement of Family 
Life. He also served as a Board Member to 
the Mental Health Association and the 
Open Door (Drug and Alcohol Counsel
ing). 

Rev. Chancy Robert Rawleigh, 62, died 
peacefully at his home on December 14, 
1998, in the company of his wife, judy, and 
his three children, Chancy, Jr., Ciarra and 
Colin. He will be missed. 

Harvey Holtz, Indiana University of Penn
sylvania 

William }. Reddin 
(1930-1999) 

William J. Reddin, an internationally rec
ognized business professor, author and 
management consultant, died in London. 

In his heyday, The Times of London 
called him "the management guru of the 
1970s," and Mr. Reddin was the first Ca
nadian business writer to be a best-selling 
author in the United States. He was also 
popular in India, Spain, and Latin America 
where his books enjoyed massive sales. 

His consultancies, in which he espoused 
his theories of" managerial effectiveness" 
stretched round the world, with clients as 
varied as Martin Marietta Aerospace, 
Kodak, Ford, Westinghouse and John 
Player and Sons. 

Mr. Reddin's hallmark as a businessman 
was his engaging open-mindedness. His 
contracts demanded that a client set aside 
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a part of the fee to enable an independent 
doctoral student to monitor his own work 
as well as the client's. "It keeps us both 
honest," he said. 

Williilm James Reddin was born in 
Wimbledon on May 10, 1930. He left school 
at the age of 14, and took a job in a factory; 
two years later he had Silved enough 
money to emigrate to Canada. 

Mr. Reddin completed his high school 
education by correspondence and, in 1950, 
at the <~ge of 21. he entered the University 
of New Brunswick, majoring in econom
ics and psychology. Bill Reddin proved a 
brilliant student, and he graduated from 
UNB with honours. From his odd jobs he'd 
saved enough money to go to graduate 
school, and so he left Fredericton for the 
Harvard Business School, where he took 
an MBA. 

After Harvard, he was appointed il Sloan 
Doctoral Fellow at the Mnssachusetts In
stitute of Technology. It was there that he 
began to evolve his theories of managerial 
effectiveness. 

"It is the manager's job to be effective; it 
is his only job," he would sny. With this as 
his stilrting point, Mr. Re1~din developed 
what he called, in that language peculiar 
to modern management studies, !hilt "3-
D Theory of Management by Objectives 
(MbO)." 

Based on what he termed the "tlm•e di
mensions" of "individual, situation and ef
fectiveness," he nrgued that "there is no 
ideal style of management: You nwst 
match style to situation." 

!n 1969, Mr. Reddin published his theo
ries in the bookManagmnl Effi•t'tir~·rlt'~~.lt 
become the first Cilnadian business book 
to become a best heller in the United Stoles. 

Almost overnight, "MbO" was on the 
lips of seemingly every business manngt•r, 
and there was a rush to incorporate tht• 
theories in government bureaucracies. Mr. 

Reddin was suspicious of excess, wherever 
it nppeared, and he denounced the trend, 
believing his ideas were being poorly 
implemented. 

Mr. Reddin left the university in the lnte 
1970's to devote himself to his consulting 
firm, W. j. Reddin and Associates, ad\·is
ing businesses on how to put his theories 
into prilctice.ln all, he wrote 2..1 books and, 
with il former UNB collengue, Pntrick 
Kehoe, designed more thnn 40 m;mage
ment tests. One of these, The Culture Siwek 
Test, sold millions of copie~. 

He spent his Ins! year~ in London. Will
iam Reddin is survived by hi~ wift•, Kathy, 
ilnd two d;mghters, MJClll'lle nnd Kri:;ten. 

Excerpted and rcpriuted {mm The Nnfrmwl 
l'ost./une 25. 1999 

Classified Ads 
I'll bring out the best in your book or 
paper. Expert editing for style, clnrity, 
nwchanics. Twenty years' t•xpt•rit•nce in
cluding /\SR. Sl'Q, Sociological Tlreor!f. 
Justice Quarterly, lJcmo,<.:mplr!f. K<~n•n 
FPinbt•rg, 5300 Hnmilton Avenm•, #1704, 
Cincinnati, OH 45224; (513) 542-!!32R; 
kft•iJlberg@nlmptlSt•rve.CLllll. 

Sociology Journals for Sale: 1\SR Vol. 23-
37 (1951!-1972) and otht•r issm·s; !1/S
varitlliS Vtllumes from 195tls-1970s; Ccl/1-
/empomr!t Sociology; Sociologiml l'c'I'>III'L
tir•es (and fornwr l'nl'i{if Sooologic nl Rc•
r•ic•;ro). For compll'lt' inventory and pnn.; 
contilct Ruth Lovt•: t•-mnil 
RuthLLow@aol.com or write to: :13..15 NW 
Luray Terrilc:e,l'ortlilnd, OR 972111. l'lt·a~· 
nott• I will bt• awny from wmputt•r and 
moil box fwm St.•ptembl'r 25 ltlt•nd of(k
tobt•r 1999. 

Nominations Sought for ASA 
Journal Editors 

The ASA Committee on Publications invites nominations, in
cluding self-nominations, for the next editors for the ASA jour
nals Contemporary Sociology, foumal of Hmlt!t and Social Bdim,ior, 
Social Psychology Quarterly, and Sociological Mctftodology. 

While the role of journal editor is hard work, it is also an ex
citing opportunity to advance the discipline by determining the 
nature, scope, and content of these important journals. 

The exact length of the term for future editors is negotiable. 
The minimum editorial term is three years for Colllcmpornry So
ciology, four years for Journal of Hmlt!t and Social Behavior, Social 
Psyclwlogy Quarterly, and Sociological Mctl10dology. However, the 
Publications Committee urges potential editor candidates to con
sider service of up to five years, as a longer term can enhance the 
impact of incoming editors and also enrich the field by virtue of 
longer continuity of commitment. 

New editors will assume responsibility for the editorial office 
in summer 2000, with their first issues appearing in early 2001. 

ASA journals receive budgetary support, which has in the 
past been used to cover routine office expenses, the salary of edi
torial staff, as necessary, a freelance copyeditor. Prior editors have 
looked to their institutions for office space, computer equipment, 
some student assistance as needed, and release time for them
selves. 

If you are willing to be considered for this position, please 
submit the following materials (specifying for which editorship 
you wish to be considered) by November 15, 1999 to Karen Gray 
Edwards, Director of Publications, at the ASA Executive Office 
in Washington, DC: 

(1) A brief statement of your sense of the journal, its past ac
complishments, its problems, and, in particular, its future possi
bilities. This statement should not exceed three pages. 

(2) A one-page sketch of the intellectual and practical support 
for your editorial responsibilities that would be available from 
your department, your university, or other institutions. 

(3) A current vita. 
The Publications Committee will meet in early December 1999 

and hopes to review candidates and make its selections then. 
The choices then go before Council in January for final approval. 
The formal editor announcements will be made in February 2000. 

In addition to these journal editorships, nominations continue 
to be solicited for the next editor of the ASA Rose Series in Soci
ology. For additional information, see the call for nominations in 
the July I August 1999 Footnotes (page 3). 
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What's New on the ASA Home Page What Isn't? Call for 2000 MFP Competition 
The ASA Minority Affairs Program announces Its competition for a 

predoctoral fellowship training program for 2000-2001. The MFP fellowship Is 
Intended primarily for minority students Interested In mental health Issues and 
research. This training program is supported by a grant from the National 
Institute of Mental Health, DMslon of Services and Intervention. Sociological 
research on mental health and mental illness is germane to core areas of 
emphasis within the National Institute of Mental Health specifically, and the 
National Institutes of Health more generally. Research on the social dimensions 
of mental health Includes attention to prevention and to causes, consequences, 
adaptations, and interventions. 

ASA 
Student 
Forum 

In addition to the NIMH supported fellowships, a few fellowships are funded 
by ASA members' contributions and contributions from other sociology and 
regional associations. These fellowships do not stipulate a specmc area of focus 
and are fewer in number than those supported by funds from NIMH. 

Fellows must be citizens or non-citizen nationals of the United States, or have 
been lawfully admitted to the United States for pennanent residence and have In 
their possession an Allen Registration Card, and must be accepted and/or 
enrolled in a full-time Sociology doctoral program In the United States. In 
addition, applicants must be members of a racial and ethnic group, Including 
Blacks/ African American, Latinos (e.g., Chicano, Cuban, Puerto Rican), 
American Indians or Alaskan Natives, and Asians (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Southeast Asian) or Pacmc Islanders (e.g., Hawaiian, Guamanian, 
Samoan, Filipino). 

An annual stipend of $14,6881s provided for NIMH/mental health fellow
ships; non-NIMH fellowships are a minimum of $11,500. Also, arrangements for 
the payment of tuition will be made with universities or departments. Approxi
mately 10-12 new awards are made each year. 

Visit the newly redesigned ASA home page at www.asanet.org 

Applicants must submit their complete application package to the Minority 
Fellowship Program On one package) by December 31, 1999. The complete 
application package consists ot 

(1) Fellowship application 
(2) Essay/s 
(3) Three (3) letters of recommendation 

PrDJiosa}sDue December 15, 1999 • •• (4) TranscriPVs 

Fund for the .Advancement of the Discipline 
ASA/NSF Small Grapts Program 

(5) , Other supporting documents (OptionaO (e.g., cuniculum 
vitae or resume, research papers published or presented at 
professional conferences, GRE scores, etc.). 

For application and additional information, write: The American 
Sociological Association, Minority Fellowship Program, 1307 New York Avenue 
NW Avenue, SUits 700, Washington, DC 20005-4701; (202) 383-9005, ext. 322 
or mlnortty.affalrs@asanetorg. 

Supported by the ASA and the National Science Foundation, the goal of this fund is to nurtu:re 
the development of scientific knowledge by supporting small, groundbreaking research 
initiatives and other important scientific research activities. FAD awards provide scholars 
with venture capital for innovative research that has the potential for challenging the disci
pline, stimulating new lines of research, and creating new networks of scientific collaboration. 
Awards cue intended to provide opportunities for substantive and methodological break
throughs, broaden the dissemination of scientific knowledge, and provide leverage for 
acquisition of additional research funds. Maximum award is $5,000. 

.Application Information: 

ASA Logo Baseball Caps 
Order Tours today! 

~b: www.asanet.org/student/fad.html 
E-mail: research@asanet.org 
'lelephone: (202) 383-9005 x312 
Mail: FAD Awards, ASA, 1307 New York Avenue NW, Suite 700, 

Washington, DC 20005-4701 

High-quality brushed cotton twiD khald baseball caps. Two-color ASA logo, 
and "American Sociological Jlssoc:iation" on flont of cap. Contrasting piping 
on brim. $10 each to ASA members, $15 non-members (includes shipping 
and handling). Order from: ASA, 1307 New York Avenue RW, Suite 700, 
Washington, DC ZOOOS-4701. Credit card orders, call (ZOZ) 383-9005 x389. 
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jootnotes 
Published monthly with combined issues in May /June, July I 
August, and September/ October. Subscription, $35.00. Single 
copies, $3.00. 

Editor: Felice]. Ltuine 
Associate Editor /Interim Managing Editor: Carla B. Haux::ry 
Production: l<Drm Gray Edwards 
Secretary: Florence Bonner 

Article submissions are limited to l.(XJO words and must have 
journalistic value (e.g., timeliness, significant impact, general 
interest) rather than be research-oriented or scholarly in nature. 
Submissions will ne reviewed by the editorial board for possible 
publication. "Public Forum'• contributions are limited to BOO words; 
"Obituaries;• 500 words; '"Letters to the Editor;' 400 words; 
"Department" announcements, 200 words. All subrrussions should 
include a contact name and, if possible, an e-mail address. ASA 
reserves the right to edit for style and length all material published. 
The deadline for all material is the first of the month preceding 
publication {e.g., February 1 for March issue). 

Send communications on material, subscriptions, and advertising 
to: American Sociological Association, 1307 New York Avenue, Suite 
700, Washington, DC 20005-4701; {202) 383-9005; fax {202) 6J8.{)882; 
e-mail foobtotes@asanet.org; http:/ /www.asanet.org. 

Copyright 1999, American Sociological Association. Third class 
postage paid at Washington, DC, and additional mailing offices. 
JS5N 0749-693 I. 


